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Introduction to the Portfolio
This portfolio consists o f a selection o f academic, clinical and research work 
completed during the Doctorate o f Psychology (PsychD) clinical training course. The 
portfolio consists o f three dossiers: (1) the academic dossier; (2) the clinical dossier; 
and (3) the research dossier. Within each dossier are individual assignments. On 
some occasions, just a summary o f an assignment is presented.
The academic dossier is comprised o f an essay, a literature review, two problem- 
based learning reflective accounts and two summaries o f the personal and 
professional learning discussion group process accounts. The clinical dossier 
contains an overview o f the clinical experience gained across the five placements 
during the three years o f clinical training on the PsychD course. The research dossier 
consists o f the service related research project, the major research project, the 
research log check list and the abstract o f the group qualitative research project.
The selection o f work presented in this portfolio aims to capture the diverse nature of
work undertaken during clinical training. All names and details o f clients and 
organisations have been removed or changed to preserve anonymity and 
confidentiality.
Copyright Statement
No part o f this portfolio can be reproduced in any format without permission o f  the 
author, except for legitimate academic purposes. © Gemima Fitzgerald 2013
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My position
I have chosen to write an essay on this subject tor several reasons. Firstly, in 
my Adult Mental Health placement, working in a Community Mental Health 
Recovery Service, I was struck by the high ratio o f female clients compared to males. 
This provoked me to wonder why this was and started me on a train o f thought along 
the lines o f the current essay question.
Secondly, whilst training as a clinical psychologist, the sparse numbers o f male 
trainees are apparent. I believe the men on my course are a great asset to the 
profession, but they seem to demonstrate qualities that I rarely see amongst my own 
male &iends. This prompted me to wonder if the personality traits o f psychologists 
are more often found in women and as such, if they are inherently feminine. If  so, 
what does this mean ft)r the future direction o f  psychology and how can we find a 
way to engage more men into the profession and as clients?
The third reason for my interest in this subject is more personal. As children, my 
brother and I were exposed to trauma. I was able to express my emotions and 
engaged in psychological therapy which helped me to process and make some sense 
o f what had happened, and for this I am very grateful. However, my brother did not 
feel that psychological services could help him and did not and still does not identify 
with psychological approaches. He has subsequently had many mental health 
difficulties such as post traumatic stress disorder, chronic depression and obsessive 
compulsive disorder that perhaps would have been lessened if he had not felt 
''excluded" from psychological services. My interest in this topic has therefore been
fuelled by the hope that if psychological services were more palatable to men, more 
men would be able to "connect" with them, resulting in positive outcomes.
Introduction
In the developed world, being male is a significant risk factor for a reduced 
life expectancy (Smith, Braunack-Mayer & Wittert, 2006). This is reflected in men's 
reduced use o f  health services and their higher rates o f mortality (even after ante­
natal and post-natal services have been accounted for). This worrying fact is 
particularly striking in the area o f mental health as males are less likely to seek 
consultation and help for emotional problems and depression than females (Moller- 
Leimkuhler, 2002). Indeed, men are more likely to commit suicide than women. In a 
population sample o f 100,000, 17.7 males committed suicide, as opposed to 5.4 
females (UK Equality and Human Rights Commission Triennial Review, 2010).
Whilst there are no significant differences between the genders regarding overall 
prevalence rates o f psychiatric disorders, there is great disparity between the types o f  
mental health difficulties men and women present with (World Health Organisation, 
2011). Women more often present with emotional problems as a result o f 
internalising their distress, for example, depression, whereas men have higher rates 
o f presenting with an externalising o f their difficulties, such as alcohol misuse 
(Mohller-Leimkuhler, 2002). The tremendous cost, both individually and 
economically, o f such widespread disability means that future research to promote 
more effective diagnosis and treatment is paramount. However, before an individual 
can be diagnosed and treated, help must be sought. Research has shown that men
find it more difficult to ask for psychological help than women (Mohller-Leimkuhler, 
2002).
The concept o f gender encompasses belief-systems, cognitions and attitudes about 
men and women. This affects patients, clinicians and policy-makers. Gender can not 
only affect an individual's decision to seek help, their choice o f treatment and care- 
giver, but also the “goodness o f fit" between both patient and health care 
professional, and their intervention (Nadelson, Notman & McCarthy, 2005). 
Furthermore, it may also impact upon psychological diagnosis, treatment choice, 
length and even outcome.
As the title o f  this essay states, patterns o f  consultation and help-seeking ft)r 
psychological therapy are consistently lower in men than women. In light o f the fact
that men suffer from psychological disorders as much as women (World Health 
Organisation, 2011), this suggests that there is a particular difficulty with engaging 
males with psychological interventions. This issue is even more marked in those 
from many ethnic minority backgrounds where men are even less likely to seek help 
(Chandra et al., 2009). This has implications for issues o f diversity as clinical 
research and practice is being informed by a sample o f mostly white women.
This essay seeks to explore the reasons for men not accessing psychological services 
and if  this can ever be changed. It will be argued that men have a unique way o f 
expressing their psychological distress but that psychological services do not
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recognise this and therefore men often feel excluded. Whilst there are clearly 
neurological sex differences, many o f the difficulties in engaging men with 
psychological services are related to socially constructed ideas around gender. It is 
these that this essay will focus on. The transdiagnostic model o f male distress 
(Kingerlee, 2011) will be offered as an explanation. Possible ways that men can be 
included and helped more in the future will be explored.
Psychoanalytic and feminist views on this topic will be introduced to bring different
perspectives. It will be argued that men’s needs have been overlooked because 
historically, men have been more dominant and powerful in society and therefore 
regarded as less in need o f help. It is hoped that there is indeed a way forward for 
psychological services to adapt to male service-users as the barriers are socially 
constructed rather than inherent.
Gender biases in mental health issues
There is disparity in the way clinicians and clients alike behave towards and 
within the genders. Research suggests that a gender bias occurs in the diagnosis and 
treatment o f psychological disorders. Doctors are more likely to diagnose depression 
in women compared with men, even when scores on standardised measures o f  
depression are similar, or they present with identical symptoms (World Health 
Organisation, 2011). Furthermore, they found that being female is a significant 
predictor o f being prescribed mood-altering psychotropic medication. However, 
there Is conflicting evidence suggesting that men are deeply affected by distressing 
life events; perhaps more so than women. For example, whilst prevalence rates o f
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depression in married couples are higher in women than men, divorce is only a risk 
factor for depression in men (Bruce & Kim, 1992). This suggests that men are as 
vulnerable to mood disorders as women.
G ender discrepancies in the expression of distress
The gender stereotype o f men as being "unemotional" in comparison to 
women may be obscuring a truth that is far more complex and interesting. Indeed, 
the passion displayed by some men as they watch their football team playing displays 
a variety o f intense emotional experiences such as happiness, pride, distress and 
anger. However, it would appear that there is some disparity between the way that 
men and women exhibit emotional distress; with men more likely to externalise their 
emotions, while women internalise them (Moller-Leimkuhler, 2002). Culturally, 
masculinity has been described as "anti-femininity" (Kilmartin, 2005). In most 
conventional social cultures, telling a boy that he looks or behaves like a girl is 
considered to be an insult, resulting in social punishment. Hence, most boys, and 
later men, do everything within their power to reject behaviours regarded as 
feminine.
Is depression a "feminine” condition?
Statistics show that men commit 86% o f all violent crimes and compared to 
women, abuse drugs and alcohol twice as much and are over three times more likely 
to commit suicide (UK Equality and Human Rights Commission Triennial Review,
2010). However, despite this, twice as many women are diagnosed with depression 
than men, which supports the notion that men are not accessing psychological
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services. Kilmartin (2005) suggests this is because whilst men are no less susceptible 
to depression than women, their symptoms are different, and that a "masculine" form 
o f depression is frequently missed and untreated.
Whilst it is more common lor women to /M/ema/Zxe their emotional distress, men 
typically exhibit an cx/ema/ZxarmM of their low mood or depression, perhaps because 
o f social pressure to conform to "anti-fèminine" gender behaviour (Kilmartin, 2005). 
Depressive symptoms as listed in the DSM-IV are more typically "feminine" as they 
represent characteristics such as negative affect, depressed mood, and
loss o f  erijoyment from previously pleasurable activities. Given this, it is 
unsurprising that more women are diagnosed with depression than men.
Typical characteristics o f  "male depression" are more likely to involve self­
destructive behaviours, anger, emotional numbness, gambling, sexual and physical 
risk taking, social isolation and over-working (Kilmartin, 2005). Studies show that 
men who have received a diagnosis o f depression typically demonstrate these 
symptoms (Winkler, Pjerek & Kasper, 2005). Kilmartin (2005) suggests that 
psychological services are indeed feminised because male and female depression is 
often different, but presentations resembling male depression are not recognised and 
treated as such. Therefore, many men are not being understood and treated 
appropriately. Recognition o f gender differences when treating mental health 
problems is necessary if there is to be equality in the standard o f service provision for 
the sexes.
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Men and help-seeking
Consistent findings ftom studies and surveys show gender differences in 
general medical and mental health help-seeking behaviour; male: female = 1:2 
(Moller-Leimkuhler, 2002). Across all age groups men are less likely to consult their 
general practitioner and have higher morbidity rates. This reluctance to seek help is 
particularly marked in the area o f emotional problems and depressive symptoms, and 
this cannot be explained by better health (Moller-Leimkuhler, 2002). When men 
experience emotional difficulties, they often mask these with a variety o f  
psychological defences to avoid being seen as "weak" (Kilmartin, 2005). Therefore, 
help-seeking, if it occurs, is often delayed.
The social construction o f men as the "stronger sex" is one that pervades every 
aspect o f western culture, from media, literature, relationships, the workplace and 
child-rearing. Indeed, the phrase "BZg c/y" is one that most people are
familiar with. The concept o f hegemonic masculinity proposes that society strongly 
encourages men to conform to an idealised form o f "maleness" that essentially tends 
to dominate subordinate females and other males (Connell, 1995). Thus, it has been 
proposed that in order to pursue an idealised masculinity, men must pursue positions 
o f  power and privilege by suppressing their needs, being strong and refusing to 
acknowledge any personal pain which could potentially be perceived as weakness 
(Kaufman, 1994).
Following a literature review, Levant et al. (1992) proposed there are seven 
traditional male role norms that are generally accepted as being "masculine". These
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are: avoiding femininity, restrictive emotionality, seeking achievement and status, 
self-reliance, aggression, homophobia, and non-relational attitudes towards sexuality. 
This has implications for men’s mental health and treatment. Traditional therapeutic 
models rely on the capacity o f clients to be emotionally vulnerable and available and 
being able to ask for help. Furthermore, the current ftamework for psychological 
services requires an ability and desire to recognise and express emotions and 
cognitions to a stranger (usually a woman).
It has been proposed that social norms o f traditional masculinity tend to inhibit the 
expression o f  emotions (particularly negative ones) and make help-seeking more 
difficult (Moller-Leimkuhler, 2002). Consequently, ft)r most men, the discussion o f 
negative feelings with friends and family members is inhibited, and the notion o f  
asking for professional help is associated with stigma. This stigma could be on two 
levels; towards the self, as a perception that they are socially unacceptable and 
socially, as society perceives their behaviour to be unacceptable (Levant et al., 1992). 
The inhibition o f emotional expression could mean that symptoms o f clinical 
depression in men are under-reported and detected because o f the fear o f stigma if 
emotional difficulties were discussed with a therapist. Studies have supported these 
proposed socially constructed difficulties in help-seeking regarding stressful life 
events, depression, substance abuse and physical disabilities (Addis & Mahalik, 
2003).
The notion o f  help-seeking behaviour in men being influenced by socially 
constructed expectations around gender is supported by research into help-seeking by
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gay men. Cochran & Mays (2000) showed that gay men tend to seek help more than 
heterosexual men, suggesting that the self-stigma is less due to reduced pressure to 
conform to typically masculine behaviours.
A transdiagnostic model of male distress
Kingerlee (2011) proposed that the reluctance o f  men to access help ftom 
psychological services can be explained by a transdiagnostic model o f male distress 
(Figure 1). Central to this model is the recognition that men are influenced by a 
combination o f  cultural, developmental and neurological factors which can interact 
to form a male-specific profile [MSP]. Kingerlee (2011) purports that male 
functioning is most affected by these interactions during times o f stress. Within the 
MSP there are four schemas, modified from Young, Klosko, and Weishaar’s (2003) 
schema theory which interact to increase vulnerability to distress and their reluctance 
to seek help:
1) Status seeking -  Men are more concerned than women with seeking status 
and saving face. During times o f stress this can be threatened, exposing their 
psychological fragility.
2) Empathie potential -  Men often act as if they are and will be deprived o f care 
by others (including psychological services). This belief can prevent them 
asking for help or discussing their problems with others. Also, in times o f 
psychological distress they can be intolerant o f their own perceived 
"weakness" and can display an empathy deficiency towards themselves.
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3) Emotional potential -  Men tend to conceal and repress their feelings more 
than women, which can result in somatising. Men are often less adept at 
recognising and reflecting on emotions. They also have higher prevalence 
rates o f alexithymia (Levant, Hall, Williams & Hasan, 2009).
4) Shame avoiding -  Psychological distress can trigger shame because o f its 
threat to masculine status. Help-seeking can be an additional threat to status
and therefore is avoided.
Within the transdiagnostic model, Kingerlee (2011) proposes that when a critical 
incident occurs a man is initially aware o f the internal distress he is experiencing. 
However, as the MSP is activated, it interacts with meta-cognitive beliefs concerned 
with shame around experiencing psychological distress. Kingerlee (2011) purports 
that a Reflection Abandonment Mechanism is then activated. Because men perceive 
distress as socially unacceptable they reject "feminine" behaviours o f internal 
reflection, discussion o f the problem and help-seeking; instead embracing more 
"acceptable" externalising behaviours such as anti-social behaviour or alcohol 
misuse.
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Cultural Factors Developmental Factors
Reflection Abandonment 
Mechanism
Meta Beliefs Activated
Neurological Factors
Awareness/Intrusion of 
Distress
e.g. Separation or divorce
Critical Incident
M eta Beliefs e.g. “ I must not be 
weak"
"I must not show my feelings"
Externalising e.g. 
substance abuse 
Help-seeking blocked 
Suicide/Homicide
Behaviours
Physiological Responses
Stress reactions 
Shame
Somatic expressions of
distress
Anger
Construction of Male Specific 
Profile
Status seeking 
Emotional potential 
Empathie potential 
Shame avoiding
"1 feel distressed but I can't show it" 
"I am weak/a failure" 
am shameful"
Figure 1: A transdiagnostic model o f male distress (Kingerlee, 2011)
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The current position of psychological services
Data shows that within the disciplines o f science and engineering, women are 
under-represented and more likely to work in the fields o f  social and medical 
sciences (Gotzffied, Fauvelle & Stimpson, 2004). Research has shown that gender 
roles relating to job choices in adulthood are socially ascribed during the 
socialisation in childhood, for example parental influences on children’s play 
(Lindsey & Mize, 2001). Clinical psychology as a profession is known to be 
dominated by females (Scior, Gray, Halsey & Roth, 2007). In the UK in 2009, only 
90 men out o f a total o f 616 applicants accepted places onto clinical psychology 
training courses (Clearing House for Postgraduate Courses in Clinical Psychology, 
2011). Consequently, only 15% o f that year’s national cohort was represented by 
men. Furthermore, the Health Professions Council (2011) report that only 24% of 
psychologists registered with their body are male.
However, it appears that the féminisation o f psychology is a trend rather than an 
inherent state. In 1970, only just over 20% o f recipients o f PhDs in psychology were 
female, whereas in 2005 this had risen to almost 72% (Cynkar, 2007). The fact that 
the number o f women in psychology has changed so much over the years suggests 
that social influences are at work, rather than it being an ''inherent” state.
Does being a “good” psychologist require inherently feminine qualities?
There is increasing evidence suggesting that the most powerful predictor o f 
therapeutic outcome is the relationship between therapist and client (McLeod, 2003). 
It is generally accepted that to engage new clients and build robust therapeutic
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alliances, the qualities required in a therapist are warmth, empathie understanding 
and positive regard. A demonstration o f these human qualities provides clients with 
opportunities lor catharsis, learning and the practising o f more adaptive behaviours 
in a “contained” therapeutic space. Studies have shown that people typically regard 
these qualities as more “feminine” and therefore they are rejected by men concerned 
about being seen as “weak” (Hicks, 1996). Indeed, studies have shown that girls tend 
to be drawn towards more interpersonal occupations, whereas boys gravitate towards 
jobs that are more technical and impersonal (Lippa, 1998).
The role o f a clinical psychologist, applying the scientist-practitioner &amework, 
extends beyond feminine stereotypes. Therefore, even within the boundaries o f 
stereotypical masculine roles, clinical psychology requires qualities that might “fit” 
more men than people would imagine. Conducting research is a significant part o f 
both the training process and the job role, and studies have shown this to be an 
activity that is more liked by, and fits social gender norms, o f men (Weiner, 1998). 
Furthermore, as clinical psychologists advance in their careers there are more 
opportunities for them in management and as leaders within mental health services. It 
is possible that if public perception o f the clinical psychologist’s role adjusted to 
include more typically “masculine” qualities, more men would be attracted into the 
profession.
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A psychodynamic perspective
A psychodynamic perspective on the role o f gender in the client/therapist 
relationship provides an interesting contribution to the issue o f  whether 
psychological services are “inherently feminised and therefore doomed to exclude 
men”. Historically, the typical dyad in psychotherapy was male therapist and female 
client, but in recent times, in line with other therapeutic models, this has altered. The 
story o f Oedipus can be interpreted as the rejection o f a boy by his parents, as they 
plotted to kill him. A modem psychoanalytic approach suggests that because o f  
cultural and economic pressures, such as parents leaving their children to go to work, 
many boys experience an early disruption to their care-giving, resulting in a sense o f  
trauma, abandonment and rejection, as in the story o f Oedipus (Pollack & Levant, 
1998).
This is characteristically reflected in defence mechanisms evidenced in adulthood, 
for example in relationships and emotional difficulties. Pollack and Levant (1998) 
proposed that a sense o f shame accompanies men’s awareness of this deficit, 
resulting in psychological help only being sought reluctantly or after pressure from 
someone close to them. Consequently, if and when men do enter therapy, it is often 
with an inability to tolerate feelings o f  vulnerability and express sadness, and with an 
unconscious desire to protect the self from future loss. As a result, frequently the 
only strong emotions men feel comfortable expressing are those o f anger. This 
defensive autonomy is used to provide a false sense o f self-sufficiency in order to 
protect the man from possible rejection and pain (Pollack & Levant, 1998). Being a 
male client treated by a female therapist brings up a whole host o f transference issues
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as they bring attitudes and teelings about past experiences with important female 
figures in their life. These can be used as valuable therapeutic tools if they are 
recognised and addressed as such. Therefore, within this model, attention to gender 
issues is imperative.
Furthermore, theorists coming from a psychodynamic perspective, argue that 
historically, more men than women tend to present with narcissistic issues and these 
are correlated with feelings o f shame (Lowen, 1985). In relating this to clinical 
practice, a profound sense o f shame accompanying the discussion o f “negative” 
feelings is ftequently felt by men with these narcissistic features, which can be a 
barrier to engagement with psychological services (Pollack & Levant, 1998). 
However, although no empirical evidence exists to support these ideas, they provide 
an interesting additional consideration to the issue o f gender in therapeutic settings.
The voice of feminist critiques
A feminist critique o f psychological theory provides a macro-level 
perspective to the present argument. The vast majority o f clinicians and trainees in 
clinical psychology are female. However, most “powerful” positions within the 
profession are held by men. For example, the m ^ority o f course directors for clinical 
psychology doctorate programmes are male (Clearing House for Postgraduate 
Courses in Clinical Psychology, 2011). Despite the claim that psychological services 
are inherently female, its roots were dominated by male theorists, researchers and 
practitioners, and it has been suggested that the ethos is therefore inherently 
patriarchal (Ussher & Nicolson, 1992).
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Feminist theorists such as Ussher (2010) purport that mental health theory is mostly 
based on men’s experiences. Therefore, “masculine” psychological processes are 
regarded as the norm against which women are often judged to be deficient. This 
pathologising o f  the feminine experience o f distress is proposed as being a method o f 
psychiatry socially controlling women (Wright & Owen, 2001). This feminist view 
suggests that the higher rates o f presentations o f depression and other mental health 
disorders in women is a result o f  this (Ussher, 2010). Furthermore, the diagnosis o f  
clinical depression is socially constructed by male “experts” and it is paramount that 
gender differences in mental health are acknowledged. From this perspective, the 
imbalance o f  female service-users in comparison to males may be because o f  
inherently patriarchal roots in psychological services rather than one that is excluding 
and discriminating o f men (Ussher & Nicolson, 1992).
However, Seager (2011) proposed that being a member o f the more “dominant” 
group in society is associated with different but no less impacting issues o f 
“invisibility” due to men’s issues not being regarded as “urgent”. For example, there
are 40 social science journals dedicated to women’s issues, whereas there are only 10 
pertaining to men. Seager (2011) proposed that the historical invisibility o f men in 
mental health has contributed to what is now a “crisis of masculinity”.
Increasing understanding to facilitate a way forward
Recently, articles such as “De/fwrmg Afa/e ", ft (Mind
2011) and "Uu/o/ft " (National Mental Health Development Unit, 2010)
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have been written to highlight awareness o f the need to make psychological services 
more inclusive o f men. Examples o f recommendations made were: being sensitive 
about gender issues and acknowledging that men and women respond differently in a 
therapeutic setting; supporting boys during childhood to prioritise their mental health 
and reducing their vulnerability to mental health difficulties in adulthood; addressing 
stigma and attempting to reduce this by making it more socially acceptable for men 
to discuss emotional problems. The "TVrne /o CAaugg " campaign recruited famous 
sportsmen to talk about their experiences o f mental health disorders with the aim o f 
reducing stigma and encouraging men affected to seek help.
In addition to the current campaigns and interventions aimed at targeting men, more 
attempts should be made to find “male-appropriate” interventions. Research has 
shown that expressing emotions in the form o f  a diary has physical and mental health 
benefits in the form o f improved immune functioning and improved affect 
(Pennebaker & Beall, 1986). Subsequent research has supported this by showing that 
having a diary as an outlet for emotional expression benefits psychological health, 
physical health, physiological functioning and daily living activities (Lee & Owens, 
2002). Therefore, it has been suggested that keeping a diary could act as a “bridge” 
to services and enable men to access feelings o f vulnerability, without a reduced risk 
o f stigma.
There is evidence to suggest that the framing o f messages in mental health 
campaigns affects their effectiveness. Messages that draw on qualities that are 
perceived as being more desirable and socially acceptable to men such as “having the
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courage to face up to things" appear to be more successful (Mind, 2011). However, 
research in this area is relatively sparse and more is needed so that campaign designs 
can be tailored to their target market.
Bearing in mind the influence o f gender on psychological functioning and 
therapeutic outcomes, it is vital that space be made during therapy sessions with male 
clients to consider this. Kilmartin (2005) recommends in order for effective 
engagement and positive therapeutic outcomes to occur, psychologists should discuss 
masculinity within the context o f their client’s problem. The skill o f emotional 
expression should also be taught, and an emotional vocabulary built up. Clients 
should be helped to access their feelings o f vulnerability underneath their anger and 
expand their own concept o f masculinity to incorporate more emotional awareness, 
expression and vulnerability. Psychologists should be aware o f their own gender 
biases, as well as acknowledging issues relating to premature drop-out and grief 
(Kilmartin, 2005).
Reflections and clinical implications
In writing this essay I was aware o f generalisations I made in referring to men 
in this context. Whilst generalisations o f  this nature are inevitable on this subject 
matter, I would like to make it clear that in no way do I believe that all men are the 
same, or face identical difficulties in engaging with psychological therapy. However, 
there are certain behaviours, social influences and psychological processes that are 
more typically "male" and it is these that I have discussed.
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During my own clinical practice, male clients have frequently acknowledged their 
difficulty in admitting their psychological vulnerability. These men said they found it 
easier to discuss emotions with a woman than a man because o f  beliefs around 
women therapists being more empathie, warm and less judgemental. However, I am 
aware that these comments have been made by men who have sought help and 
engaged in psychological therapy and may not represent men who have not got to 
this stage. Perhaps more men would seek help if they believed they could be seen by 
a male psychologist who might understand their perspective more.
Whilst answering the present question, I was struck by how moved I felt as I 
contemplated the issue and difficulties faced by men. As a woman I believe that this 
experience gave me a new insight into the barriers to engagement that men face and 
stirred an enhanced desire to find new ways to make psychological services more 
inclusive and accessible to them. I feel confident that this will have a positive impact 
on my clinical practice.
Conclusion
This essay has discussed differences between the sexes in the expression o f 
psychological distress and the implications o f  this for clinical practice. Barriers to 
engagement have been examined and a transdiagnostic model o f male distress 
(Kingerlee, 2011) proposed to formulate an understanding o f the psychological 
processes involved in men’s "exclusion" from psychological services. It has been 
proposed that men typically present with symptoms o f depression that are different to
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women. Thus, it is suggested that diagnostic criteria should recognise this and be 
adapted so that "male depression" can be noticed and treated appropriately.
The role o f a clinical psychologist is far more than that o f a therapist working with 
individual clients. As scientist-practitioners they apply evidenced based models to 
their intervention work which is also in a consultation and advisory capacity, 
extending their influence beyond the individual level. Furthermore, it is generally 
accepted that as clinical psychologists progress throughout their career they move 
from a focus o f individual clinical intervention, to consultancy, organisation and 
management o f  services. Thus, it is paramount that as this occurs, the issue o f gender 
in service-delivery and efficacy is researched and held in mind.
Men experience emotions in the same way as women but perhaps choose to express 
them differently and psychological services need to understand this. It is crucial that 
research targets new ways to make psychological therapy more accessible to men, 
and funding is given to the implementation o f recommendations. Gender roles and 
scripts for how to behave in stressful times are largely socially constructed. 
Therefore, as society’s opinions, expectations and norms change over time so can 
gender behaviour.
Gender differences in psychological processes require a more bespoke therapeutic 
approach catering for the distinctive needs and qualities o f  men. Psychological 
services are not "doomed" to fail in their attempts to engage men, as difficulties are 
socially constructed and therefore changeable, rather than "inherent" which suggests
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permanency. Historically, men have dominated western society and have held the 
m^ority o f positions o f  power and influence. As women have been seen as more 
vulnerable and in need o f help than men, they have possibly been in receipt o f the 
m ^ority o f research and focus within mental health service provision. It is now time 
for this imbalance to be redressed and for interest in the specific pressures on men 
and their psychological vulnerabilities to be given a higher priority. By seeking to 
understand more about the processes involved in the decision to help or not seek 
help, and the barriers to engagement, services can be modified to outreach more 
effectively.
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ABSTRACT
Due to the comparatively small amount o f research in the area o f  compulsive 
hoarding, compared with other obsessive compulsive disorder [OCD] symptoms, 
relatively little is known about it; particularly with regard to the risk factors for 
developing the behaviour and possible aetiology. This review aims to highlight and 
evaluate the research in the field o f non-genetic aetiology, with the hope that this will 
assist the formulation o f more effective interventions, as well as helping clinicians to 
be aware o f early signs of hoarding behaviour in "at-risk" populations. Literature 
examining the evidence for a biological aetiology, co-morbidity with other disorders, 
the cognitive behavioural model for hoarding, deficits in cognitive functioning, the 
role o f self-control, distorted beliefs and emotional attachment to possessions, and 
the risk factor o f traumatic events, will be reviewed. It would appear there is 
significant evidence for a non-genetic, environmental pathway to hoarding, but 
further research with more stringent methodology is needed to support this.
Declaration of Position
I come f-om the position that 1 am at the start o f my clinical psychology 
training. Prior to this I knew little about compulsive hoarding, either theoretically or 
clinically. However, in my clinical placement in a Community Mental Health 
Recovery Service, I am treating a client presenting with compulsive hoarding 
behaviour, which I have found to be both fascinating and challenging. I have read a 
lot about this subject and find it very interesting, particularly with regards to its 
aetiology and any corresponding reasons for why these individuals have a tendency
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to be treatment re&actory. I am keen to deepen my understanding o f  this condition 
because it appears that relatively little is known about it, and my hope is that by 
exploring the literature, treatments can be revised and developed.
INTRODUCTION 
Compulsive Hoarding
From an evolutionary perspective, the ability o f humans to hoard provisions 
during times o f lack may have been beneficial in the past (Leckman & Mayes, 1998). 
However, when hoarding becomes a clinical compulsion it has a significant 
detrimental effect on an individual’s mental health and ability to function on a day- 
to-day basis. It has been estimated that approximately 1-2% of the general 
population exhibit hoarding behaviour (Steketee & Frost, 2003), although this has 
not yet been confirmed by epidemiological research. It is thought to have an early 
onset (average age 13 years), and is usually a stable and chronic condition (Grisham 
& Barlow, 2005). Despite the potentially life-threatening pathology o f compulsive 
hoarding, it is the least studied o f the Obsessive Compulsive Disorder [OCD] 
subtypes (Frost, Steketee, Williams, & Warren, 2000). According to Frost and Hartl
(1996), the three features that define it and differentiate it from mere collecting are: 
(1) the acquisition o f numerous possessions o f little or no value, and the inability to 
dispose o f them; (2) a consequent clutter o f living spaces that is so severe as to 
prevent their appropriate use; (3) significant distress or functional impairment 
resulting &om the hoarding.
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Excessive acquiring is oAen exhibited in people who hoard through compulsive 
buying (which is oAen considered to be an impulse-control disorder), the gathering 
o f Aee things (e.g. leaAets or rubbish), or stealing and kleptomania (Frost et al., 
1998). The behaviour is oAen associated with positive affect, a sense o f euphoria, 
dissociated states and relief Aom low moods, and hence, acquiring is reinA)rced 
(Kyrios, Frost, & Steketee, 2004). Frost and Hartl (1996) theorised in their cognitive 
behavioural model that difficulty discarding objects is related to distorted beliefs that 
people have about these items. The authors suggested that these beliefs are related to 
sentimental saving ("7%/:  ^ M/zarZ q /m e"), instrumental saving ("7 Zzave a  ybz- 
this”), and/or intrinsic saving ( “This is too pretty to discard”) (Frost & Hartl, 1996).
Problems with diagnosis and treatm ent
There is considerable controversy concerning the clinical diagnosis o f 
compulsive hoarding. Hoarding is classified as one o f eight current criteria for 
obsessive-compulsive personality disorder in the DSM-IV-TR (American Psychiatric 
Association, 1994). Hoarding can fit within an OCD Aamework because cognitions 
regarding discarding can be viewed as obsessions and checking that the items are still 
saved, as compulsions (Rasmussen & Eisen, 1992). Hoarding is included in most 
formal questionnaires and interviews o f OCD symptoms and is generally believed to 
be a subtype o f OCD (Mataix-Cols et al., 2010); occurring in approximately 18-33% 
o f clients that present with the disorder (Samuels et al., 2002).
There has been consistent identification o f a separate hoarding factor in factor 
analytic studies (Leckman et al., 1997; Mataix-Cols, Rosario-Campos, & Leckman,
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2005). However, it is not currently mentioned in either the DSM-IV-TR or the ICD- 
10 as a recognised symptom of OCD. A recent review, commissioned by the DSM- 
V Anxiety, Obsessive-compulsive spectrum, Posttraumatic and Dissociative 
Disorders Work Group recommended that the DSM-V re-classifies hoarding in a 
separate diagnostic category by calling it Hoarding Disorder, in recognition o f its 
serious direct and indirect consequences (Mataix-Cols et al., 2010). This 
recommendation is supported by research that found that in a treatment programme 
for compulsive hoarders, 52% o f the clients did not have any other OCD symptoms 
(Steketee, Frost, Tolin, & Brown, 2005).
Furthermore, research suggests that hoarding is treatment reAactory as it is a 
predictor o f treatment attrition, failure or comparatively worse outcomes in both 
behavioural and pharmacological therapies for OCD (Christenson & Greist, 2001). 
Due to the aforementioned difficulties in diagnosis and treatment o f hoarding, it is 
important to gain a clearer insight into the causes o f this disorder. In order to 
increase the efficacy o f future treatments, we need to enhance our understanding o f 
what precipitates and maintains this condition as well as the thought processes 
involved and co-morbity o f other disorders. There is recognition in the literature that 
there has been a comparative lack o f research in this Aeld (Frost, Steketee, Williams, 
& Warren, 2000). This review does not attempt to represent an exhaustive account 
o f  the subject matter. It is hoped that both gaps in the research, and the factors that 
practitioners and clients may need to be mindful o f when formulating interventions, 
will be highlighted.
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Search criteria
The terms Zzozzrz/zzzg zzeZzo/ogy", "cozz^zz/j^zve Zzozzz"z7zzzg z"zyA:
ybcZoz" ' and "cozzzpzz/.yzve ZzozzrzZzzzg cazzye^ y " were entered into various search engines: 
PubMed, Web o f Science and Psychlnfb. It was necessary to focus the search for the 
purposes o f this review. I decided to exclude all articles concerned with the genetic 
causes o f  hoarding behaviour such as twin studies and genome screening, and 
centred the review on the psychological pathway to compulsive hoarding.
MAIN TEXT
Historical Theoretical Models
It was originally theorised by Freud (1908) that hoarding was 
indicative o f failure to progress Aom the "anal stage" in psychosexual stage 
development, and was a component o f orderliness, miserliness and obstinacy in the 
"anal triad". It was later proposed by Fromm (1947) that hoarding was characteristic 
o f a non-productive character and that people acquire possessions as a way o f 
relating to their environment, by gaining a sense o f security and forming attachments 
to objects rather than people. Hoarding was believed at this point to be an outward 
manifestation o f people who were withdrawn, compulsive, suspicious and extremely 
orderly, with worry about cleanliness and punctuality. However, since then, different 
models accounting for a biological and cognitive-behavioural development o f 
compulsive hoarding have been proposed.
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Evidence for Biological Aetiology
Case reports showing compulsive hoarding as an emergent symptom o f  
traumatic brain lesions have suggested a biological foundation for the behaviour 
(Anderson, Damasio, & Damasio, 2005). This study examined 86 patients with 
traumatic damage in the fbrebrain with high-resolution, three-dimensional MRi - 13 
o f which presented with abnormal collecting and hoarding behaviour which was not 
exhibited prior to the onset o f brain lesions. It was found that hoarders and non­
hoarders displayed no difference in tests o f executive functions or anterograde 
memory, but pathological hoarders had speciAc damage to the medial Aontal region 
(including the anterior cingulate gyrus and the right polar section). This suggests 
that these speciAc areas are responsible for moderating acquiring and collecting 
behaviour to be contextually appropriate. Although damage to these cerebral regions 
is not a prerequisite o f compulsive hoarding, it is interesting to identify key areas that 
form an integral part o f normal acquiring and discarding functioning, to assist in the 
understanding o f the aetiology o f the disorder.
Position-Emission Tomography [PET] brain scans suggest fundamental cerebral 
differences between hoarding and OCD, by clearly demonstrating that hoarders have 
signiAcantly lower glucose metabolism in the posterior cingulate gyrus and cuneas, 
and the dorsal anterior cingulated gyrus, compared to non-hoarding OCD patients. 
Furthermore, non-hoarding OCD patients had significantly lower metabolism in the 
bilateral thalamus and caudate (Saxena et al., 2004). It would appear Aom this 
research that there are discrete neural-correlates o f compulsive hoarding, making it 
neurologically distinct Aom general OCD. Research in this Aeld is in its infancy, but
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indicates that individuals presenting with hoarding behaviour think differently Aom 
OCD sufferers without this symptom, or non-OCD controls. This may help to 
explain why traditional treatments for hoarders are less effective than those for OCD 
without hoarding symptoms.
Co-morbidity
Hoarding behaviour has been associated with a range o f Axis 1 disorders, 
including Schizophrenia (Luchins, Goldman, Lieb, & Hanrahan, 1992), eating 
disorders (Frankenberg, 1984), and types o f dementia (Hwang, Tsai, Yang, Liu, & 
Lirng, 1998). Clients presenting with compulsive hoarding oAen show co-morbidity 
with other mental disorders. For example, it has been shown to be associated with 
Generalised Anxiety Disorder [GAD] and Social Phobia (Samuels et al., 2007) which 
could explain the low marriage rates o f  hoarders. It is possible that hoarding is a 
technique that is used to avoid social interactions (Samuels et al., 2002). Clients who 
hoard oAen present with depression too (Samuels et al., 2002). However, it is 
possible that this is a consequence o f the clutter, rather than a precipitating factor. A 
study o f OCD patients found that those presenting with hoarding symptoms had a 
higher prevalence o f Obsessive-Compulsive Personality Disorder and Dependent 
Personality Disorder, as well as increased co-morbidity with Social Phobia and GAD 
(Samuels et al., 2007). However, stronger conclusions could have been drawn Aom 
this research if these two groups could have been compared with a healthy control 
group.
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An interesting and fairly common accompaniment to compulsive hoarding is 
Attention DeAcit Hyperactivity Disorder [ADHD] (Hartl, Dufïany, Allen, Steketee, 
& Frost, 2005). Hoarding is associated with information processing deAcits that 
affect categorisation and organising o f possessions (see the CBT model discussed 
later in this review). Therefore an overlap between hoarding and ADHD, particularly 
concerning the inattention component o f the disorder, is not unexpected, and may 
contribute to the random and chaotic collection o f objects and the inability to sort 
through them. Clinical case studies demonstrate that often, a diagnosis o f ADHD 
precedes a client presenting with compulsive hoarding. Alternatively, other clients 
report ADHD symptoms, such as being unable to focus on the job-in-hand, as 
underlying the difficulties they face in organising and sorting through their clutter 
(Hartl, et al., 2005).
A comparison between hoarders and non-hoarders showed that hoarders displayed 
relatively signiAcant attention deAcits. Furthermore, they also displayed increased 
hyperactivity symptoms, compared to healthy controls, which was an interesting and 
unexpected Anding ft-om the research (Hartl et al., 2005). These deAcits in attention 
and hyperactivity may also be responsible for difficulties in treatment adherence. 
The authors o f this study recognise that their sample was small and that a larger 
sample would have increased the effect size o f  the Andings. This research suggests 
that clients should be assessed for ADHD symptoms at the start o f treatment to 
ensure that formulation is effective. Furthermore, Hartl et al. (2005) suggest that 
hoarding behaviours might subside if the attention and hyperactivity deAcits were 
targeted Arst. It is important to note that these recommendations are speculative and
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that no research has actually examined if  treating clients in this way would increase 
therapeutic efficacy.
Samuels et al. (2008) carried out a large study that recruited participants Aom the 
community, as opposed to OCD clinics. Hoarding was A)und to have a prevalence o f 
4% and was associated with alcohol dependence, parental psychopathology, 
paranoid, avoidant, schizotypal and obsessive-compulsive personality disorder traits, 
and extreme physical discipline and worry fallowing home burglaries, prior to the 
age of 16 years. This research is interesting because it highlights some factors that 
are pre-cursors to hoarding behaviour in some individuals rather than just correlates.
It could be said that a limitation o f the majority of the research into the co-morbidity, 
aetiology and risk 6ctors o f  hoarding, is that participants are usually recruited Aom 
OCD clinics, self-help hoarding groups, or respond to advertisements for hoarders. 
Therefore, it is not possible to ascertain whether the symptoms and psychological 
history o f  hoarders is speciAc to the "hoarding component" o f OCD. The optimum 
method o f grouping participants in hoarding studies would be to have 3 groups; 
hoarding, non-hoarding OCD and a non-psychiatric group; enabling conclusions to 
be drawn about which psychological effects are speciAc to hoarding, rather than to 
OCD in general. However, this methodology has not taken place in the hoarding 
literature to date, limiting the strength o f the Andings.
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CBT Model
CBT has emerged as the treatment o f choice for compulsive hoarding 
(Steketee & Frost, 2007). This model is very much considered to be still developing 
because o f  the limited quantity o f research in the Aeld at present. The CBT model by 
Frost and Hartl (1996), regards hoarding as a multifaceted problem that is rooted in 
individual vulnerabilities such as past experiences and learned behaviour, (e.g. 
avoidance), difficulties in forming emotional attachments, low mood, core beliefs 
and information processing differences. These vulnerabilities lead to distorted 
cognitive appraisals o f the nature o f objects (instrumental, intrinsic and sentimental), 
and beliefs about vulnerability, responsibility, memory and control. Cognitive 
appraisals trigger emotional responses, and result in hoarding behaviours (Steketee & 
Frost, 2007). CBT methods generally centre around graded exposure to discarding, 
challenging dysfunctional beliefs and cognitions about possessions, and assisting 
with the implementation o f organisational techniques.
Cognitive models o f OCD purport that negative and distorted appraisals o f intrusive 
thoughts and images are core in both the development and maintenance o f the 
disorder (Rachman, 1997). However, whilst there is considerable evidence to 
support the theory that OCD-related beliefs are important in the zMamZezzzzMce o f 
symptoms, there is little empirical support for their role in the aeZ/o/ogy o f OCD, 
particularly in relation to hoarding. In a non-clinical, prospective study by Coles and 
Horng (2006), OCD-related beliefs (such as over-inAated responsibility) were shown 
to be predictors o f certain symptoms such as obsessing, neutralising and ordering, 
but not others such as washing and importantly hoarding. This suggests that
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hoarding in itself is not caused by incorrect appraisals o f intrusive thoughts. 
However, on its own, this is insufficient evidence to categorically say that distorted 
cognitive appraisals have no impact in the aetiology o f compulsive hoarding, and a 
further study with a clinical sample would be beneAcial.
Deficits in cognitive functioning
There is limited literature available on the cognitive functions associated with 
hoarding (Luchian, McNally, & Hooley, 2007). However, the research available has 
highlighted some interesting cognitive deficiencies underlying the behaviour. There 
have been case studies o f patients who have begun to collect objects o f no value after 
a traumatic brain injury, suggesting that hoarding may be associated with Aontal lobe 
dysfunction (Hahm, Kang, Cheong & Na, 2001). Frost and Hartl (1996) identified 
that hoarders appear to display a cognitive abnormality o f  under-inclusiveness. This 
term refers to the difficulty patients have in categorising items due to them over­
emphasising their uniqueness. Consequently, hoarders form schemas that are narrow 
and may only contain one item. It has also been purported that due to the 
exaggerated emotional value that individuals who hoard attach to objects, they find it 
difficult to decide if something warrants being discarded (Frost & Hartl, 1996). This 
may be the reason that the behaviour has been shown to be characterised by 
indecisiveness (Lawrence et al., 2006; Luchian, McNally, & Hooley, 2007).
A study by Wincze, Steketee and Frost (2007) compared hoarders, OCD patients and 
non-psychiatric controls. They found that hoarders demonstrated increased anxiety 
and took longer to categorise index cards with the names o f possessions within their
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home, as well as increased numbers o f categories, compared to the other two 
conditions. However, they did not show any difference when asked to sort through 
some general household objects. This research suggests that the categorisation and 
indecisiveness o f hoarders is a result o f the emotional appraisal o f objects, rather 
than a neuropsychological deficit. A flaw in the study design is in the use o f index 
cards with the names o f  personal belongings on. It is impossible to ascertain Aom 
this whether the difficulties in sorting are related to emotional interpretation or a 
problem in sorting paper items, as previously noted by Frost and Hartl (1996). 
Conversely, Luchian, McNally and Hooley (2007) found that individuals exhibiting 
sub-clinical hoarding behaviour demonstrated under-inclusive categorisation o f  non­
personal household items. Whilst initially this appears to weaken the evidence for 
the emotional appraisal o f possessions as being key in organisation skills, it should 
be noted that as well as being a different sample (sub-clinical hoarders), there were 
methodological differences too. Thus, it could be concluded that there are 
deficiencies in the organisation and decision-making skills o f people who hoard, but 
exactly why and what types o f decisions are affected cannot yet be determined.
More recent research by Grisham, Norberg, Williams, Certoma and Kadib (2010) 
discovered impairments in specific executive functioning, attention and 
categorisation skills o f compulsive hoarders, in comparison to individuals with an 
Axis 1 mood or anxiety disorder, and non-clinical control participants. It was 
hypothesised that these cognitive abnormalities underlie the difficulties that 
compulsive hoarders have in categorising and discarding.
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A large study by Samuels et al. (2007) compared the cognitive abilities o f individuals 
with OCD; 235 o f whom presented with hoarding symptoms, and 389 without. It 
was found that five cognitive biases were specifically associated with hoarding, 
rather than OCD: magical thinking, preoccupation with details, miserliness, and 
difficulty making decisions, as well as odd behaviour or appearance. Additional 
specific cognitive deficits o f hoarders were: poorer insight, symmetry obsessions and 
repeating, counting and ordering compulsions, problems starting or finishing tasks, 
indecisiveness, and more extreme and chronic illness.
Further neuropsychological impairment in compulsive hoarders was observed in 
laboratory tests by Grisham, Brown, Savage, Steketee and Barlow (2007). 
Decision-making, memory and attention skills were tested. Contrary to the research 
by Samuels et al. (2007), hoarders were not shown to have deficits in emotional 
decision making. However, they did demonstrate significant impairment in reaction 
times, the ability to distinguish targets and non-targets, and spatial attention, as well 
as an increase in impulsivity relative to healthy controls and a mixed clinical group. 
A multiple regression analysis found that the significant relationship between 
impulsivity and slower reaction times, and hoarding, was stronger than that o f 
depression, schizotypy and other OCD symptoms. This has interesting implications 
for treatment formulation as it may help to explain the impulsive actions o f acquiring 
possessions.
According to the cognitive-behavioural model, information-processing deficits are 
crucial in the development and maintenance o f compulsive hoarding. From the
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limited research in this field it would appear that the planning, strategising, sustained 
attention, impulse-control and decision-making skills necessary in sorting through 
and discarding clutter as well as persevering with the job in hand, are lacking in 
individuals presenting with hoarding (Grisham et al., 2010).
Associations with personality traits
A large study by Fullana et al. (2004) investigated the associations between 
OCD symptom dimensions and normal personality traits. It was found that although 
a high sensitivity to punishment was positively correlated with OCD in general, the 
association was stronger in hoarders. Surprisingly, hoarders scored lower in 
impulsivity in the Psychoticism Scale o f Eysenck’s Personality Questionnaire 
(Eysenck & Eysenck, 1975, cited in Fullana et al., 2004). The authors speculated 
that the Behavioural Inhibition System is hyperactive in hoarders, making them less 
amenable to suggested behavioural change. High sensitivity to punishment and low- 
impulsivity or novelty-seeking may partially explain the poor compliance and 
treatment outcomes in CBT therapy (Fullana et al., 2004). This research is 
contradicted by more recent studies on impulsivity (Grisham et al., 2010).
The role of self-control
Self-control is believed to be a key component in focusing behaviour towards 
achieving a specific objective. Despite the previously mentioned purported low- 
impulsivity o f hoarders, a deficiency in self-regulation is considered to be involved 
in the development o f compulsive hoarding. It has been hypothesised that self- 
control is crucial both in resisting urges that would be detrimental to health, (in order
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to pursue more beneficial goals), but also in enabling a delay o f immediate 
gratification in favour of more long-term benefits (Timpano & Schmidt, 2010). A 
case study o f two individuals with hoarding behaviour tested the effects o f a self- 
control intervention that was wM-reWez/ to hoarding, (e.g. diet plans) on hoarding 
behaviour. The intervention increased motivation for treatment and sehf-awareness, 
but only one patient exhibited a decrease in symptoms. This may be because the 
improvements were in the individual with sub-clinical symptoms, as opposed to the 
other clinical case. Additionally, the intervention exercises were tailored to the 
patient to increase their relevance. However, this means that the interventions are not 
comparable. The successes o f these interventions suggest that a lack o f self-control 
may be a component in the aetiology o f  compulsive hoarding. This has implications 
for treatment as it suggests that the success o f graded exposure to sorting and 
discarding may be a result o f increases in self-regulation, rather than habituation to 
anxiety (Timpano & Schmidt, 2010). Further research on the effects o f s e lf  control 
intervention exercises on hoarding behaviour would be beneficial, as there are strong 
clinical implications o f a demonstrated association between increasing a client’s 
ability to se lf regulate, and decreases in hoarding behaviour.
Distorted Beliefs and Emotional A ttachm ent to Possessions
Erroneous beliefs and excessive emotional attachment to possessions are 
generally purported to be key elements in the development and maintenance o f 
compulsive hoarding (Grisham & Barlow, 2005). White et al. (2000) discovered a 
positive correlation between anxious/ambivalent attachment, and hoarding, saving 
belief^ and attachment to objects, and a negative correlation between secure
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attachment, and hoarding and saving beliefs. An exploratory factor analysis 
highlighted four factors with good factorial validity: emotional attachment, concerns 
about memory, control over possessions, and responsibility towards possessions 
(Steketee, Frost, & Kyrios, 2003). Hoarders may feel a deeper relationship with 
possessions than with people, which may explain their low marriage rates (Samuels 
et al, 2002), as well as clinical reports o f hoarders being unable to discard dead 
relatives' belongings (Grisham & Barlow, 2005).
Traum a as a Risk Factor
It has been hypothesised that there is a relationship between stress and 
hoarding, as when the environment is perceived as being threatening, individuals 
form an association between material possessions and safety and security (Cromer, 
Schmidt, & Murphy, 2007). Indeed, in Frost and HartFs (1996) cognitive- 
behavioural model, it was mentioned that compulsive hoarding is oAen reported 
immediately aAer a traumatic life event. For example, one case study o f  a client 
presenting with compulsive hoarding symptoms reported being attacked during her 
sleep as a child, and was subsequently diagnosed with PTSD. She rationalised her 
hoarding by saying that she felt safe with her things piled around her as a potential 
attacker would have to tread on them and this noise would wake her up (Hartl, et al., 
2005). This is supported by the previously mentioned study by Samuels et al. (2008) 
who found that a home burglary prior to the age o f 16 was a risk factor o f hoarding. 
The implication is that this may cause a distorted emotional attachment to 
possessions, and an inability to discard, following items being stolen Aom them, as 
well as hoarding being a possible safety behaviour.
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Research in this field is exciting but inconclusive. Hartl et al., (2005) systematically 
investigated the possibility o f a relationship between trauma and hoarding and found 
that hoarders reported significantly more traumatic experiences than a non-hoarding 
community sample, both in terms o f variety and Aequency. However, a limitation o f 
the study was that the sample o f hoarders was not assessed for OCD or any other co- 
morbid psychopathologies. Therefore it is not possible to determine Aom this 
whether the link between trauma and hoarding behaviour is specific to hoarding or is 
a more general relationship between trauma and OCD (Cromer, Schmidt, & Murphy, 
2007). The doubts in the strength o f these findings are supported by a further study 
that showed that trauma equally predicted OCD, both with and without hoarding 
symptoms (Lochner et al., 2005). An age o f onset study found that individuals with 
a later age o f onset o f hoarding symptoms were significantly more likely to have 
experienced a stressful life event dAectly prior to onset, compared to those who 
reported hoarding symptoms earlier in life (Frost, Steketee, Kim, and Hood2005). It 
is possible that this may have been a result o f memory deficits and biases as this was 
a retrospective study. Again, this sample o f hoarders was not assessed for other OCD 
symptoms, so it is not possible to determine whether the association between 
stressful life events and hoarding is unique or shared with OCD.
Cromer, Schmidt, and Murphy (2007) carried out a more precise investigation o f the 
specific relationship between traumatic life events and hoarding. The findings were 
robust as covariates such as depression, age, age o f OCD onset, general OCD 
symptoms, mood and anxiety were explored and discounted. Interestingly, the 
authors also examined three individual manifestations o f hoarding: clutter, difficulty
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discarding and acquiring. It was found that there was a particularly strong association 
between experiencing a traumatic life event and the clutter symptom o f compulsive 
hoarding. From the limited existing research in this area, I would suggest that 
trauma may indeed be a risk factor for compulsive hoarding, although not necessarily 
any more so than it is a risk factor for general OCD. Therefore, further research is 
required.
CONCLUSION
In this review, I sought to investigate the literature on the risk factors and 
possible aetiology o f compulsive hoarding. This was explored by examining which 
disorders tend to be co-morbid with hoarding, the cerebral anomalies and deficits in 
cognitive functioning, as well as the evidence for stressful life-events being a risk 
factor for the development o f the behaviour. 1 think this was worthwhile because it 
highlighted the different cognitive &ctors that may contribute to an individual 
specifically behaving in such a self-destructive way. The biological evidence 
showing neurological differences suggest that people who hoard have fundamental 
differences in the way they think to non-hoarders and may help to explain the lack o f 
responsiveness oAen demonstrated in therapy.
The CBT model for the development and maintenance o f the disorder was discussed. 
There is compelling evidence that, as proposed by this model, information processing 
deficits and distorted cognitive appraisals o f objects, perhaps as a result o f  
experiencing a traumatic event are partially responsible for the development o f 
hoarding. However, whilst comprehensive, the acknowledged poor measured
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improvements in the behaviour following CBT, compared to other disorders, 
suggests that there are other factors that are not being addressed by the model.
One component that 1 believe needs further consideration is the common association 
with ADHD. It is my opinion that, prior to treatment, a client presenting with 
hoarding should be assessed for ADHD, and if found to fulfill the criteria, 
interventions targeting the deficits in attention should be designed first, to assist in 
the attention that is required for subsequent hoarding treatment. Furthermore, this 
review has highlighted preliminary research suggesting an association between 
hoarding and self-control deficits, that when addressed in interventions, decrease 
hoarding. The clinical implications o f this research are exciting because they suggest 
that self-control interventions may need to be included in formulations, which is not 
currently usual in treatment.
A criticism that 1 have o f the m^ority o f  hoarding research across the board, is that 
participants are recruited Aom OCD clinics, rather than community samples. 
Consequently, the hoarders selected have high levels o f OCD symptoms, which may 
not be so marked in a more independent sample. I agree with the suggestion o f 
Steketee and Frost (2007) that to better understand the relationship between 
compulsive hoarding and other psychiatric disorders, it would be beneficial to recruit 
participants with hoarding behaviour Aom community samples. Furthermore, I 
consider the methodology o f the research in the literature examined to be flawed as 
researchers do not compare outcomes o f three groups (hoarding, OCD, and healthy 
controls). Therefore, it is very difficult to draw any strong conclusions about which
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risk factors and co-morbid disorders, if any, are completely specific to compulsive 
hoarding. Methodological improvements in hoarding studies would greatly assist the 
current debate as to whether hoarding should be classified as a separate disorder to 
OCD. 1 believe that there are sufficient differences in aetiology and presenting 
symptoms between OCD and hoarding to warrant a separate diagnosis as they seem 
to represent a distinct clinical group, but more stringent empirical evidence to 
support this would be beneficial. In my opinion, by not treating them differently, and 
acknowledging their different causes, clients presenting with both o f these 
symptomologies are being done a disservice.
It would appear that there is a strong argument for environmental, non-genetic 
pathways to hoarding. The result o f this research will have a significant impact on 
me as a trainee clinical psychologist. By gaining greater understanding o f the risk 
factors, causes and associated co-morbid disorders, I think it will help me to 
understand the extreme difficulties clients encounter when engaging with treatment, 
and assist in more effective therapeutic formulations.
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The Task
Our task was to discuss the intentionally ambiguous statement "Owr 
RgWzoMj^ Zzzq to CZzoMgg" in our PPD groups and work on preparing a group 
presentation that would be presented aAer six weekly meetings. We were given a tew 
reading materials around problem based learning that might prompt discussion and a 
facilitator was present for most o f  the meetings. However, few instructions o f how to 
approach the task were given to us and there were no clear learning outcomes.
O ur Approach
In terms o f  the process o f working on this exercise, our group seemed to go 
through Tuckman's (1965) "forming -  storming -  norming -  performing" stages. 
Therek)re, I am going to discuss our approach to the Problem Based Learning [PBL] 
task in relation to these four stages.
In the “forming” stage, there tends to be a high dependence on the leader for 
direction, but this was not given to us by the facilitator. In our first “forming” session 
we spent the m^ority o f the time meeting our &cilitator and introducing ourselves. 
We tried to relate it to the task by explaining what changes we had experienced in 
our lives and how we tended to respond to change. Emergent themes were 
geographical, professional and personal changes. We attempted to find a way to 
interpret the statement "Oz/r ReWzomZzi^ /o CZzazzge It felt quite uncomfortable 
being in this formative stage as we were unfamiliar with each other and this style o f 
working without clear objectives or boundaries.
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In our next session, we entered the “storming” phase. This is where ideas are 
brainstormed and people vie for positions and roles. We were aware that we still had 
plenty o f time to work on this task, and made a conscious decision to not panic about 
seeming to be achieving little. We decided that we would feel “safer” if we 
established some boundaries, so settled on some ground rules for our group. 
Following this, the “storming” stage felt enjoyable as we all offered creative and 
interesting ideas about what change meant to us personally. We revisited our 
previously emergent themes o f change: geographical, professional and personal, as 
well as future. Alongside this, we also discussed theories o f  change that we had been 
able to research independently, such as Prochaska, DiClemente and Norcross' (1992) 
transtheoretical model o f behaviour change, as well as Fisher's (2003) process o f 
transition model, and made a start at considering if^  and how, these models fitted 
with our own experiences and understanding.
The next stage was “norming” (sessions 3 and 4), where agreement and consensus is 
reached and roles and responsibilities become clear and are accepted. AAer 
considering some theories o f change, a decision was made to apply and evaluate 
Prochaska, DiClemente, and Norcross’ (1992) transtheoretical model o f  behaviour 
change as a template for one member o f the group's journey o f change Aom 
Assistant Psychologist to Trainee Clinical Psychologist. It was decided that our 
presentation would centre on this journey o f  change and that we would bring in 
theory-practice links around this. We also felt that Fishers (2003) process o f  
transition model (Appendix 1) appealed in terms o f  how we could summarise our
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experiences o f  change as we entered into the early stages o f training as Clinical 
Psychologists, and so decided to incorporate this into our presentation too.
Sessions 5 and 6 encapsulated the “performing” stage o f group processes, during 
which, each team member is aware o f what they are doing and why. During this time 
we rehearsed our presentation and practised the timings o f each group member's 
section. Our facilitator was present at the first o f these practices and was therefore 
able to give us feedback which felt reassuring. This was a satisfying and rewarding 
stage as we set ourselves clear goals and could easily measure whether we had 
achieved these (using a stopwatch!).
Reflections
During the “forming” phase, when we were all getting to know each other as a
group, I felt exposed and out o f my depth. This was the first time in training that we 
had been split into small groups and as we started introducing ourselves and 
discussing our prior experience, I felt inadequate and insecure about my level o f  
clinical knowledge compared to other people who were mostly quite a bit younger 
than me. It felt that everyone was keen to impress and justify being selected for the 
course and my response to this was to feel that my opinions would not be as valid as 
other people's. In a smaller group, rather than feeling more confident as I might have 
expected, I actually felt more exposed. I was very conscious o f my age, as I am 10- 
15 years older than most members o f the group, and repeatedly thought “By my age,
I should know more than this”. On reflection, I wonder if this is a thought that clients 
sometimes have, especially if they are seeing a therapist who is younger than them. I f
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this is the case, it might make a client feel embarrassed and ashamed that they need 
help at a later stage o f life. Being aware o f this potential will help me to be more 
sensitive and aware o f the importance o f normalising experiences and difficulties.
In this early stage o f the PBL process, I was aware that the dynamics o f  the group 
felt tense and uncertain. As is usual in the “forming” stage. I, and I suspect my 
colleagues, wanted a strong leader to emerge and take control o f the task in hand. In 
the absence o f this role being taken by the facilitator, I wanted to feel able to take 
this role on myself^ but was apprehensive o f making myself vulnerable to negative 
evaluation by my peers in such a new and unknown situation.
In contrast, I was also aware o f a sense o f excitement and optimism in myself as I 
considered how I was at the start o f a journey and a process o f change. Once I had 
adjusted to this new way o f  working, it felt strangely empowering to not be given a 
clearly defined task and to realise that as a group we were free to decide how we 
were going to approach it. This was not a feeling I was used to and I recognised that 
it would take a while to become accustomed to. This has given me an insight into the 
benefits o f working collaboratively with clients and recognising them as “their own 
experts”.
During the “storming” phase, whilst I was excited by all our ideas and the 
possibilities that were unfolding, it was also a frustrating time. It seemed that we 
were moving in circles by discussing a good idea, and then quickly moving on to 
another discovery. Whilst I was consciously trying not to panic, I was also aware o f
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time slipping through my fingers, and felt myself becoming irritated at times with my 
lack o f control in the group decision-making process. 1 did make a comment at one 
point that I was concerned that we could keep researching new ideas, but that we 
really needed to make some decisions about what shape this presentation would take. 
On reflection, I think 1 was feeling a desire to move into the “norming” stage, but 
feeling frustrated and uncomfortable was probably not a helpful dynamic to the 
group at the time.
I am aware o f  a desire to be in control and get things done as quickly as possible in 
both my personal and professional life. I don't find it easy to be mindful o f the 
moment, and oAen feel a sense o f urgency to progress to what 1 envisage should be 
the next stage o f where things are heading. 1 think this is partly because I have a busy 
life and oAen feel that 1 am “spinning lots o f plates” and so I have developed a style 
o f being efficient with my time and resources. However, I can see that this could be 
counter-productive, particularly in a therapeutic setting. For example, I am currently 
working on behavioural activation strategies with a client with depression, but he 
appeared to be quite resistant. By bringing to mind, Prochaska, DiClemente, and 
Norcross' (1992) transtheoretical model o f behaviour change, wherein there are six 
discrete stages o f change: pre-contemplation, contemplation, determination, action, 
maintenance and relapse, 1 could see that my client was still in the contemplation 
stage. He was experiencing an inner conflict o f wanting to change his behaviour as 
he could see the benefits that this would bring him, but at the same time was fearful 
o f the consequences o f exposing himself to negative evaluation. As 1 recognised this, 
I was able to address this with him, gently and non-judgementally. I explained that
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therapy must be at his pace and that he was in control o f this. Two weeks later he 
came to the session feeling excited that he had booked up a court for a game o f  
squash with a friend. This demonstrated to me the benefits o f allowing the client to 
be in control of how long they spend in each stage.
The initial part o f the “norming” stage was the most uncomfortable for me but also 
proved to be a pivotal point. When I arrived at session 3 at the appointed start time, 
some o f the group members had arrived early and started without two o f us. During 
this time, a decision had been made about what shape the presentation was going to 
take. One o f the group members had prepared a diagram o f her “Journey o f Change” 
from Assistant Psychologist to embarking on Clinical Psychology Training. This was 
very good and undoubtedly a constructive and pragmatic decision to make. However, 
because it was made in the absence o f others, without us being given a chance to 
show the work we had prepared, I felt disempowered and excluded from the group 
process. Although having the decision “made for me” was in some ways a relief and 
the group were probably just trying to press on with the “norming” stage as a result 
o f a sense o f frustration that I myself was feeling too, I instantly felt both un-needed 
and guilty that I hadn't been a part o f the process. This feeling stayed with me for the 
rest o f the week. 1 felt that I hadn't pulled my weight and that perhaps others were 
thinking this too.
A turning point came in session 4, when I voiced my feelings o f being left out. This 
was a step forward for me as I tend to avoid confrontations generally. When Ï did 
this, the other member who had been absent from the decision making process the
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week before said that she felt the same, and we both expressed our desire to be more 
involved and have a role within the group. This was well received and taught me a 
valuable lesson about making unspoken tensions public. 1 am sure that the other 
group members could sense that Ï was unhappy with how things were going, but 
probably did not know why until I was explicit about it. Following on from this 
discussion, I was able to volunteer for a part that I wanted to play in the presentation, 
as was the other member without a role, and not only did I feel satisfied, but I felt 
empowered that I had dealt with the situation assertively. This put me in mind o f my 
role in the therapeutic setting to enable clients to have space and permission to voice 
frustrations, concerns and dissatisfactions with how therapy is progressing. 1 learnt a 
valuable lesson that not only would it improve the therapeutic relationship, but it 
would also increase a client's sense o f autonomy, self-efficacy and possibly, self­
esteem.
AAer we had completed our live presentation to the cohort, I felt a sense o f 
accomplishment and pride that, as a group, we had overcome challenges and learned 
new skills in order to eventually work well together. At the end, we opened it up for 
questions and I was able to answer one o f these in a more confident way than I 
believe I would have been able to prior to this experience. I believe that this was, at 
least in part, due to my increased sense o f  ownership o f the group aAer being able to 
voice my discomfort for the way things were previously going. When I compare the 
sense o f inadequacy 1 felt compared to my fellow group members at the start o f the 
process, to how I was the first one to speak to defend a potential criticism o f our
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presentation, I can see the way my self-image has been positively affected by being 
involved in the PBL process.
On reflection, our group worked well together. We encouraged each other and 
overcame difficulties in the style o f  task to come up with a good structure for a 
presentation on “Owr /o Change". 1 felt that we listened and were
respectful to each other and all members contributed, both in the group sessions and 
in terms o f preparation and research in fairly equal measures. T^fePs (1970) social 
identity theory suggests that strong alliances are formed between group members 
when there is a common goal and the members share some characteristics. By 
working together on this task and by all examining the similarities (as well as the 
differences) in our journey o f change as we embark on clinical training, we appear to 
have bonded well as a group.
Participating in this PBL exercise has given me valuable insight into my working 
methods and what makes me feel safe and why. 1 have discovered that I like structure 
and to be &irly task focused. I like to know what's expected of me and largely this is 
because, until now, I have not felt confident in my own ability or decision making to 
trust my judgement. However, I can now see the benefit o f  taking ownership o f tasks 
and the positive effects it has. This will translate to my clinical practice as I am now 
more mindful o f the need for a client to feel that there is a structure to therapy, but 
also to feel that they are an integral part o f the decision-making process, and there is 
permission to voice concerns and dissatisfactions, where ultimately the goal would 
be for them to “become their own therapist''.
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Problem Based Learning Reflective Account II
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The Problem
Our cohort was presented with a Problem Based Learning Exercise [PBL] in 
the form o f a vignette about a child protection case. We were told that a couple with 
learning disabilities were fighting for their two young children to remain living with 
them. Many professionals, from mental health, legal and social services were 
involved, with conflicting ideas. Apparently this was a home where domestic abuse 
was an issue as well as possible child neglect. Our task was to work in our Personal 
and Professional Development Learning Groups [PPDLG] to address the “problem” 
which would then be presented to the rest o f the cohort in a few weeks time. We 
were given brief details o f the different professional and personal perspectives on 
this case. We were not given specific details o f what the “problem” was that we were 
being asked to address. However, a list o f prompt questions was given to us to 
facilitate group discussions and encourage us to consider a variety o f  perspectives 
and issues around this ease.
Initially, I felt some ambivalence about being given this exercise. I found the subject 
matter really interesting. It was complex and clinically relevant as I am currently 
working in a Community Team for People with Learning Disabilities. I also found 
working as a group on the PBL exercise in the first year to be a positive experience. 
The process o f working together and presenting to our cohort gave me an increased 
confidence in my abilities and that o f my group to collaborate ef&ctively again. 
However, at the time o f being presented with this task I was feeling overwhelmed 
with deadlines and demands o f my new placement. Consequently I initially felt that
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this task was an extra burden that was being placed on us and this made me feel less 
enthusiastic than I would have liked in the early stages.
G roup Processes and Dynamics
As we began meeting together as a group, the first thing I became aware o f 
was how much more comfortable we were in each other's company than this time 
last year. The sense o f insecurity and competition that had unsettled me at the start o f 
the first year seemed to have been replaced with a bond o f mutual respect and 
genuine warmth. I believe there were several reasons for this. Firstly, we seem to be 
more relaxed and confident with training in general and our place within the cohort, 
as well as with each other. Secondly, we all reflected on the positive experience o f 
last year's PBL task and the encouraging fredback we had received aAer our 
presentation. Finally, it is possible that our PPDLG had changed over time Aom 
being in the 'norming' stage o f development towards 'performing' (Tuckman, 1965). 
The process o f dividing up tasks and roles for the presentation seemed to be 
straightforward and easy. The whole experience o f preparing for and 'performing' 
this presentation was relaxed and efficient, and far less anxiety-provoking than 
during our first year.
Originally, there was a sense o f  us feeling overwhelmed with the complexity o f this 
case. This made us feel somewhat paralysed into a state o f inertia as we struggled to 
make sense o f the large number o f professionals involved with this family. I wonder 
if this is how clients feel when they are involved with a number o f professionals in 
services. Sometimes on my placement I struggle to make sense o f the large quantity
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of paper and electronic notes that have been written by numerous members o f staff 
about a client. How much more so must clients feel confused and overwhelmed by 
different professional styles, agendas and scripts? Regarding the present task, we 
overcame these feelings by simplifying the problem into issues that we had 
prioritised and making a decision that we would not be able to 'do it alf. An 
awareness o f this may prompt me to clarify and simplify issues with clients. It will 
also be important for me to hold in mind that in my role as a trainee and also when 
qualified, I will never be able to ‘do it all’ and achieve miracles. An ability to tolerate 
this will help me to keep a healthy approach to the job and prevent burn-out.
When we first met, we reflected on how we felt a year ago about being faced with a 
PBL task. We were then uncomfortable with the ambiguity o f  the task and the lack o f 
clear structure for how we were going to approach it. I remember feeling unsettled 
because we had no clear leader. I felt that I should offer to be one in the absence o f  
anyone else rising to the challenge, but felt unable to because o f my sense o f 
inadequacy within the group. This time around, things were different. We spoke as a 
group about how ambiguity and lack o f structure were expected and welcomed. 
Again, we found that no clear leader emerged but this time we all seemed to take on 
the role at different times, interchangeably and naturally, without anything having to 
be made explicit. Whilst in this situation this felt positive and acceptable, I am also 
aware that leadership is a quality that is increasingly important within clinical 
psychology as a profession and that one o f my development needs is to become more 
comfortable with asserting myself as a leader in situations that warrant it.
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This newfound ease with lack o f  structure and clear objectives was a marker o f our 
increased confidence, as well as an awareness and understanding o f  the concept o f 
‘safe uncertainty’ (Mason, 1993). This is where one feels contained within a 
respectful, collaborative and evolving narrative, and feels safe with the position o f 
not having the answers or solutions to hand. Having reflected on my increased 
understanding and ease with the concept o f ‘safe uncertainty’ in the PBL task, I am 
aware that this has been mirrored in my clinical practice. I have noticed on my 
placement in Learning Disabilities that I have been more comfortable with ‘not 
knowing’ and not having any clear solutions or preconceived ideas about therapeutic 
techniques during therapy. I have found that in working with this client group there is 
an enhanced need to work creatively and flexibly and as my confidence has grown 1 
now feel more at ease with this. I believe that feeling safe with uncertainty in therapy 
and enabling a client to feel so, has helped facilitate a respectful curiosity. It has also 
helped me to avoid the trap o f ‘premature certainty’ which can be an easy one to fall 
into (Mason, 1993).
The development o f my comfort with ‘safe uncertainty’ was evidenced in my clinical 
practice recently when working with a client with a learning disability who presented 
with depression and outbursts o f anger that she felt unable to control. In the past, 
staff and clinicians have tended to use a behavioural approach to manage her anger 
but it appears that this has not got at the ‘heart o f the problem’. By being comfortable 
with tolerating the uncertainty o f where our sessions were going to lead us I felt able 
to abandon pre-conceived ideas I had from reading her file notes and was able to get 
to know her a&esh. During our sessions, I discovered new things about her thinking
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styles and decided that a narrative approach in conjunction with some positive 
psychology techniques was more appropriate tor her. By remaining curious and 
flexible we have managed to achieve a good outcome from our work together.
During preparation for our task our group grew in confidence, and we all commented 
that we had a strong desire to move away from our ‘comfbrt-zone’ o f  giving a 
‘power-point’ presentation as we had last year. We felt a new-6)und h-eedom to 
explore and we were keen to demonstrate this with a more creative presentation 
style. We enjoyed a couple o f sessions where we felt free to ‘brain-storm’ new ideas 
without feeling under time pressure, as we appeared to have an underlying 
confidence that it ‘would all come together in the end’. This put me in mind o f 
attachment theory and the need for a ‘secure base’ with clients (Bowlby, 1988). By 
creating that sense o f containment and security in the therapeutic relationship, clients 
are more able to explore new ideas and let go o f old ones.
Like children who are confident in their secure base o f  an attachment figure, as a 
group we felt able to explore new territory regarding our presentation style. We 
finally decided to use cardboard boxes which each represented a potential barrier to 
engaging this family with services. In the role play, as each professional spoke about 
their perspective on the problem they placed their block in front o f the clients until 
they were eventually obscured from view.
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Unconscious Processes
Our presentation was delivered in the style o f  a role play. Roles included 
husband and wife, children, grandparent, social worker, community psychiatric nurse 
[CPN], solicitor, guardian and clinical psychologist. As group members chose roles I 
remember noticing that most people seemed to be choosing roles they felt naturally 
sympathetic to or knowledgeable o f  For example, one person wanted to play the role 
o f a grandparent because her own mother was about to become a grandmother and 
this had been a subject o f recent conversations within her family.
I volunteered to play the part o f the social worker. In the given vignette, the social
worker was keen to remove the children from the care o f their parents due to 
concerns about risk, and appeared to be somewhat o f a lone voice in this. She seemed 
to feel exasperated with the lack o f engagement that the parents had made with 
services and the help offered to them and was the professional in the scenario that 
seemed to take the "hardest line". I was aware that the other group members chose 
roles that the audience may be more sympathetic to. This prompted me to reflect on 
what it was about this role that appealed to me. Why did 1 feel so strongly that 1 
wanted to represent the person who was a potential ‘outsider’ in a room filled with 
trainee and qualified clinical psychologists and what unconscious processes were 
involved in my decision-making?
I think I have identified with the ‘outsider’ in this scenario because this is a feeling I 
am familiar with on the training course. I am a single parent and consequently live on 
a tight financial budget. It seems that the m^ority o f trainees in my cohort are more
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than ten years younger than me and often have a different socio-economic status. 
This is evident in conversations and comments that are made. At times this has made 
me feel like an outsider with some o f my peers at university and accompanying this 
is a feeling o f inferiority and shame, highlighting that financial status is an often- 
overlooked diversity issue.
This puts me in mind o f clients who might come to therapy feeling inferior and 
shameftil about the circumstances they find themselves in. They may feel isolated 
and different h"om others (particularly in the case o f clients with learning 
disabilities). 1 believe this raises an important issue o f diversity in training 
recruitment. In my opinion, one o f the most significant stressors that impacts on 
clients’ mental and physical well-being is poverty. When building the therapeutic 
relationship I am struck by the importance of displaying positive regard and 
acknowledging clients’ strengths. I am aware that clients who live with adversity 
face struggles that others do not and I am very conscious to not occupy a position o f  
superiority when working with them. 1 think my wish to play the part o f the social 
worker came from an unconscious desire to not have this role ‘overlooked’ as one 
that didn’t ‘fit’ with other more psychologically-minded professional scripts that we 
were given in the vignette. 1 think the knowledge o f this will have a positive impact 
on my clinical work as it will help me to engage clients who are experiencing a sense 
o f isolation, as well as reach out to members within teams whose voices are 
marginalised.
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O ur Presentation
Despite previously feeling relaxed and confident, on the day o f  the 
presentation our group commented on how nervous we felt about being seen to have 
‘failed’ in some way. As well as the rest o f our cohort and some service-users 
watching, we were also being assessed by some o f the course team. The knowledge 
that we were being assessed was anxiety-provoking and somehow detracted h"om the 
experience for me. This puts me in mind o f clients who may feel they are being 
‘assessed’. The outcome-focussed nature o f the job demands that measures are taken 
during the therapeutic process. Additionally, clients are sometimes faced with 
neuropsychological assessments, which feel very much like ‘tests’. It is important 
that space is given to discuss any anxieties that this may provoke so that maximum 
benefit can be gained from the process.
After presenting, we received very positive feedback regarding our creative 
approach, particularly in regard to our use o f the boxes to symbolise the blockages to 
engaging a family with these difficulties. This positively reinforced our more 
adventurous approach and has encouraged me to take more risks regarding creativity 
in my role in learning disabilities. For example, I have been able to engage a client 
who has lost the ability to speak following a recent operation by using her love o f 
drawing and this is the primary way that we have learnt to communicate with each 
other. This is something that 1 would not have felt confident enough to do in my first 
year o f  training but has been incredibly rewarding. This more creative approach is 
something I would like to develop further whilst 1 am training.
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Clinical Implications and Conclusions
1 enjoyed working with my group on this task and presenting it to the cohort. 
I have found it particularly valuable to reflect on the difference between this 
experience and that o f the PBL task in the first year. I think these differences reflect 
the changes in me personally and professionally, and as a group. Writing this 
reflective account has helped highlight these changes as well as linking them to 
developments and learning needs in my own clinical practice. It has also helped me 
to notice the way my PPDLG has evolved and put me in mind o f areas 1 would like 
to see development in during the next stage o f my training.
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Personal and Professional Learning and Discussion Group Process Account I
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Summary of Personal and Professional Learning and Discussion Group Process
AceountI
At the beginning o f  training I was assigned to a personal and professional 
learning discussion group (PPLDG) which consisted o f seven trainees and a 
facilitator. Over our first year we met on a fortnightly basis for one and a half hours. 
During the 10 months that we met during the first academic year, we worked on and 
delivered a group presentation, explored our individual family genograms, discussed 
our therapeutic work and shared our experiences on placement. Whilst at times I 
found the group to be challenging and frustrating, it was also a source o f inspiration, 
encouragement and comfort. When we first met I felt insecure and unsure o f my 
place within the group but over time I came to see that I, as well as the others, had a 
unique role to fulfil and that we all had much to learn from each other. The first year 
o f training was a time o f tremendous growth, both personally and collectively. 
Reflecting on the group processes, my personal involvement and the emotions that 
being a member o f this group provoked enabled me to make some valuable 
comparisons with how clients feel when they are involved in the therapeutic 
relationship. I believe that the diversity o f these experiences have informed my 
clinical practice and my own personal development as a Trainee Clinical 
Psychologist. The reflective account details my experiences o f this group.
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Personal and Professional Learning and Discussion Group Process Aceount II
Year 2 
July 2012
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Summary of Personal and Professional Learning and Discussion Group Process
Account II
I was a member o f a personal and professional learning discussion group 
(PPLDG), consisting o f seven trainees and a facilitator. During the second year o f 
training we worked on a group presentation, reviewed set readings, discussed our 
therapeutic work and experiences on placement, as well as sharing reflections on the 
impact o f work on our personal lives. My experiences o f this group were mixed, as I 
found it to be encouraging and comforting, but also frustrating and challenging. 
However, I believe that the complexity o f these experiences enriched my clinical 
practice and personal development as a Trainee Clinical Psychologist. On reflection, 
it is clear that we underwent considerable development as a group. We managed our 
own anxieties about having a new facilitator and negotiated our way through the 
uncertainties o f clinical training and supervision. Above all I believe we achieved our 
objective o f developing a ‘safe place’ to discuss matters that concerned us and we 
moved forward in the ‘struggle for honesty’ which substantially increased our group 
cohesiveness. I believe I developed my leadership skills by helping to develop the 
cohesiveness o f the group.
The reflective account explored my experiences o f this group. This account 
discussed the group’s development, experiences between group members, and my 
individual experiences. I endeavoured to make links between these experiences and 
my personal development and clinical practice.
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CLINICAL DOSSIER
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Overview of Clinical Experience Gained During Training
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Adult M ental Health Placement
This placement was in a Community Mental Health Recovery Service 
[CMHRS].
C/fMfca/ ITiorA:. I worked with both male and female clients, ranging in age from 19 
to 65 years old with a range o f difficulties including depression, anxiety, post- 
traumatic stress disorder, psychotic symptoms, obsessive-compulsive disorder, 
bipolar disorder, eating disorders, body dysmorphia, Asperger’s Syndrome , 
borderline personality disorder, dependent personality disorder, hoarding disorder, 
adjustment disorder and chronic fatigue syndrome. I completed a range o f 
assessments including psychological and pro-fbrma interviews, questionnaire based 
assessments, risk assessments and cognitive assessments including the WAlS-IIl, 
WAIS-IV and WMS-Ill. 1 was able to develop and consolidate skills in cognitive 
behavioural therapy, psycho-educational work, narrative therapy and systemic and 
psychodynamically infbrmed interventions.
Group Work: With an occupational therapist, 1 co-facilitated a CBT group for people 
with low self-esteem.
Service Evaluation: With trainee colleagues I undertook a research project focussing 
on staff responses to working with clients with complex trauma.
Teaching and Presentations: I presented the findings o f the research project with 
my trainee colleagues in 3 separate Trust locations.
Learning Disabilities Placement
This placement was based within the multidisciplinary Community Learning
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Disabilities Team. I worked with clients who ranged in age from 18 to 65 years.
C/fMfca/ IPbrA; 1 saw patients with a range o f  presentations including challenging 
behaviour, depression, anxiety, early signs o f dementia and obsessive behaviour. I 
also worked with people who had experienced abuse. I undertook a number o f 
cognitive assessments, behavioural observations, neuropsychological tests and risk 
assessments. 1 developed and used integrative approaches and formulations for 
working with this client group, including psychoeducation, CBT and systemic 
approaches. I also worked indirectly with staff teams, carers and families. 1 was able 
to undertake therapy with patients using CBT, narrative, psychoanalytic and 
systemic approaches.
Group Work: I co-facilitated a positive psychology group with another trainee 
clinical psychologist.
Teaching and Presentations: With another trainee clinical psychologist, I held a 
teaching session with staff at a local care home &r people with severe autism about 
Intensive Interaction.
Child Placement
This placement was at a Child and Adolescent Mental Health Service. 
Patients ranged in age from 5 to 17 years old.
Cy/w/ca/ IPbrA:; Patients exhibited a range o f difficulties including depression, 
generalised and social anxiety, OCD, cognitive difficulties, school refusal, separation 
anxiety, challenging behaviour, somatising o f difficulties, unresolved grief^ eating 
disorders and chronic fatigue syndrome. I undertook a number o f assessments, 
including psychological assessments, cognitive assessments, behavioural
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observations and risk assessments. I was able to consolidate and build upon CBT, 
narrative, solution-focussed, systemic and psychodynamically-infbrmed models o f 
therapy, as well as successfully utilising motivational interviewing techniques. I was 
also involved in arranging network meetings with teachers, special needs 
coordinators and liaising with social services.
I undertook research around the current provision o f service to 
young people not in education, employment or training (NEET).
Teaching and Presentations: I presented to the multi-disciplinary team about the 
building o f resilience in young people.
O lder Adults Placement
This placement was split between two sites: a psychiatric inpatient ward for 
older adults, and an inpatient assessment unit for people with moderate to severe 
dementia.
Clinical Work: On the psychiatric ward 1 worked with patients with a range o f 
difficulties including generalised anxiety, depression, challenging behaviour and 
personality disorders. I carried out extended assessments and cognitive assessments 
with both male and female patients who ranged in age from 65 to 86 years o f  age. I 
used CBT, narrative, systemic and psychoanalytic models o f working. I also worked 
indirectly with staff working on the ward. On the dementia ward I completed 
behavioural observations and cognitive assessments. I worked indirectly with staff 
and family members to bring psychological understanding including a more person- 
centred approach, to presenting problems. I also completed a piece o f work with a 
family member using Simulated Presence Therapy.
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Growp I co-&cilitated a Cognitive Stimulation Therapy group on the dementia
ward with an occupational therapist.
.ÿgrvfcg 1 completed an evaluation o f a music therapy group for people
with dementia.
Teaching and Presentations: I presented to a community multi-disciplinary team 
about the issues o f conducting group work with older adults.
Specialist Placement: Specialised Child Placements
This was a split placement. The first placement was a service for adolescents 
with severe mental health difficulties who were at risk o f entering Tier 4 services.
This was a Pupil Referral Unit with predominantly mental health objectives. The 
other placement was a CAMHS placement.
Clinical Work: At the first service, I attended groups, built relationships with young 
people during social activities, attended outreaches and undertook individual therapy 
using integrative therapeutic techniques. Patients exhibited a range o f  complex 
presenting problems including self-harming, depression and anxiety, with high levels 
o f risk. On the CAMHS placement I worked with patients with a range o f  presenting 
difficulties including OCD, phobias, chronic &tigue syndrome, depression, 
deliberate se lf  harm and anxiety. I also worked systemically with families. 1 used 
CBT, narrative, solution-focussed, systemic and psychoanalytic models o f working.
Teaching and Presentations: 1 presented to a multi-disciplinary team about the use 
o f  mentalisation techniques to foster resilience in adolescents, which was a topic that
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emerged from my MRP. 1 also helped a psychotherapist to prepare a presentation to 
other psychotherapists about CBT.
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Abstract
A diagnosis o f Complex Trauma [CT] is contentious and not presently 
recognised in the DSM-IV (American Psychiatric Association, 2000). A frequent 
feature o f CT is dissociative disorders [DD], however this area is oAen not 
understood or identified by clinicians (Courtois, 2004). This research was part o f a 
wider, three-stranded service development project within an NHS Trust in Southern 
England aimed at auditing the current provision and service needs for CT clients. 
The present strand analysed clinicians’ perceived training needs in this area.
An online survey was cascaded to staff in the Trust and from this appropriate 
participants were identified for interviews. Theoretical thematic analysis was 
conducted on the resulting 29 interviews (Braun & Clarke, 2006).
By exploring the five emergent themes it was found that all clinicians expressed a 
desire and a need 6 r  training, and that this was something they felt passionately 
about. Clinicians talked about the negative psychological impact that a lack o f 
training had on them, particularly in terms o f  being less confident, more dissatisfied 
and worried about the effect they were having on patients. They identified many 
different areas that they would like training in, in terms o f  identification, assessment, 
treatment and how to work reflectively. People also had ideas for how future training 
could be structured, ft is recommended that to enhance job satisfaction, confidence, 
levels o f staff accurate identification o f CT and DD, and treatment effectiveness, 
appropriate training and support is given to clinicians.
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Introduction
A diagnosis o f Complex Trauma [CT] or DESNOS (Disorders o f Extreme 
Stress Not Otherwise Specified) is contentious (Courtois, 2004) and not presently 
recognised in the DSM-IV (American Psychiatric Association, 2000). However, 
research suggests it exists independently o f Post Traumatic Stress Disorder 
(Courtois, 2004) and in 2013 it may be included in the DSM-V (American 
Psychiatric Association, 2000). Complex Trauma has been defined as prolonged or 
protracted interpersonal trauma featuring a lack or a loss o f control, disempowerment 
and a lack o f possible escape from the trauma (American Psychiatric Association, 
2000). This may arise as a result o f sexual, emotional or physical abuse (especially in 
childhood), domestic violence or torture (American Psychiatric Association, 2000). 
The Diagnostic and Statistical Manual o f Mental Health Disorders (4th Edition Text 
Revision) lists a collection o f possible symptoms associated with CT (Appendix 1).
It has been suggested that when survivors o f psychological trauma have their
formative developmental periods disrupted, dissociation frequently occurs (Ford, 
Courtois, Steele, van der Hart, & Nijenhuis, 2005). Dissociative Disorders [DD] are 
conditions where the sufferer has disruptions or a lack o f functioning in areas such as 
awareness, identity and perception. It has been found that DDs are often the 
consequence o f severe childhood abuse or neglect.
To date, medication has been found to be ineffective in the treatment o f CT and DD 
(Courtois, 2004). Research suggests that the most effective treatment is an integrative 
three-phase model. This model initially focuses on the client achieving a sense o f
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safety (real and perceived), and hence a secure attachment within the therapeutic 
relationship; as well as formulated treatments to enhance emotional self-regulation 
skills. Later, targeted trauma-focused treatments are introduced (Courtois, 2004; 
Shottenbauer, Glass, Arnkoff^ & Gray, 2008). The intensity and duration o f therapy 
varies widely; ranging from months to years (Courtois, 2004). However, it would 
appear that other treatments are used, with varying effect. The "complex" nature o f 
this disorder is related to its extensive co-morbidity and the resulting diversity o f 
treatment needs (van der Ko Ik & Courtois, 2005; Courtois, 2004). It is notoriously 
difficult to treat and treatment refractory (Ford & Kidd, 1998).
Research has found that there are problems regarding the diagnosis o f  dissociative 
symptoms resulting from CT, which are primarily a result o f misunderstandings and 
misconceptions amongst clinicians. As a result, treatment is not effectively targeting 
dissociation. Discharge &om treatment can bring new problematic reactions such as 
feelings o f abandonment, grief^ fear and loss o f  security. Consequently, is has been 
proposed that this agreement to terminate therapy should be collaborative and the 
door should be leA very much open for a return to treatment if needed (Courtois, 
2004). It has been suggested that there is a general feeling amongst many clinicians 
that CT is difficult to treat (International Society for Study o f  Dissociation, 2005); 
thus potentially straining the therapeutic relationship and enhancing the need for 
targeted training. Therefore, because o f the increased potential for difficulties 
throughout treatment with this client group, it is advised that specifically tailored 
training be developed further and offered to more health care professionals.
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Currently, clients presenting with CT are oAen treated within the context o f other co- 
morbid conditions such as Borderline Personality Disorder, and there is limited 
specific provision for them. In light o f this, and the high quantity o f clients 
presenting with CT (Courtois, 2004), a specific service focusing on this group 
appears to be justified. There has been a CT Specialist Service since October 2010 
which can presently provide 4-5 intervention sessions per week. Treatment involves 
a combination o f psychodynamic therapy, DBT, CBT, EMDR and medication, and 
typically takes 2-3 years, or 5 years if there is a co-morbid personality disorder. The 
specialist service is cost-effective as previously, severe cases o f  DD were outsourced 
at a cost o f f 40,000 in 2010-11 (M. Crowley, personal communication 30 March 
2011).
This is a part o f a wider service development project. The aim o f  the overall research 
was to audit the current provision for CT clients within the Trust and to investigate 
methods by which a more tailored service might be developed. There were three 
strands to this project, running concurrently. The other two strands focussed on the 
current provision o f treatment for clients with CT and Dissociative Features 
(Henning-Pugh, 2011) and the impact on staff o f working with this client group 
(Gilbert, 2011). The present strand involved a needs analysis, and targeted 
clinicians' perceived training needs for a service for people who suffer from CT and 
DD.
Research questions within the following areas were addressed:
# Establishing how many clients suffering from CT with DD are on caseloads.
# Investigating clinicians' training needs, to enable more effective working.
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M ethod
Sample
Following consultation with field and university supervisors, teams were 
appropriately identified and invitations to participate were widely disseminated. 
Sources o f data were care co-ordinators and other clinicians working with clients 
with CT and DD from a sample o f the Trust's Adult Mental Health Teams. A total o f 
23 clinician interviews took place. 11 took place face to face, within the clinician's 
workplace, and 12 were conducted over the telephone. 39 on-line questionnaires 
were also completed.
Procedure
An introductory email was cascaded to a broad spectrum o f  identified 
clinicians within all CMHTs in the Trust, outlining the rationale, objectives and 
information regarding the process o f  the study. Attached to the email was a short 
online questionnaire aimed at orienting clinicians to the client group using questions 
based on the Dissociative Experiences Scale in order to highlight specific features o f 
dissociation (Bernstein Carlson, & Putnam, 1993) (see Appendbc 1).
Appropriate teams and clinicians were identified h"om the sampling 
procedure, and consent for either a face-to-face interview at the CMHT, or interview 
over the telephone was obtained. Semi-structured interviews lasting approximately 
30 minutes each were arranged (Appendix 2). Detailed notes, including many direct 
quotes, were written down o f interviewees' responses.
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AAer the data set was collected, relevant data, in line with this project strand's 
research question was extracted through the process o f thematic analysis.
Ethical Considerations
The British Psychological Society's (2009) code o f ethics was strictly 
adhered to . Ethical approval was obtained from the field supervisor, who also 
authorised that National Research Ethics Service approval was unnecessary. All 
participants gave consent to participate in an interview. AAer completing the 
interview, participants were debriefed and reminded that they could withdraw from 
the study at any time. Due to ethical concerns about leaving participants vulnerable 
following possible self-disclosure about training needs, it was decided that interviews 
would not be recorded.
Data
All interview summaries were anonymised by removing names and 
demographic information and data was treated confidentially. Appropriate coding 
and analysis classification for all data collected was agreed on by the researchers 
involved in the wider research project.
Analysis
Research Position
Responses were analysed using a theoretical thematic analysis (Braun and 
Clarke, 2006). This was because it was driven by the request o f the Trust who had
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requested the research and who had a particular analytic interest in training needs for 
this client group. The interviews were semi-structured but allowed some flexibility if  
participants wanted to deviate from a question or elaborate further and generated 
considerably richer data than a quantitative study (Braun & Clarke, 2006).
Process
Our analysis was conducted according to the six stage methodology (Braun 
and Clarke, 2006). Interviews were initially coded individually (Appendix 5), aAer 
which the other researchers involved in the wider research project shared ideas about 
coding to ensure consistency, coherence and investigator triangulation (Bannister, 
Burman, Parker, Taylor, & Tindall, 2005). Researcher influences in interpretation 
were therefore limited.
''Super-codes" emerged from these codes, leading to five overarching but interrelated 
themes: 1. Needing training; 2. The psychological impact o f being inadequately 
trained; 3.Passionate beliefs about training needs; 4. Types o f training needed and 5. 
Suggestions for structuring training. A thematic map was generated (Appendix 6) to 
ascertain the relationship between themes and subthemes and to ensure they 
accurately represented all data. They were also checked against the initial codes. 
Credibility was also tested by exploring any alternative, more salient themes. 
However, evidence supported the original themes. Themes were felt to be 'pan­
questioning' (Braun & Clarke, 2006) and each named theme had clear subthemes 
that exhibited relevant information answering the original research question. 
Although participants did not have an opportunity to review their data as
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representative because o f logistical difficulties, they were all invited to a 
dissemination o f the research results to feedback and enhance credibility.
Results
Clinicians spoke openly about their views on training for working with this 
client group. A baseline o f need was established by calculating that, o f the clinicians 
interviewed, they had on their case loads a total o f  94 clients with CT and 50 
presenting with symptoms o f dissociation (53.2%). Although there was much 
diversity in experience and knowledge, 100% o f participants clearly expressed their 
need and desire for more training, and five themes were identified.
Needing training
All 25 clinicians interviewed expressed the need for more training, both for 
themselves and the team as a whole as there was currently "none" (P I3, JG3, Q4).
There seemed to be a general consensus that the lack o f prior training in this area was 
concerning:
"I worry about risk everyone has a gap in training." (P6, Q4).
This resulted in many clinicians feeling their skills were inadequate. There was 
confusion amongst many staff about what CT and DD were. With regard to 
dissociation in particular, clinicians felt unable to identify it because o f a lack o f 
training and corresponding knowledge.
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"...generally we are not good at identifying clients with these conditions -  we're not 
trained to identify it, we're not geared up to identify complex issues, just to deal with 
what presents to us clearly." (P25, Q l).
The psychological impact of being inadequately trained
Feelings o f discomfort were evoked by the knowledge that clinicians were 
treating complex clients with little or no training. There appeared to be a concern that 
because o f a lack o f skills, clinicians would damage their clients:
"1 worry about making things worse....feels like we don't know what we are doing." 
(P7, Q4).
Clinicians seemed fearful o f  the impact that their lack o f skills would have on clients. 
There was concern about how dissociation should be managed if it occurred in the
session.
It was thought that lack o f understanding o f what these clients were facing and what 
had led to their current problems oAen resulted in a lack o f empathy and a 
judgemental approach. Furthermore, by not understanding what dissociation was, it 
was felt that some clients were treated with "cynicism about the validity o f their 
symptoms" (P38, Q5).
There was a sense that clinicians were disempowered by the lack o f training as 
"Everyone feels a bit inadequate." (PP37, Q4):
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"I feel ill-equipped....more disempowered aAer working with this group because o f 
my lack o f training." (P8, Q6).
This oAen led to feelings o f  job dissatisfaction when clinicians doubted the 
effectiveness o f their treatment (PI 9, Q2).
Passionate Beliefs about Training Needs
An interesting theme emerging from the data set was the strength o f feeling 
that training needs evoked in many o f the clinicians interviewed. This was displayed 
in the use o f emotive language. For example, one clinician described the Service's 
ability to identify patients with CT and/or DID as "absolutely crap" (P2, Q l). The 
lack o f  training was described as "shocking" (PI, Q4), and the need A)r more, 
particularly with regard to dissociation and its link to CT was depicted as "desperate" 
and "vital" (P9, Q2 & 4).
Some clinicians really appreciated being involved in this research process as they
hoped that their strong feelings would be "heard" by the Trust:
"Please emphasise in your report that we really need training!" (P6, Q8).
Types of training needed
Clinicians identified many areas o f training needs, specifically related to gaps 
they perceived existed in their knowledge, understanding and skills base. Firstly, 
clinicians wanted teaching to enhance their understanding with regard to 
identification, assessment, co-morbidity with other disorders and formulation, as well
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as increasing their understanding o f the referral process. More training was also 
wanted with regard to deciding on goals o f therapy and appropriate outcome 
measures. Secondly, training needs were highlighted in terms o f learning effective, 
evidence-based techniques. Interest was expressed in learning how to teach clients 
the following skills: affect regulation, skills training, assertiveness, filling 
developmental gaps, grounding techniques, e.g. mindfulness, individual and group 
work, as well as healthy attachment styles. Therapeutic skills felt to be lacking were 
in terms o f sensitivity in approach, providing safety, managing dissociation in the 
session as well as being able to work reflectively and being able to involve Emilies 
and carers.
Suggestions for structuring training
Some clinicians expressed thoughts about how this training could be 
structured and delivered. It was suggested that a creative approach to training 
provision would increase accessibility to busy staff^ especially those working on 
shiAs in acute care. For example in the form o f "bite-sized portions" such as 15-30 
minute DVDs (PI 6, Q4).
There was a concern that future training would be delivered on a "one size Ats all" 
basis (P27, Q4), and clinicians, particularly the more experienced, felt it was vital 
that this should be "pitched at the right level" (P26, Q4).
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It was thought that these different training levels should be at a specialist level such 
as latest protocols, for example, for psychologists, and a more rudimentary level with 
a focus on education, assessment, basic treatment skills, safety and the referral 
process, for other clinicians. It was suggested that the Trust should be divided into 
local areas, with a specialist in this client group overseeing training and supervision 
in each location (P34, Q2). Other ideas for structuring training were to involve 
service users in the process, as well as setting up localised specialist skills groups 
that could run regular skills-based training exercises and discussions.
Discussion
The aim o f the current research was to explore attitudes towards training o f 
clinicians working with clients with CT and DD. By providing an insight into 
perceived training needs, as well as the impact this training deficit has on clinicians 
and treatment, it elucidates how the current literature specifically relates to this trust 
area o f southern England. Exploration o f emergent themes found that all clinicians 
expressed a desire and need for training, and that this was something they felt 
passionately about. Clinicians talked about the negative psychological impact 
training deficits had on them, particularly in terms o f being less confident, more 
dissatisfied and worried about the effect they were having on patients. They 
identified many different areas that they would like training in, regarding 
identification, assessment, treatment and how to work reflectively. People also had 
ideas for how future training could be structured which showed that they had spent 
time giving this subject thought and really wanted to find a way o f this working.
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In analysing the level o f  need tor training in this group, it is important to note that in 
general, clinicians found it difficult to identify which o f their case load were 
presenting with DD. Only 52.3% of CT clients were identified as having DD. 
However, evidence suggests that this is unlikely to be the case as the two are 
inextricably linked (Dell, 2006). Dissociation has been shown to be oAen elusive to 
detection (Courtois, 2004). The lack o f clarity in understanding CT and DD has been 
shown to lead to many unidentified or misdiagnosed cases (Courtois, 2004). 
Therefore, the analysis o f  CT service needs in this report, although showing a 
definite call for training, is likely to be underestimated. Furthermore, even when 
dissociation was detected, a lack o f training is, by the admission o f many clinicians 
interviewed significantly reducing confidence and treatment effectiveness. The 
researchers considered providing clinicians with identification criteria for 
dissociation but decided against this so as to not influence responses and to ensure 
that any problems with identification, which were potentially important in terms o f 
working with this group, were highlighted.
Clinicians from a variety o f  professional roles, with a range o f  knowledge and 
experience participated in the research, thus enhancing the credibility o f the study. 
However, the sample was self-selecting which may have influenced results. This 
does not detract Aom the findings and the strength o f feeling that was evoked by the 
interview questions. It is also important to acknowledge the potential influence o f the 
researchers, as we as individuals construct reality and cannot be independent of our 
roles and values, in this case regarding training, within it (Wetherell, 1996).
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As previously stated, this research was part one o f a wider 3-stranded project 
investigating complex trauma service needs for an NHS Trust in southern England. 
The interviews generated a great deal o f rich data that was outside o f the scope o f 
this study, for example, in terms o f clinicians' ideas o f how an ideal service for this 
client group would be organised. This data will be supplied to the Trust for further 
analysis.
Service-related implications
Results showed a lack o f understanding, knowledge and confidence in terms 
o f working with CT and DD, which had both clinical and personal implications. 
There are well-documented benefits o f having a work-fbrce that is motivated and 
supported (Van der Klink, Blonk, Schene & Van Dijk, 2001). An increase in 
comprehensive training across the Trust giving clinical guidance and appropriate 
training would increase staff confidence and effective practice.
AAer analysing the data set, it would appear that there is both a demand and a need 
for clinical guidance and comprehensive training at a level appropriate to the 
requirements o f different professional groups. The aim o f this would be to improve 
staff satisfaction and well-being, patient care and facilitate the provision o f  a more 
targeted and effective service for people with CT and DD. Feedback Aom this 
research will be disseminated to the Trust on 18th August 2011 through three 
presentations at the participating CMHTs, and reciprocal feedback will be welcomed.
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Complex Trauma:
(1) alterations in regulation of affect and impulses (e.g. alternating between rage and 
affective emptiness)
(2) alterations in attention or consciousness (e.g. pathological dissociation)
(3) alterations in self-perception (e.g. believing oneself to be permanently damaged)
(4) alterations in relations with others (e.g. alternating between enmeshment and isolation 
Aom others)
(5) somatisation (e.g. dysfunctions in bodily functioning)
(6) alterations in systems of meaning (e.g. loss of previously sustained spiritual beliefs or 
loss of purpose in life)
The 5 identiAed Dissociative Disorders (APA, 2000)
# Depersonalisation Disorder (feeling 'outside' oneself): disruption in 
perception and consciousness.
# Dissociative Amnesia
# Dissociative Fugue (confusion about real identity)
# Dissociative Identity Disorder (alternation o f two or more distinct personality 
states)
# Dissociative Disorder Not Otherwise SpeciEed (Dissociation not covered by 
the above categories)
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(/) On//ne Suri/ey Quesf/ons
Regional needs analysis of Complex Trauma 
and Dissociative Disorders
Welcome to a needs analysis survey on Complex Trauma and Dissociative Disorders in the 
Trust.
The Trust is constantly looking for new ways to enhance the knowledge and skills of 
clinicians. W e are therefore reviewing the service provision and training needs in this area, 
on behalf of the Trust, and would value your participation.
This survey will give you an opportunity to confidentially express your opinions in order to 
help us identify areas where the Trust should target efforts to enhance services and 
training. By participating you will also have the opportunity to register for a specific training 
program planned in this topic area.
This online survey comprises a number of short questions that can be completed in about 5 
minutes. If you want to, you can also agree to a further short interview by telephone or in 
person.
A section is included at the end to enable us to check the representativeness of the sample 
and to compare between different groups in our analyses. You only need to provide your 
name and telephone number if you choose to participate in the follow up interview. This 
will be used only to contact you for the interview and the data will not be used to  identify 
any individual responses.
There are a number of opportunities within the questionnaire to provide additional 
comments; these comments will be included in our analysis of the responses and may be 
included in any reports. The data will not be used to identify any individuals.
Once you click 'Next' you will be directed to the first section of the survey.
If you have any questions you may contact us by email on .... or by telephone on
This survey has been approved by the Trust and the University of Surrey.
Thank you for taking part.
Trainee Clinical Psychologists
Department of Psychology, University of Surrey, Guildford, GU2 7XH, 01483 689441
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1. Do you have any clients who.... ? (Please tick all that apply) 
q l_ l  You consider to have Complex Trauma
q l_ 2  You consider to have Dissociative Disorder
q l_ 3  Find themselves somewhere without knowing how they got there?
q l_ 4  Report that they are watching themselves do things
q l_ 5  Report having no memory for some important events in their lives
q l_ 6  Report having lost tim e from their day w ithout knowing why
q l_ 7  Have the experience that people and objects around them are not real
Report being unsure about whether something really happened or whether they 
dreamed it
q l_ 9  None, Not applicable 
q2
2. W hat (if any) interventions do you currently provide for clients with any of the above 
experiences?
q3
3. W hat training do you think might be helpful for you, or anyone else, who works with 
clients with the above experiences?
q4
4. W hat would you say are the main challenges for you, or other clinicians, in working with 
clients that have these experiences?
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q5
5. Please add any questions or comments you may have that relate to this topic.
qGtext
The next stage of the survey is an optional short interview, in person or by telephone. If you 
agree to go on to the next stage, we will contact you on the details you provide below. It 
would be very helpful to be able to ask you a few more specific questions about your clients 
with the above experiences and also on your own specific training requirements.
q6
6. W e would like to ask you a few  more questions on this topic and your training 
requirements. Would you be willing to  participate in a interview of no more than thirty 
minutes, either by telephone or in person?
q 6 _ l Yes, I am willing to participate by telephone
q6_2 Yes, I am willing to do a short interview in person
q6_3 No, I would prefer not to participate in an interview
7. Please add the following details that will be held confidentially by the project team (Your 
name will be used only to identify you for interview purposes). The information regarding 
your location, professional group and years of service are required to allow us to map the  
prevalence of these concerns and the training needs across the trust. All answers will be 
treated as group level data and no individual responses will be identifiable.
locality
Locality
group
1 2 0
Professional Group
practice
Years of practice
name
Name
(Only provide if you agree to being interviewed)!
contact time
Best contact tim e/day
Only provide if you agree to being interviewed)
contact
Contact number
(Only provide if you agree to being interviewed)!
email
Email
(Only provide if you agree to being interviewed)
Thank you for taking the time to  complete this survey 
Data Protection
Data collected in this survey will be held securely. Individual results are confidential to 
Surrey and Sussex Partnership NHS Foundation Trust has agreed not to identify any 
individuals in reporting results, and to use their best efforts to ensure that no individuals
1 2 1
can be identified by implication. All results will be combined into an anonymised total for 
analysis purposes.
All participants are at liberty to withdraw from the study at any tim e without needing to  
justify the decision and without prejudice.
All personal data relating to volunteers is held and processed in the strictest confidence, 
and in accordance with the Data Protection Act (1998).
Exit
(ii) Initial email sent
Email below sent to Senior Managers of the Trust on the 8' of March 2011
From :
Sent: 08 March 2011 09:07  
To:
Subject: FW: com p lex  tra u m a  survey  
D ear C olleagues,
This is th e  su rv ey  I w ould  like you to  p ass o n to  all in WAMHS te a m s  in y o u r a rea .
T hank you so  m uch  fo r y o u r co-operation.
R egards
Dear Colleague,
Your name has been passed to us by your Team Manager as someone who might be 
interested in training in the area of complex trauma and dissociative disorders.
On behalf of the Trust, we are doing a region wide, needs analysis to
establish clinicians' views and training needs in this particular area.
1 2 2
Your responses are therefore vital in helping us understand what the Trust is doing well in 
this regard and also what can be done better to improve services in this area. W e are very 
interested in how the training and support for clinicians can be improved so that the 
experiences of clients can be enhanced.
W e would like to invite you complete a very brief survey in order to register your interest to 
participate in future training planned on this topic.
The survey is in two parts;
* an initial short online questionnaire (you should be able to complete this in about 5 
minutes or less)
# an qp/fowa/ 20-30 minute interview (face to face or by telephone) to obtain a few 
more details Aom you -  if you agree to this we will contact you on the details you
provide in the online questionnaire.
All responses are completely conAdential. The results will be used to identify areas of good 
practice and areas where the Trust needs to improve services in this area.
To com plete the survey, and register your interest in this training, please follow  the
attached link:
The survey is only available until Friday April 2011. so complete it soon to take 
this valuable opportunity to havej/owr say about what kind o f  service you would like
in this area and register for the training.
wore /z^rwa/fo/f cozz/ocZ oziy qf ZAe re.;earcA ZeozM: Mariette Henning-Pugh
tM.Hennine-Pushfalsurrev.ac.ukT Jane Gilbert (Jane.Gilbert(%surrev.ac.uk ) or Gemima Fitzgerald 
(G.Fitzserald(%surrev.ac.uk)___________________________________________________________
Thank you for taking part
(Trainee Clinical Psychologists, University of Surrey, )
(Hi) Acknowledgem ent email sen t on completion o f online survey
Complex Trauma Survey
Sent:23 March 201116:23  
To:
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Ce:
Dear,
Thank you very much for taking time to complete the online survey and also for 
agreeing to participate in our interview.
Your responses are extremely valuable to how the trust will shape its service in this 
regard in the future.
We plan to contact you by the end of this week (by Friday the 25*^  March) by 
telephone, in order to arrange a time to do the interview with you.
If it is convenient for you we would hope to do the interview with you sometime 
during next week (by Friday the f *  of April). However if this doesn’t suit you we can 
arrange it for another time that may be better for you.
The interview will be about 30 minutes long and you have the right to withdraw at 
any time. We will be asking you basic details about the clients you have (such as 
numbers of clients and how you assess/identify them) with complex trauma or 
dissociative disorder, any therapeutic/treatment approach with them and the 
personal impact on you working with these clients. These details will be held 
confidentially and your personal details will not be linked to your responses in any 
way.
We look forward to speaking to you very soon. Please feel free to contact any one of 
us if you have any questions at all in the meanwhile.
Kind Regards
Trainee Clinical Psychologists 
University of Surrey &
Trust
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P artic ip an t w ish es to  b e  included  in a list fo r th e  tra in in g  
(d e ta ils  will be  m ad e  availab le  by w h e n  available)
D em ograph ics
P artic ip an t n u m b e r ___________ ? (didn't do  on line  survey)_______ a g e ____ g e n d e r __ location
Pro fessional g r o u p  y ears  o f  serv ice  in t r u s t  in NHS
H o w  m a n y  c l ie n ts  d o  y o u  h a v e  w ith  C o m p le x  T ra u m a , a n d  h o w  m a n y  w ith  w h a t y o u  M’o u ld  c o n s id e r  
to  h a v e  d is s o c ia tiv e  d iso rd e r , o r  b o th ? (note some o f  these answers m ay already be on the online questionnaire)
H o w  d o  y o u  c u r r e n t ly  w o r k  w ith  c l ie n ts  in  th is  2 ro u p
W h a t t r a in in s /a d d it io n a l  t r a in in s  d o  y o u  th in k  w o u ld  he  h e lp  fu l  fo r  v o u /v o u r  c o U e a s iie s  to  w o r k  w ith  
th is  o ro iip ?
//oiy voz/ pg/Y of f/zM pmcgff ?
/{/TV
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P artic ip an t w ish es to  be  included in a list fo r  th e  tra in in g  YES
(d e ta ils  will be  m a d e  availab le  by w h en  available)
D em ograph ics
P artic ip an t n u m b e r ___________ ? (d id n 't do  online _survey)_______ a g e ____ g e n d e r  loca tion
P rofessional g r o u p __________y ears  o f serv ice  in t ru s t  in NHS
Interview Questions
JG l
H o w  m a n y  c l ie n ts  d o  y o u  h a v e  w ith  C o m p le x  T ra u m a , a n d  h o w  m a n y  w ith  w h a t y o u  w o u ld  c o n s id e r  
to  h a v e  d is s o c ia tiv e  d iso rd e r , o r  b o th ? (note some o f  these anwvers may already be on the online questionnaire)
3 ou t o f  a  caseload  o f  27  (C T ) -  m ore  have h ad  D D  in past, or P T S D  or unclear w h a t they  h ave  
su ffered  from . A lso  w h ere  psychosis o v erlaps w ith  D D  unclear.
A ll c lien ts w ith  C T  on m y case lo ad  h av e  been sex ually  ab u sed  as ch ild ren . O ne b ecam e th e  abuser 
then  d o m estic  v io len ce  issue. M any B PD  aspects to  p resen ta tio n  -  n o t su re  w hen  one starts and  the  
other stops
O n e u n itin g  facto r is all have h ad  a  very  com plex  h isto ry  -  in a ssessm en t th e  m ost im p ortan t th in g  to  
focus on is getting a detailed history -  take your time. Using a genogram useful. People usually either 
te ll you a  lot or th ey  get sk ittish  w h ich  is in i ts e lf  a  c lue  in sensitive  areas. N eed s to  be a  p rocess o f  
continuous assessment -  CPNs gather info over time, and this is the role o f  a CPN rather than treating 
directly .
T eam  as a  w h o le  no t g reat a t picking D D  C T up -  u su a lly  they  need  to  be identified th rough  a  
p sy ch ia tris t and  they  h av e  d ifferen t v iew s abou t d iagnosis . Som etim es peop le  end  up  slip p in g  th rough  
the net.
A lso  d epends on y our experience  and  w hen  you  w ere  tra in ed  -  som e C PN s m ig h t p ick  it up and 
others not, or people don't get referred to the right places and get missed.
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//ou' üfo vow c/;e/7/.ÿ fA;.9 growp
CPNs can't really do therapeutic work -  that takes place in psychology. CPN role is more to do with 
ongoing support or crisis management -  we don't or can't do exploratory work, more just a holding role 
and being there.
We could do more 1 think -  too dangerous though. You need to have dedicated and protected time 
otherwise you leave yourself and your client open to misunderstanding and they might feel let down.
Sometimes they get a good service -  they usually get a lot o f  input from different professionals, my role 
with my CT client is to support and contain her.
Depends on professional group- CPN goal is to support. Overall goal depends on the person -  it
m ig h t be to  exp lo re  th e  trau m a  i f  th e  person  is ab le  to  or do  m ore  practical th in g s abou t d issociation . 
D ep en d  i f  th e  person  is p sych o lo g ica lly  m inded .
W h a t tr a in in s /a d d it io n a l  t r a in in s  d o  y o u  th in k  w o u ld  h e  h e lp fu l  fo r  v o u /v o u r  c o l le a g u e s  to  M’o r k  w ith  
th is  2 ro u p ?
There is no training! -  CPNs just have to get on with it -  I think this is shocking. Training 
should focus on helping staff understand the area and what approaches are beneficial and 
what a r e n ' t  -  currently we are offered nothing and it makes people anxious. We need 
training in how these clients present, where we could refer to, what assessments to do.
(T h is  c o u ld  b e  s o n ie th in 2 a lr e a d y  a v a ila b le )
M ore spec ia lised  superv ision  w ould  be good  bu t som etim es it feels like  th ere  isn't tim e  for th is  really .
T o  be h o n est m y first p rio rity  w ou ld  be  a  specific  serv ice  for PD  c lien ts as a  w h o le  as you see m ore  
o f  th is . A nd there  is a  g rea t overlap . H ow ever a  specific  serv ice  w ould  w o rk  like  a  C M H T  although  
hav in g  th e  op tion  o f  an in p a tien t stay fo r 24  h o u r pe rio d s w o u ld  be useful. R isk  cou ld  then  be 
m an ag ed  better. T h e  problem is o ne  o f  reso u rces as trea tm en t tak es years and  years.
# Experience helps in dealing with this.
Many clinicians are wary o f  this group and feel they have been traumatised by clients and their stories 
-  sometimes it can be an assault on your senses. A lso the risk -  CT clients are often acting out and 
can instil anxiety - 1 feel like 1 often come to work with anxiety and I feel like 1 have to cover my 
back whilst having to be constantly available -  the pressure is more form her than the nature o f  the
traum a.
Y ou need to harden y o u rse lf  up  to  w o rk  w ith trau m a-w e just h ave  to  deal w ith  it. Y ou h ave  to  be 
tough and pragmatic.
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H o w  d i d  y o u  fe e l  b e in g  p a r t  o f  th is  n e e d s  a n a ly s is  p r o c e s s ?
A n y  a d d i t io n a l  c o m m e n ts ?
mz/cA (jbpewJiy OMyoz/r ro/g m //?g /ga/M /
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TTze/Ma/fc Cot/mg f
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L  Needing Training 
Training needed for all 
Lack o f knowledge 
Sense o f inadequate skills 
Lack o f Prior Training
2. The psychological impact o f  being inadequately trained 
Lack o f confidence
Feeling disempowered 
Dissatisfaction with efficacy o f  treatment 
Fear o f making things worse
3. Passionate beliefs about training needs 
Personal financial investment in training
Use o f language 
Personal interest 
Wanting training
4. Types o f  training needed
Understanding Complex Trauma and Dissociative Disorder
Identification o f symptoms and assessment
Assessment including relevant measures
Formulation
The referral process
Therapeutic skills/effective techniques
Sensitivity in approach
Grounding techniques e.g. mindfulness
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Affect regulation
Skills training
Assertiveness
Filling developmental gaps
Providing safety
Individual and group work
Managing dissociation in the session
Family/carer involvement
Co-morbidity with other disorders
Different levels o f training: basic and specialist
Outcomes/goals o f treatment
How to work reflectively
5. Suggestions fo r  structuring training 
Specialist trainers
Service user involvement in training 
Local specialist skills groups
Different levels o f training: basic and specialist
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Training 
needed for all Lack of prior 
training
Lack of
knowledge
Needing
Training FeelingdisempoweredDissatisfaction with 
trea tm en t efficacy
impact of
Fear of making 
things worse
Lack of
confidence Inadequate
Personal financial 
investm ent in 
training
Wanting
Training
Passionate 
Beliefs about 
Training
Keeping client 
and clinician safe
Personal
interestUse of emotive 
language
Identification 
and assessm ent Types of 
Training
Understanding 
Complex Trauma and 
Dissociative DisorderGoals of therapy
Different levels 
of trainingEffective
therapeutic
techniques
Suggestions for 
Structuring 
Training Family/carer
involvement
Working
reflectively
Local specialist 
skills groups
Specialist
trainers
Service user 
involvement
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Evidence that findings of SRRP have been fed back to the service:
Subject: Copy of you SRRP 
Dear all^
Well done for your presentation today! Thank you. 
Regards Maeve
Time to Change is England's biggest campaign aimed at 
tackling the stigma and discrimination associated with 
mental illness. Join Sussex Partnership as a member 
and pledge your support to end mental health 
discrimination today.
* * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * *
* * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * *
This message and any attachments contain confidential 
and privileged information. If you are not the 
intended recipient please accept our apologies and 
delete the email after advising the sender of the 
error. Please do not disclose copy or distribute 
information in this e-mail or take any action in 
reliance on its contents: to do so is strictly 
prohibited and may be unlawful.
The information contained within it may be subject to 
public disclosure under the Freedom of Information Act 
(2000)f unless it is legally exempt from disclosure.
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Abstract
Introduction
Adolescents' experiences o f receiving therapeutic support as a result o f witnessing 
domestic violence, has been under-researched. This study aimed to fill a gap in the 
literature and explore how adolescents' experiences o f therapeutic practice could 
help inform theory regarding the building o f resilience.
Objective
This study aimed to address the following research question: 'How do adolescents, 
aged 12-16, experience the process o f being supported by a charity after being 
exposed to chronic domestic violence in the family home?'
Method
A qualitative methodology utilising semi-structured interviews was used. Six 
adolescents (3 boys and 3 girls) who had been exposed to domestic violence and 
experienced a supportive intervention at a charitable organisation were interviewed. 
Interviews were analysed using interpretative phenomenological analysis (Smith, 
Flowers & Larkin, 2009). Two focus groups, with additional young people, were 
conducted. These were credibility checks for the development o f the semi-structured 
interview, and the quality assurance o f the analysis.
Results
Four IPA master themes emerged: (1) ‘the development o f personal survival 
strategies and their ongoing legacy'; (2) ‘developing and understanding personal 
psychological processes that facilitate resilient responding'; (3) ‘feeling emotionally 
safe in relationships'; and (4) ‘having a voice'. All themes demonstrated the effects 
on attachment strategies o f having had a secure base at the charitable organisation.
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Discussion
IPA themes were discussed in relation to existing theory and research. Findings were 
interpreted by drawing on attachment and resilience theories, as well as 
psychoanalytic concepts such as the development o f the True Self (Winnicott, 1960). 
Limitations o f the study, ideas for future research, and therapeutic and service
implications were considered.
Conclusion
Findings shed light on the processes involved in the development o f more secure 
attachment strategies and how these impact on resilient responding in young people.
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1. INTRODUCTION
1.1 Orientation to the Thesis
v/o/eMce, vZo/ewce gxperZeMcecZ 6}; c/zz/üZreM, Z/ze
Z arge.yZ  j^Z/zgZe /? r e v e M Z a 6 /e  c a w .y e  q /^  TweMZaZ ZZ/wgj^j:. IFZzaZ c Z g a re Z Z e  j/MoA;ZMg Z.y Zo zZze 
re.9Z q //M ea^Z cZ n e , earrZ y  cZzZZü%oo<7 vZoZazzce Zj^  Zo ^^ycZzZaZz};. "  Z l^ c Z z a ^ Z e Z » , 2 0 0 6 ,
In the UK, children are affected by exposure to domestic violence every day. The 
negative short- and long-term effects on children's development and mental health 
are well documented, as is the pattern o f intergenerational transmission o f domestic 
violence (Cooper & Vetere, 2006; Mullender, Hague, Iman, Kelly, Malos & Regan, 
2010). As such, the need for effective support for children and adolescents who have 
experienced domestic violence to start the healing process and begin to repair any 
damage is o f great importance. Some charitable organisations provide support to 
children and families who have experienced this trauma. However, the experiences 
o f adolescents who have been through the process o f being supported remain largely 
under-researched, and the voices o f these young people are mostly unheard. Despite 
its known deleterious effects, research has also shown that many children are 
apparently not adversely affected by exposure to domestic violence, and have 
explored the reasons for this (Holt, Buckley & Whelan, 2008; Kitzmann, Gaylord, 
Holt & Kenny, 2003). More research around how therapeutic practice can inform 
knowledge about resilience is warranted. Children have been shown to be competent 
and reflexive in discussing their own experiences (Mullender et al., 2010). They are 
service users in their own right and the researcher o f the present study wanted to take 
their voices seriously and conduct research with them, rather than about them.
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Literature Search Criteria
A literature search was conducted using the Psych Inlb, Web o f Science and 
Psych Articles databases. The date parameters were from 1990 to 2013. The concepts 
o f domestic violence, and children's exposure to this were searched. Additionally, 
resilience, attachment and trauma in relation to the previously mentioned concepts, in 
all their combinations, were used. Papers not written in the English language were 
excluded, as were papers that focused on domestic violence perpetrated by women.
1.2 Overview
This introduction will begin with a discussion o f the concepts o f  domestic 
violence and children's exposure to this, as well as the prevalence rates. It will then 
go on to discuss how children are affected by exposure to this type o f abuse. 
Theories relating to attachment, trauma and resilience, which underpin this project, 
will then be outlined. Following on from this, the researcher will discuss the need for 
resilient responding to be developed in children who have been exposed to domestic 
violence, and the need for effective support that promotes this. The current gaps in 
the literature that the researcher believes exist will be identified and the 
corresponding rationale for the current study will be outlined.
1.3 Domestic Violence 
Definition
For the purposes o f this study, domestic violence refers to the "physical, 
sexual, psychological or financial violence that takes place within an intimate or 
family-type relationship and that forms a pattern o f coercive and controlling
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behaviour. This can include forced marriage and so-called 'honour crimes'. Domestic 
violence may include a range o f abusive behaviours, not all o f which are in 
themselves inherently 'violent'" (Women's Aid, 2007). This definition has been 
chosen because it encompasses the spectrum of abusive acts that individuals 
experience.
Domestic violence occurs irrespective o f "gender, sexuality, disability, race or 
religion" (British Medical Association, 2007, p 1). There are patterns o f abuse where 
women are the perpetrators and men are the victims, as well as within same-sex 
couples (Humphreys, Houghton & Ellis, 2008). However, research suggests the 
majority o f domestic violence occurs within heterosexual couples with men being the 
perpetrators and women being the victims (Department o f Health, 2009; Flatley, 
Kershaw, Smith, Chaplin & Moon, 2010). Therefore, in the current study, when 
domestic violence is referred to, it is in the context o f it being perpetrated by men as 
fathers or step-fathers, towards women as mothers.
Prevalence
Domestic violence is prevalent and enduring with an estimated 45% of 
women and 26% o f men experiencing interpersonal violence in their lifetime (Walby 
& Allen, 2004). Furthermore, it is thought that in an average year, one in nine 
women experience domestic violence (Council o f Europe, 2002). However, due to 
the discrepancies in defining what domestic violence is, the differences in the types 
o f violence studied (Alhabib, Nur & Jones, 2010), and a trend for under-reporting 
these crimes (Chaplin, Flatley & Smith, 2011), research suggests that prevalence is
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higher than these estimates (British Medical Association, 2007; Department o f 
Health, 2009).
1.4 Child Exposure to Domestic Violence 
Definition
In this study, when referring to children being ‘exposed' to domestic 
violence, this can mean directly, by witnessing it, or indirectly, by overhearing the 
abuse, experiencing the difficult tensions and dynamics within the family home as a 
result o f the violence, being subjected to threats and feeling intimidated and fearful, 
as well as intervening in the domestic violence and seeing its aher-effects (Mullender 
et al., 2010). In defining what it is for a child to be exposed to domestic violence, it is 
important to note that children are not passive witnesses.
Prevalence
When domestic violence occurs, children are frequently exposed to it. There 
are no precise figures that show how many children are currently being affected by 
domestic violence. However, estimates can be extrapolated by examining how many 
women experience abuse and then estimating how many o f  these women have 
children living at home with them. Consequently, it is estimated that in the UK, at 
least 750,000 children a year witness domestic abuse and approximately 75% o f 
children on ‘‘at risk" registers live in homes where domestic violence takes place 
(Department o f Health, 2002). The prevalence o f children affected by domestic 
violence has encouraged researchers to explore the impact o f these experiences on 
them.
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1,5 The Impact of Exposure to Domestic Violence on Children
The effects o f domestic violence on children are extensive and can have a 
long-lasting impact on their development and mental health (Cooper & Vetere, 
2006). The evidence base tor the short-term and long-term consequences o f  exposure 
to this abuse is growing in terms o f quantitative and qualitative research. Certainly, it 
is now widely recognised that living in a home where domestic abuse is occurring 
causes children considerable distress. This means that lor many children, home can 
represent a stressful, unpredictable environment which can have a devastating impact 
and leave children traumatised by their experiences (Jaffe, Wolfe & Wilson, 1990). 
This can cause social, behavioural, cognitive, physical and emotional difficulties 
(Carlson, 2000; Holt, Buckley & Whelan, 2008; McGee, 2000; Herrenkohl, Sousa, 
Tajima, Herrenkohl & Moylan, 2008). Indeed, a study investigating child referrals to 
a child mental health clinic for behavioural difficulties found that domestic violence 
was a feature in 48% of clinic families (McDonald, Jouriles, Norwood, Shine Ware 
& Ezell, 2000).
From a social learning theory perspective, the impact on children can be that they 
learn aggressive styles o f  conduct, reduced restraint and heightened arousal in 
situations o f conflict, become desensitised to violence, and develop distorted 
opinions on conflict resolution (Browne & Herbert, 1997). A review by Herrenkohl, 
Sousa, Tajima, Herrenkohl & Moylan, (2008) outlined the emotional, psychological, 
behavioural and relational effects o f exposure to domestic violence. Based on clinical 
observations and case study research, Balbernie (1994) wrote about how children 
who live in homes where there is abuse often identify with the aggressor to give
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themselves the ‘illusion o f  safety'. This defence mechanism can perpetuate the 
intergenerational transmission o f abuse.
Child’s perspective o f  the impact o f  domestic violence
In the last thirty years there has been considerable interest in the effects o f 
domestic violence on children. The majority o f research has focussed on the views 
and reports o f women, professionals and shelter workers. Only recently have children 
been thought to be capable o f  being reliable witnesses o f their own experiences 
(Mullender at al., 2010). Whereas in the past, children were thought o f as ‘silent 
witnesses' o f  domestic abuse and rather disconnected from it, it is now widely 
accepted that they are dynamic in constructing their own social world and making 
sense o f their experiences, as well as finding their way through the fear and related 
difficulties o f the abusive situations they have lived in (Holt, Buckley & Whelan,
2008).
Consequently, over the last decade, there has been an increased interest in exploring 
the direct experiences o f  children and adolescents, regarding the effects o f being 
exposed to domestic violence (Holt, Buckley & Whelan, 2008). Within the UK, there 
have been a few studies that specifically focussed on the perspective o f the child in 
this area and these were all qualitative (Buckley, Holt & Whelan, 2007; McGee, 
2000; Mullender et al., 2010; Templeton, Velleman, Hardy & Boon, 2009). 
Consistent findings fiom this research show how children feel unsafe and insecure 
and live with a chronic fear o f  when the next episode o f violence will occur. Another 
consistent arising theme is how children feel responsible for protecting their mothers 
and siblings and wrestle with whether to intervene when abuse is taking place.
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Furthermore, children talk o f  the feelings o f guilt when they are unable to protect 
their family members. Children often feel that others, for example the police, are 
powerless to protect them and this prevents them from seeking help (Stanley, Miller, 
Richardson & Foster, 2009). All studies exploring the perspectives o f  children have 
demonstrated the competence o f children and adolescents to express the impact o f  
domestic violence (Mullender et al., 2010). However, despite the increased interest in 
exploring directly the experiences o f  children, there has been little research about 
their experiences o f  therapy and how it impacted them. The two studies that have 
begun to explore the impact o f therapeutic support (Kelly, 1994; Mullender et al., 
2010) will be discussed in more detail later in this section.
1.6 A ttachm ent Theory
" F o r  MoZ O M /y c/zZ/üfreM , ZZ Zj^  w o w  c / e o r ,  6z/Z A w m a n  ZzeZ/zgj^ q /  oZZ o r e  
Zo oZ Z/zeZr /zqqqZej^ Z oW  Zo Zo (Zl^/qy Z/zeZr Zo/eMZ.y Zo 6e.yZ oeZroMZoge
wFen zAey ore coq/Zc/enZ Z/zoZ, .yZon^ ZZng ZzehZncZ Zhem ore one or more Zrwj^ Ze^ Z j9erj;oM.$ 
w/zo wZZZ come Zo zZzeZr oZ^Z /^zowZcZ (ZZ^ c^w/ZZej^  orZ^e. TTze /zeryozz ZrwjZecZ /?rovZ(Ze.y o 
j^ eczzre Zzoj^e r^om wZzZcZz ZzZ.y (or Zzeq) comqozzZozz cozz operoZe. ' (RowZZzy, 797.^
Research suggests that parenting quality and ability o f parents to meet their child's 
needs are undermined in homes where there is domestic violence (Mullender et al., 
2010; McIntosh, 2002; Buchbinder, 2004; Levendosky & Graham-Bermann, 2001). 
This can affect mothers' relationships with their children (Mullender et al., 2010) and 
have a negative impact on the quality o f attachment relationships between them 
(Cleaver, Unell & Aldgate, 1999; Levendosky, Huth-Bocks, Shapiro & Semel,
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2003). Consequently, children who have been exposed to domestic violence oAen 
display insecure attachments patterns (Mullender et al., 2010).
Attachment theory is a developmental theory o f the social regulation o f  emotion in 
families (Dallos & Vetere, 2009). Attachment styles have implications for how 
families communicate and what is and is not 'allowed' to be discussed openly. 
Research suggests that in families where there are secure attachments, positive and 
negative feelings, including anger, are able to be expressed and reflected on. 
However, where there are insecure attachment patterns that are dismissing or de- 
activating, families may find that the expression o f negative feelings is inhibited, and 
children may find it difficult to express their own needs. I f  these feelings are 
expressed they are frequently accompanied by a sense o f shame and guilt. 
Consequently, strategies for managing negative feelings do not develop which can 
lead to a pathologising o f  the anger; for example ADHD and conduct disorder 
(Vetere & Dallos, 2008). Alternatively, when children have pre-occupied attachment 
strategies they may fluctuate between seeking help h"om their mothers but then 
angrily rejecting it and blaming them for all their difficulties (Dallos & Vetere,
2009). With this in mind, interventions aimed at creating a safe and secure base for 
children and that encourage and facilitate the development o f more secure 
attachment strategies are recommended (Vetere & Dallos, 2008).
The effects o f  trauma
Trauma has been defined as an "exceptional experience o f powerful or 
dangerous stimuli [that] overwhelm a child's capacity to regulate emotions" 
(Osofsky, 1997, p.98). Trauma is a state that can be activated either by a definite life-
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threatening incident or as a result o f a build-up o f chronic, everyday events such as 
living in a household with domestic violence (Dallos & Vetere, 2009). Young 
children are socialised, in terms o f  gender roles, expectations around childhood, and 
relationships and families, largely through what happens in their families. When they 
are chronically exposed to domestic violence in their homes, they often find 
difficulties regulating their emotional arousal and aggressive behaviour (Browne & 
Herbert, 1997).
Trauma relates to the fundamental principles o f attachment theory in that the primary 
role o f parents is to protect their child from threat and provide comfort. When 
children are exposed to domestic violence, their ability to see their parents as this 
source o f comfort and protection is undermined. This lack o f safety and comfort can 
affect how they learn to play, which can negatively impact their personal 
development as well as their problem solving abilities (Vetere & Dowling, 2005). 
When a child has experienced trauma resulting from exposure to domestic violence, 
they need to process and make sense o f what has happened with the help o f  a trusted 
support network, in order for a balanced and healthy narrative about threat and 
danger to develop (Harvey, Orbuch & Weber, 1992). An integral part o f this process 
is that the child's experiences are acknowledged, their feelings validated, and they 
are given support to cope and move forward in the future (Dallos & Vetere, 2009).
1.7 Providing Support for Children Exposed to Domestic Violence 
The needfor effective support
According to social learning theory, children can learn behaviour by imitating 
others (Bandura, 1977). Therefore, children who have witnessed abuse in the home
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can form a belief that violence is an acceptable way o f resolving conflicts, and act 
this out in the future by identi^ing with either the victim or the perpetrator o f the 
violence. As such, it has been estimated that a third o f children who are exposed to 
domestic violence become either the victim or perpetrator o f domestic violence in 
their adult lives (van Rosmalen-Nooijens, Prins,Vergeer, Lo Fo Wong & Lagro- 
Janssen, 2013). However, it should be noted that there are difficulties with 
quantifying this statistic for several reasons such as the under-reporting o f incidents 
o f domestic violence, as well as the fact that someone can become a victim o f 
domestic abuse at any stage o f their lives, for example in retirement, which perhaps 
is not always captured in research using younger adults. With this in mind, after 
domestic violence has been identified and disclosed, children may need direct 
support to help them recover from any trauma, cope with the family circumstances, 
prevent intergenerational transmission and negative effects on mental health, as well 
as enabling them to move forward. A report by the Home Office (Mullender, 2004) 
listed examples o f the types o f support currently on offer to young people who have 
witnessed domestic violence, such as counselling, life story work, safety planning, 
crisis work, and play therapy. These can be provided in group or individual settings. 
This support is frequently provided alongside work with the child's mother.
In light of the well-documented negative effects on children, there is considerable 
need for effective support and interventions for this client group. After the immediate 
risk to a child's physical safety has been addressed and removed, interventions that 
target the family system, support and strengthen mother-child attachments, aid the 
development and maintenance o f &iendships, as well as individual therapy for the
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child that facilitates an opportunity to talk and be "heard" and be able to make sense 
o f what has happened, have been shown to be effective (Holt, Buckley & Whelan, 
2008). For children who are school-age, academic and social success significantly 
impacts their self-concept. In particular, the development and maintenance o f good 
friendships are thought to be a crucial component o f this developmental process. 
However, children who have been exposed to domestic violence often withdraw 
from social relationships because o f feeling "shame" about their secret (Holt, 
Buckley & Whelan, 2008). Thus, interventions aimed at removing shame and 
enhancing social relationships are thought to be important.
Definition o f  Resilience
"Resilience" is the phenomenon o f coping and doing well in the face o f 
adversity. Past research has measured this in children and families by exploring 
evidence for competent functioning in a domain such as having good social 
relationships or academic or work success after exposure to significant risk 
(Patterson, 2002). Furthermore, resilience which should result in "better than 
expected" future outcomes can be predicted by the attainment o f good outcomes 
despite this negative exposure (Luthar, Cicchetti & Becker, 2000). Resilience does 
not merely refer to the unexpected absence o f mental health difficulties, but also 
refers to the dynamic process that facilitates a person to adapt to adversity over their 
life span. Research has suggested that resilience is fostered by experiencing positive 
emotions, having a secure attachment relationship, seeing others as helpful, a sense 
o f agency and a purpose in life (Atwool, 2006).
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How children cope with distress and trauma
Whilst children and adolescents may be significantly negatively affected by 
exposure to domestic violence, these effects are in no way universal. A review o f 118 
studies by Kitzmann, Gaylord, Holt & Kenny (2003) found that 37% o f children 
exposed to domestic violence achieved equal to or better outcomes than children who 
had not experienced it. Research has suggested that outcomes can be moderated^ by 
gender and age (Holt, Buckley & Whelan, 2008) and mediated^ by personal coping 
resources and disruptions in parenting (Carlson, 2000). However, outcomes in 
studies are generally mixed and this cannot be explained by these moderating and 
mediating factors alone.
Although it is important to identify the negative effects o f exposure to domestic 
violence, research must not ignore the experiences o f children in terms o f  their own 
interpretation o f their survival and their own strengths that led to this (Anderson, 
Danis & Havig, 2011). Therefore, factors that affect outcomes are fascinating and 
worthy o f study. Children are active agents in constructing their own inter- and intra- 
personal worlds and consequently there are a range o f protective factors that can 
mitigate against the deleterious effects o f exposure to domestic violence (Holt, 
Buckley & Whelan, 2008).
' Moderators are factors that influence the strength or direction o f  the relationship between a predictor
and outcom e variab les.
 ^ Mediators are variables that explain the relationship between a predictor variable and its effects 
(Carlson, 2000, p.33I).
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The most ftequently cited protective factor in mitigating the trauma and 
psychological distress associated with domestic violence is a secure attachment to a 
non-violent parent or other care-giver (Graham-Bermann, DeVoe, Mattis, Lynch & 
Thomas, 2006; Mullender et al., 2010). Indeed, Mullender et al.'s (2010) research 
with 8-16 year olds cited mothers as being the most important source o f help to a 
young person. A related protective factor has been shown to be having a wider social 
support system that enables emotional support that the young person can turn to 
when needed (Kashani & Allan, 1998).
Self-esteem is another critical factor in resilience (Daniel & Wassell, 2002; Martin, 
2002), and in determining a child's coping resources after exposure to domestic 
violence (Kashani & Allan, 1998). Research suggests that self-esteem and a locus o f 
control around life’s circumstances help children and adolescents to be more resilient 
and have better outcomes (Guille, 2004). Children who live with perpetrators o f 
domestic abuse frequently suffer from deficiencies in their self-esteem (McGee, 
2000). However, if they have an area o f their life that they feel more competent in 
(eg academic work), they can ft)cus on this and build in this area which again can 
help buffer the deleterious effects o f abuse in the home (Holt, Buckley & Whelan, 
2008).
Research by Mullender et al. (2010) interviewed 54 children, aged 8-16 years, who 
had lived in homes where their mothers experienced domestic violence. Children 
were asked about what coping strategies they had developed and the kind o f support 
they thought would be beneficial for them. The two factors that emerged as critical in
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children's ability to cope were being listened to and taken seriously, and being 
actively involved in decision-making processes and in finding solutions to problems.
Developing resilient responding in adolescents exposed to domestic violence
The positive psychology theoretical framework places a stronger emphasis on 
the building o f psychological defences rather than the reparation o f deficits (Yates & 
Masten, 2004). It is important to note that no intervention can make a child 
invulnerable to the effects o f exposure to domestic violence. However, interventions 
can feed into a child's developmental trajectory. Research has suggested that 
resilience is a developmental process that is enhanced or hindered by the scaffolding 
provided by an individual's micro- and macro-systems (Egeland, Carlson & Sroufe, 
1993). Working with a resilience framework, it is thought that interventions aimed at 
strengthening the mother-child attachment, as well as increasing a child's sense o f 
competency may target resilience deficits (Yates & Masten, 2004). Additionally, 
interventions that develop personal communication skills, and a sense that they and 
their opinions are taken seriously are thought to foster resilience (Mullender et al.,
2010), which would have short and long-term benefits to a child's well-being.
The voice o f  the child
"CAy/aflrcM are ve/}; mwcA rAe v/o/ence. 7%ey may
n 7^  or 6e /a a/Ze» fAe/r vazae zza/ /zearaf. " Home Office
2003:48
As far as the researcher can ascertain, there have only been two studies in the UK 
that have begun to explore how children can be helped to cope with the effects o f 
domestic violence, from their own perspectives (Kelly, 1994; Mullender et al., 2010).
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These studies have highlighted that children felt that being listened to and having 
their feelings validated was important to their well-being. Participants in these 
studies also felt it was important to have a sense o f agency in their lives. These 
findings show that more research into the processes involved in these experiences, 
from the perspective o f  children, is required. Unfortunately, mothers in these 
situations are often traumatised themselves and the content o f what their children 
want to talk about is frequently difficult to hear (Dallos & Vetere, 2009). This 
highlights the need for children to be provided with a place o f safety and 
containment in which their stories can be told and processed, as well as support for 
their mothers in being able to listen.
The gap in the present literature
The majority o f research in the field o f children's exposure to domestic 
violence has focussed on its deleterious impact. However, in recent times, there has 
been more interest in children's coping strategies and protective factors against the 
negative effects. There appears to be a dearth o f research at the present time that 
primarily seeks to explore the experiences o f children regarding how it felt to be 
supported and how they felt this impacted on their psychological processes. To the 
researcher's knowledge there has been no research that primarily sought to explore 
the effects o f this on resilient responding.
This study builds on the qualitative research o f Kelly (1994) and Mullender et al. 
(2010). Kelly's (1994) research was an evaluation o f a specific project in a women's 
refuge. One finding from this research was that improved physical safety o f mothers 
was associated with improved self-reported psychological well-being in children.
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The children who participated in this study were living in a refuge and reported 
feeling safer as they were no longer living with the perpetrator o f the domestic 
violence. They also reported that it was helpful to have an available, supportive adult 
to talk to. The principle objective o f this study was to evaluate service outcomes and 
the effectiveness o f the project within the women's refuge. It was not to explore in 
depth the experiences and feelings o f children and their perceptions o f their own 
psychological and emotional processes. Furthermore, this study is not in the public 
domain and is therefore not easily accessible. Therefore, there is a need for further 
research that can build on this study and explore in what ways psychological well­
being might be impacted by feeling supported, from the perspective o f young people.
The longitudinal study o f  Mullender et al. (2010) had three main objectives: to 
explore the effects o f exposure to domestic violence on children, to explore what 
children say would help them to cope with domestic violence, and to explore the 
advice they would like to give other children in similar circumstances. This study 
used a large and diverse sample o f 1395 children, aged 8-16, from both primary and 
secondary schools, some lived in refuges whilst others did not, from a range o f ethnic 
backgrounds, and included children with learning disabilities. Some children had 
experienced domestic violence, but not all o f these had received therapeutic support. 
The diversity within the sample enabled a broad picture to be gained about how any 
contact with violence made them feel and how support might be able to help them 
cope. Data were analysed using a computer package that searched for themes and 
codes. The methodology o f  this study did not enable a capturing o f the richness o f 
the experiences o f  individuals, particularly with regard to how an intervention was 
experienced by them. This study generated useful data regarding the experiences o f
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children, and signposted the researcher o f  the current study to the importance o f 
having an available adult to speak to about their experiences. Further research into 
how experiences o f therapeutic support felt and in what ways it might have been 
helpful, would be beneficial and would build on these findings.
The two aforementioned studies o f  Kelly (1994) and Mullender et al., (2010) 
explored coping strategies which shed interesting light on how children might be 
able to cope with future adversity. However, they did not explore in depth the 
processes involved in developing these coping strategies, or place an emphasis on the 
development o f more secure attachment strategies. They did not illuminate the 
research question o f the present study. There is a gap in the literature for a study that 
can illuminate these experiences o f young people and feed into the literature 
regarding how resilient responding can be developed.
1.8 The C urrent Study
The aim o f the current study was to begin to address the gaps in the existing 
literature and knowledge by investigating how adolescents in a community sample 
experience the process o f  being supported by an intervention project after exposure 
to domestic violence. It builds on the studies o f Kelly (1994) and Mullender et al. 
(2010) by exploring in far more depth, issues that their research raised, such as the 
importance o f  having an adult to talk to. The present study chose to focus on a 
smaller sample o f  6 adolescents aged 12-16 to increase the homogeneity o f the group 
and explore the unique experiences o f young people o f this particular age as they 
receive therapeutic support following exposure to domestic violence. The 
organisation that provided the sample o f participants in the current study provides the
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opportunity for adolescents to meet and develop friendships with adolescents o f a 
similar age who have been through similar adverse experiences. They also provide 
psychoeducation about domestic violence and the opportunity to talk about their 
experiences and find ways o f coping through group work and consistent and 
accessible counselling. The aim o f the present research was to explore what this 
experience felt like for them and whether they had noticed any resulting changes in 
their relationships, self-concepts and coping strategies. O f particular interest was an 
exploration o f any self-observed differences in attachment strategies because o f the 
research that suggests this affects future resilient responding (Atwool, 2006). The 
process and effects o f being able to communicate about their experiences was also 
explored.
Although evaluation o f how resilience ftameworks are applied to practice with 
children exposed to domestic violence has been sparse, there is even less written in 
the current literature about the reciprocal role that practice may play in informing 
theory and research (Yates & Masten, 2004). More research in this area to help 
understand the psychological processes underpinning resilience is warranted to aid 
the development o f effective interventions and strategies that prevent psychological 
problems (Rutten et al., 2013). The current study aimed to increase understanding o f 
how therapeutic support can be helpful, and in what ways, so that future practice can 
be improved.
It was hoped that new insight into the experiences o f adolescent service users would 
be gained by exploring the richness o f the data generated. The majority o f literature 
in this field has interviewed children living in refuges. Therefore, a community-based
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exploration o f adolescents' perspectives was considered worthwhile. In evaluating 
the effects o f interventions Ibr adolescents who have been exposed to domestic 
abuse, very little research has placed adolescents' own perspectives at the heart o f 
the subject (Mullender et al., 2010). Furthermore, research has shown that 
adolescents' well-being and resilience can be enhanced by feeling they are making a 
positive contribution to their community (Mullender et al., 2010). Therefore, it was 
hoped that adolescents might benefit ftom participating in this study.
Research question and aims o f  the current study
It was intended that the current study would begin to address the gap in the 
existing literature and understanding by exploring the following research question: 
'How do adolescents, aged 12-16, experience the process o f being supported by a 
charity after being exposed to domestic violence in the family home?'
The current study aimed to give a voice to adolescents and to increase understanding 
of the process o f receiving therapeutic support, so as to improve awareness o f the 
type o f support that is effective, and in what way adolescents perceive it to have 
impacted on them and their resilience.
Reflexive Statement
7 co/MpZg/gf? r/ze /ftem/wre zzz r/zz^  ^rppzc az'ga 7yè// zzz.$pzre(/ //za/ //zz.y
W6ZJ (z woz"//zw/zz/g 6zrea rgj^garc/z. 7 /zave /?er.yozza/ ej^erzezzce zzzy owzz z'ecovezg; 
yrozzz //ze q/  ^&»zzze.9^ zc vzo/ezzce azz^ / 7 wz// exp/azzz zz^ zzz^grej/ zzz yar zzzore <7qpZ/z
zzz //zg A7e//zo(/ .yec/zozz. TTzez'g zj azz oveziv/ze/zzzzzzg qzzazz^ z(y q /  /z/graZzzz-g c^Zaz/zzzg r/ze 
zzgga/zve q/  ^&zzzze.y/zc vzo/ezzce, 6zz/ 7 r^ozzz zz^ owzz expez-zezzcej f/zar r/ze
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zzo^ Azzve / o  ezz<7 / / z e r e .  T T zere  a /w q y j^  /za^^ / o  6 e  / z o p e  zzzz<7 7  zzz^ez"g.yZe(7 zzz 
6zzz7z7zzzg z"g.ygaz"c/z ozz z -g c o v e z y  ozz<7 z-e^^z/zezzce f/zzz/ zzzoz'g co zz  6 g  zzzz6/ez".y^oo<7 a 6 o z z /  
w /z a f  Z6^  azzz / zly zzo^ /ze^ q /zz / y b z- y o zzzz g  / z e q p / g  q ^ c / e z /  zzz ^/zzj^ w q y .  ej%y/oz"zzzg 
expgz-zezzcej^  q /  czzzrezz^ c/zzzzczz/ ^ z -z z c /z c e , 7  /zq p g < 7  //zzz/ zzzoz-e czzzz/z/ 6 e  /ezzz-zzez/ zz6ozz/ 
/ z o w  y o zzzz g  / z e o ^ / g  zzzzzy z / e v e / q p  //zezz- rgj^z/zgzz/ z-g.s/zozzz/zzzg z j^gz" gjq^ez-zezzczzzg j^zzc/z 
z/z;^ czz//zg&
2. METHOD
2.1 A Qualitative Focus
A qualitative methodology was considered best suited to the aims o f the 
current study by enabling the generation o f rich data most likely to illuminate the 
research question by helping to understand how participants made sense o f the 
intervention and its effects. Furthermore, given the context o f this research, 
qualitative methodology enabled sensitive questioning o f participants, which whilst 
generating rich data, also minimised the risk o f distress. It also addressed the 
limitations o f using questionnaires and measures to capture the experiences o f 
adolescents (Edleson et al., 2007).
Assumptions o f  the research
The current research has been directed by a set o f assumptions. It is assumed 
there is not a definitive, objective social reality, but that individuals have their own 
perceptions o f the social world (Smith, Flowers & Larkin, 2009). Depending on how 
individuals think and feel, and the corresponding meaning they attribute to an event, 
there can be multiple experiences o f it. This study also assumes that it is possible to 
gain understanding o f the social world and individuals' experiences o f this by
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exploring their thoughts, beliefs and feelings about an experience and the meaning 
they gave this. It is further assumed that as researchers, we can make an 
interpretation o f that meaning attributed by an individual through social interaction.
Interpretative phenomenological analysis
Interpretative phenomenological analysis (IPA) was chosen as the most 
appropriate methodology for this study as its principles are congruent with the 
assumptions guiding this research. IPA is guided by three areas o f  philosophical 
knowledge: phenomenology, hermeneutics and idiography.
Phenomenology is the philosophical understanding of what a lived experience is like 
for individuals. IPA assumes that individuals ascribe meanings to subjective 
experiences, and that these meanings are only accessible through an interpretative 
process. IPA accesses the conscious content o f the experiences o f individuals 
through the exploration o f  feelings, cognitions and language (Smith, Flowers & 
Larkin, 2009). IPA has a unique focus on phenomenology and was therefore 
considered to be the best method to address the current research question. It enabled 
a detailed exploration o f the experiences o f male and female adolescents who had 
experienced support from an intervention project, after witnessing domestic violence.
2.2 Participants 
Sampling and recruitment
Recruitment was conducted through a charitable organisation offering 
specialist confidential support and advice to women and children affected by 
domestic abuse within a local area. These services include provision o f specialist
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advocacy, advice, information and support through outreach services, children's 
services, group work, counselling, volunteering and family work. They take referrals 
from individuals and from statutory and voluntary organisations.
In total, six adolescents were interviewed. This decision was informed by a number 
o f factors: availability o f participants, advice in the literature (Smith, Flowers & 
Larkin, 2009), as well as the consideration that sufficient data had been collected to 
achieve theoretical saturation. The adolescent participants for the personal interviews 
and the focus groups had all received, and were still receiving support from the 
charitable organisation in the form o f individual counselling, attendance at a youth 
group for adolescents who had been exposed to domestic violence, and family work. 
The interventions involved help with problem-solving skills, affect regulation, 
counselling, psychoeducation and group social activities (Appendix 18). The mothers 
o f all adolescent participants had also received simultaneous support from the 
charity. This support ranged from a period o f  six months to five years and was in all 
cases, ongoing. Further demographic information is provided in Table 1.
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Table 1: Demographic factors to situate adolescent sample w ithout
compromising anonymity
Name
(fictitious)
Age Ethnicity Perpetrator’s 
relationship 
to child
People 
(other than 
participant) 
currently 
living in the 
family home
Interview
length
(minutes)
Length of 
time in 
contact 
with 
service
Sophie 14 White
British
Birth Father Mother 39 5 years
Louise 16 White
British
Birth Father Mother,
sister
35 18
months
John 15 White
British
Birth Father Mother 39 3 years
Matthew 14 White
British
Birth Father Mother,
brother,
sister
41 6 months
Callum 13 White
British
Birth Father Mother,
brother,
sister
47 6 months
Grace 12 White
British
Birth Father Mother,
brother,
brother
44 6 months
During the preparation time for the study, the researcher volunteered at the charitable 
organisation on a number o f occasions. This was to build relationships with staff) 
recruit participants, and also to understand more about the kind o f support the young 
people were receiving and the quality o f interactions between the adolescents and 
staff
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Participants for the personal interviews were recruited using purposeful sampling 
(Patton, 1990). Participants were identified as male and female adolescents aged 12- 
16 who had been exposed to domestic violence in their home and who had 
subsequently experienced an intervention from the organisation involved in this 
research. In all cases the perpetrator o f the violence had left the family home, as this 
is a requirement o f the organisation before they become involved. Participants were 
recruited by staff members at the chosen charity who considered them suitable to 
undergo the interview process. Staff selected adolescents who they believed were not 
at a high current level o f distress. Participants were offered a f  10 gift voucher for 
completing the personal interview.
Three Exclusion Criteria
Due to the time and financial restrictions o f this study it was not feasible to 
use translators. Therefore, an exclusion criterion for participation in this research was 
not having English as a first language. Additionally, due to the expectation that 
diverse cultural backgrounds would influence the experiences o f children (Miles & 
Thomas, 2007), it was thought necessary to recruit a sample o f British born 
adolescents to increase homogeneity (Smith, Flowers & Larkin, 2009). Another 
exclusion criterion was having a learning disability. This was because it was thought 
that having a learning disability was associated with a unique set o f additional 
challenges and stressors that would reduce the homogeneity o f the sample.
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2.3 Design
T hem atic  
Analysis 
(B rau n  & 
Clarke, 
2006)
T hem atic  
Analysis 
(B raun  & 
Clarke, 
2006)
adolescents
6 X semi-
struc tu red
interviews
IPA: Girls 
and boys 
separately, 
and then 
pooled 
together
Focus 
G ro u p  1 
(N = 7) 
A im :
To aid the 
generation 
o f  th e  
in terv iew
Focus 
Group 2 
(N = 4) 
A im : 
As a 
cred ib ility  
check for 
th em es 
th a t have 
arisen, as 
well as to 
feedback  
results
Figure 1: Flow chart of the study’s design
2.4 Procedure 
Method o f  data collection
Semi-structured interviews and focus groups were chosen as methods o f data 
collection and validation. These took place over a period o f eleven months. Semi­
structured interviews are considered an appropriate method o f data collection for the 
age range o f participants as well as for IPA (Smith et al., 2003., (Smith, Flowers & 
Larkin, 2009).
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Development o f  interview schedule, information sheets and consent form s
The researcher collaborated with the university research and field supervisors 
to develop information and debrief sheets, consent forms, and interview schedules 
(Appendices 1-7). To ensure the interview schedule and prompts elicited the fullest 
responses, guidance was used from Smith, Flowers and Larkin (2009). The design o f 
the interview schedule was informed by: a) current theory around resilience, trauma 
and attachment, as well as prior research around child exposure to domestic violence; 
b) consultation with the research and field supervisors; c) by thematic analysis o f the 
first focus group. Broadly, the areas covered in the schedule were concerned with the 
adolescents’ experiences o f being supported by the charity, any effect this had on 
identity, their peer and attachment relationships and problem-solving skills 
(Appendix 7).
The focus groups
In designing this study, it was decided to also conduct two focus groups. The 
first was held prior to commencement o f the interviews, to aid generation o f the 
interview schedule. An example question for this focus group was "CaM yow fe// me 
yow W co/wmg fo fAfj: " The second focus group
took place aAer the interviews and analysis (as a credibility check 6)r themes that 
had arisen, as well as an opportunity to feedback results) (see Figure 1). An example 
question for this focus group was "Ofze q/fAe fAof
fo yhm f/y o W o f  o  (//.yfoMce 6wf fAey ore  o 6 /e  fo Zef .yome ^ eqpZe g e f
c /o fe r  fo fZze/M o W  coM coq/z^Ze zzz f/zezzz zzzoz-e. TZove ozzy qfyozz /ozzzzzZ f/zM?" Participants 
were different h"om those that took part in the interviews. Participants in the first and 
second locus group were two different samples o f adolescents. The focus groups
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lasted between 20-25 minutes at the youth group venue, and were conducted during 
the course o f two o f their evening group sessions.
The interviews o f  adolescents
Prior to the interviews, participants had an opportunity to meet with the 
researcher to discuss any concerns regarding the research. Demographic information 
was collected. Each interview lasted between 35 and 47 minutes and was conducted
at the youth group venue, during the course o f their evening sessions.
Information sheets were distributed and informed consent was obtained h"om all 
participants o f the interviews and focus groups, and their mothers. Following the 
interviews, all participants and their mothers were given a debrief sheet (Appendix 
5). Staff at the charity were aware the interviews had taken place and were on site to 
support the adolescents as necessary.
2.5 Ethical Considerations 
Ethical approval
A favourable ethical opinion was obtained from the University’s Faculty o f 
Arts and Human Sciences Ethics Committee and from the charitable organisation 
(Appendices 8 & 9).
Confidentiality, anonymity and risk
On the consent forms, no addresses were recorded and real names were only 
seen by the researcher. Throughout this study, anonymity was sought by using 
fictitious names and omitting any other identifying information (e.g. school names or
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geographical locations). All data were held in accordance with the Data Protection 
Act (1998). Before commencing the interviews, the limits o f confidentiality were 
explained. There was a pre-arranged procedure that had been agreed by the charity 
and mothers that would be put into place if any disclosure was made o f potential risk 
to the participant or others. This procedure involved the researcher contacting a 
named professional within the charity so they could carry out their safeguarding 
policy. However, this process did not need to be implemented at any time.
Minimising distress
In order to minimise any distress caused to the participant as a result o f the 
interview, a number o f measures were proposed. Firstly, adolescents were given the 
opportunity to have someone else present during the interview. However, this was 
not requested by any o f the participants. Secondly, adolescents were given the 
opportunity to stop the interview if they wanted to. Thirdly, at the end of the 
interview, questions were asked to ascertain whether the participant would like or 
needed further support regarding any emotional impact o f taking part in the study. I f  
this was the case, staff Èom the charity involved had agreed to offer support where 
appropriate. Again, this was not requested by any o f the participants.
2.6 Data Analysis
Audio recordings o f  interviews and focus groups were transcribed verbatim 
and paralinguistic information was edited in.
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Focus groups
The two focus groups were analysed using thematic analysis. The type o f 
thematic analysis was theoretical in that it was driven by the researcher’s interest in 
the topic area and the theory underpinning the research question (Braun & Clarke, 
2006). This analysis was conducted according to the six stage methodology (Braun 
and Clarke, 2006) as follows: 1) the researcher familiarised herself with the data by 
transcribing the recordings o f the focus groups, reading and re-reading the 
transcripts, and making brief notes about thoughts that occurred about what had 
taken place and been said; 2) initial codes were generated; 3) themes were searched 
for by collating codes into potential overarching but interrelated themes; 4) themes 
were reviewed and a thematic map o f the analysis was generated (Appendices 13 and 
17) to ascertain the relationship between themes and subthemes and to ensure they 
accurately represented all data. They were also checked against the initial codes; 5) 
themes were defined and named; and 6) results were written up (see Results section).
Emergent themes from the first focus group were used to aid the generation o f 
meaningful and relevant questions for the interviews. This process was used as a 
credibility check for interview question ideas already generated by the researcher to 
explore the research question.
Emergent themes h"om the second focus group, which took place after the interviews, 
were used as a credibility check for the themes generated by the IPA process o f the 
personal interviews.
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Interviews were analysed using IPA. It was recognised there is not a "correct’ 
way to use IPA. However, guidelines outlined by Smith, Flowers and Larkin (2009) 
were followed. To allow immersion in the data, transcripts were listened to and read 
many times. The first stage was to make notes o f all ideas and connections that came 
to mind as the interviews were read and listened to. This helped to "bracket o ff some 
of the researcher’s foreknowledge and preconceptions (discussed in more detail 
later).
The second stage was to systematically go through the first transcript and begin 
coding the linguistic, descriptive and conceptual content o f the text (Smith, Flowers 
& Larkin, 2009). Examination o f these comments resulted in the development o f 
emergent themes for each individual transcript (stage 3). It was important to ensure 
that these emergent themes reflected both the detail o f the participants’ narratives 
and the interpretations o f the researcher. Therefore, an attempt was made to strike a 
balance between abstraction o f detail and conceptual understanding (Smith, Flowers 
& Larkin, 2009). Examples o f excerpts 6om  the annotated transcripts can be seen in 
Appendices 11 and 12.
The fourth stage was to search for connections across the emergent themes (Smith, 
Flowers, & Larkin, 2009). These were then clustered together to form sub-themes 
within each transcript. Processes such as numeration, abstraction, function, 
contextualisation and polarisation were employed in the development o f sub-themes, 
as advised by Smith, Flowers and Larkin (2009). It was important to remain engaged 
with the text throughout this process to ensure all themes were grounded in the
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original words o f participants. A list was generated o f 8-10 sub-themes for each 
transcript.
The fifth stage was to move to repeat the previous four stages across the rest of the 
transcripts. The final stage o f analysis was to look for patterns and similarities in sub­
themes across all transcript analyses. These overarching sub-themes were generated 
firstly by looking across the three female adolescent participants’ data, and then 
doing the same with the three male adolescent participants’ data. The initial 
separation o f boys’ and girls’ data was to allow for an exploration o f possible gender 
specific sub-themes. Next, all sub-themes across all six participants were pooled and 
the process was repeated. Keeping this analysis at the level o f sub-themes augmented 
the richness of the data analysed before a reduction o f detail into master themes. 
Master themes were then achieved by looking for themes and connections across the 
sub-themes.
2.7 Quality Assurance
In line with standards set out by Turpin at a l, (1997) for doctoral level 
qualitative projects, the following procedures were utilised to address the issue o f
validity:
• Internal coherence: the write up o f this research aimed to be coherent and 
deal with any ambiguity within the data.
• Presentation o f evidence: the reader can question the researcher’s 
interpretation o f the data because sufficient data is presented in the Results 
section.
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# Respondent validation: the first focus group was run to help generate 
questions for the personal interviews, and the second focus group offered an 
opportunity to comment on an initial list o f sub-themes.
# Independent audit: a group o f four other Trainee Clinical Psychologists read a 
portion o f the transcripts and theme lists to check whether the themes were 
based on the data and seemed warranted and valid.
# Triangulation: focus groups were also used to triangulate the analysis o f data 
from the personal interviews. It was possible to check there was consistency 
between the themes that had arisen and the opinions o f the two groups o f 
adolescents in the first and second focus groups.
Consideration was given to avoid gender biases, either by over-emphasising or 
minimising gender differences (Hare-Mustin & Marecek, 1990). A reflective diary 
was kept by the researcher throughout the interview process to increase awareness o f 
any gender influences. Furthermore, the girls’ and boys’ interviews were analysed 
separately, before pooling them together for comparisons. This ensured the 
experiences o f  boys and girls were explored separately so that any differences 
between the genders in terms o f their experiences o f the intervention project could be 
noticed and explored.
Demonstrating Validity
According to Yardley (2000), the framework for validity in qualitative 
research is based on four overarching principles: sensitivity to context; commitment 
and rigour; transparency and coherence; and impact and importance. Sensitivity to
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context was demonstrated by awareness o f the difficult experiences that all 
participants had been through and the need to build trust in order to make the 
interview process effective and enjoyable. Warmth and empathy was imperative in 
all interactions with participants and their mothers. Above all, this sensitivity was 
applied to data analysis; using many verbatim quotes and ensuring the voice o f 
participants was heard (Smith, Flowers & Larkin, 2009).
Commitment was demonstrated in the attentiveness the researcher showed to 
participants during the interview process and data collection. The study was also 
sufficiently thorough in its design and analysis to warrant validity. Transparency was 
displayed in terms o f the clarity with which the stages o f research were carried out. 
Finally, the researcher believed wholeheartedly in the importance o f this study in 
terms o f  giving these adolescents a voice. It was believed that this research was 
interesting, novel and could help to inform future therapeutic practice, particularly 
with regards to developing resilient responding in this client group.
The researcher recognised their own perspectives and relationships with the 
participants, which played their part in the data collection and analysis. IPA 
acknowledges the influence o f the researcher's preconceptions on the research and 
analysis process. It was important to prioritise the phenomenon being explored, 
rather than the views o f  the researcher. Bracketing was therefore used to put aside 
these preconceptions before analysing data (Smith, Flowers & Larkin, 2009). To 
assist this process, the researcher kept an audio reflective diary throughout the 
interview and analysis process (Appendix 10), as well as receiving regular 
supervision, where the researchers feelings, assumptions and reactions could be
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acknowledged and 'bracketed o ff. This created an audit trail o f the researcher's 
thoughts throughout the research process. The following is a summary o f the 
researcher's position relative to the participants.
2.8 Self reflexivity
I am a 42 year old, divorced, white British woman with two adolescent 
children. Domestic violence was a theme that featured in my personal story 
throughout my life, both as an adolescent and an adult for many years and for this 
reason 1 have a strong interest in the subject. Witnessing domestic violence as a child 
affected my self-image and the decisions 1 made as a young adult. I married at a 
young age and familial patterns were repeated when I subsequently became the 
victim o f domestic abuse in that relationship. My children witnessed domestic 
violence and I sincerely hope that this negative relational pattern is not repeated by 
them. For this reason I am passionate about listening to and understanding the voices 
of children who have been through these situations.
I have chosen to use the concept o f the 'reflective lens' o f the researcher (Hoffman, 
1990), to organise and be explicit about my stance as a researcher in this study.
Family and cultural lens
I grew up in a middle-class family where domestic violence was present. 
Consequently, although I was able to recognise how destructive and frightening it 
was, it was also normalised in some ways. As an adolescent, I remember spending 
many evenings sitting at the top o f the stairs listening to events downstairs and
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feeling powerless to intervene. I did not access or receive any support 6"om outside 
agencies regarding the domestic violence I was witnessing and the effect it was 
having on my psychological health and my peer and attachment relationships.
Like the adolescents that participated in this study, 1 also experienced financial 
insecurity when growing up and recognise the de-stabilising effect this can have on 
identity and self-esteem. However, unlike several o f the participants in this study, 
one o f whom lived in a caravan, I was not made homeless as a result o f this situation. 
Therefore, although I could identify with some o f their difficulties, I had no fore­
knowledge o f the particular stigma, worry, or shame that may have been associated 
with this.
It was through participation in therapy, many years later, that I was finally able to 
express myself and begin to re-build my confidence and identity. I am passionate 
about the provision o f psychological support for young people who have witnessed 
domestic violence. I am conscious that having children o f my own who have been 
through this experience has enhanced my desire to build resilience. As such, I was 
aware o f the potential for me to seek out the more positive aspects o f the 
participants' stories when analysing the data, and potentially being over-sensitised to 
themes in the analysis. Consequently I was mindful to be painstaking in my approach 
to the analysis, consulted with my university supervisor, kept a reflective diary and 
used peer supervision to triangulate my data analysis.
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Gender and age lens
I was aware o f my feelings as a mother, and a woman, as I listened to the 
participants' accounts. I found the reflective diary invaluable to monitor and explore 
my own feelings around this. My experiences o f being an adolescent, as well as 
being a parent o f adolescents myself made me aware that the participants in this 
study were undergoing a time o f significant transition and development. Therefore, it 
is likely that there were many influences, outside that o f the intervention we were 
discussing that were affecting their identity, confidence and relationships. However, 
what struck me most was the importance all participants placed on their experience 
o f being supported by the charity. Without exception, they all said it was this 
experience that had had the most significant positive impact on them since the 
perpetrator o f the abuse had left the family home.
I wondered if the age difference between the adolescents and me would have an 
impact on how open they felt they could be with me. However, I found the 
adolescents to be very honest and open in our discussions. I felt privileged at their 
eagerness to speak with me and I sensed that this was something they enjoyed; 
particularly as they were being given an opportunity to talk about the positive events 
and experiences they had had. I was left with the impression that my age, together 
with my experience o f being a mother o f adolescents aided the interviews and my 
interactions with them, and helped them to feel contained. I chose to not tell the 
adolescents o f my own experience o f domestic violence. 1 did not want to make the 
content o f the interviews about my experience.
Professional lens
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In my role as a trainee I have been asked to see children f)r specific 
presenting problems. However, I have at times been frustrated by the limitations o f 
this remit, where I believe that not enough importance has been placed on attempting 
to strengthen their psychological resources and peer and attachment relationships. I 
have wished that a more holistic, systemic approach could be used to build resilience 
and psychological well-being, rather than just reduce current symptoms.
As I spent time volunteering at the organisation, prior to starting my data collection, I 
was able to observe the nature o f the relationships between staff and adolescents. 
There were noticeable differences between these and the therapeutic relationships I 
have been a part o f and observed in my role as a trainee clinical psychologist. 
Adolescents were able to contact staff members out o f office hours, time was spent 
interacting socially, and therapeutic input was 'slotted in' alongside a significant 
amount of time just 'chatting'. This emphasis on building trust and rapport in a 
relaxed manner seemed crucial to the outcome o f the intervention.
The lens o f  others
Throughout the process o f completing this study I found it essential to have 
discussions with my supervisor and peers to gain wider perspectives on the issues 
that were raised. I f)und this vital to enable a widening o f  my curiosity around the 
content o f the interviews; particularly because o f my own experience o f  domestic 
abuse which may have otherwise narrowed the focus o f my interest.
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Out o f focus lenses
Due to the time and word limit constraints o f this research, it was not possible 
to give full attention to some issues. Religion and sexuality were not explored within 
the interviews and were not mentioned as factors that may have influenced 
participants' experiences o f  being supported by an intervention. It is possible that 
participants assumed I was a heterosexual woman with no or diffèrent religious 
beliefs and so did not feel comfortable talking about this with me. Furthermore, as I 
was a similar age to their parents, this may have made it more difficult to volunteer 
this information.
3. RESULTS
3.1 Overview
Following the IPA method of analysis, four master themes emerged. These 
were: (I) 'the development o f personal survival strategies and their ongoing legacy'; 
(2) 'developing and understanding personal psychological processes that facilitate 
resilient responding'; (3) 'feeling emotionally safe in relationships'; and (4) 'having 
a voice'. These master themes and their associated sub-themes are summarised in 
Table 2. Throughout these themes, there was an impression that through the process 
o f being supported by the project, and feeling emotionally safe, the adolescents were 
developing more secure attachment strategies and a more resilient way o f 
responding. The following section is a presentation o f the results the researcher 
considered relevant to the research question. Other data have been put aside. The 
Results section discusses each o f the master and sub-themes presented in Table 2. A 
more detailed table including emergent themes can be found in Appendices 14, 15
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and 16. All themes are supported with quotations o f verbatim extracts from the 
adolescents' transcripts^
Table 2: List of M aster and Corresponding Sub-Themes
Master Themes Sub-Themes
Theme 1 : The development o f 
personal survival strategies and their 
ongoing legacy
a. Becoming aware of^  and 
acknowledging, the serious impact o f 
exposure to domestic violence
b. Ongoing emotional and interpersonal
difficulties
Theme 2: Developing and 
understanding personal 
psychological processes that
facilitate resilient responding
a. Developing and becoming more aware 
o f a 'sense o f self^
b. Feeling a sense o f personal growth and
improved psychological health
c. Developing the ability to mentalise and
empathise further
Theme 3: Feeling emotionally safe in 
relationships
a. Feeling more secure in important
relationships
b. Feeling connected to and bonded with 
the intervention group members
c. Having a sense o f a secure base in the 
charitable organisation
Theme 4: Having a voice a. How it felt to be listened to
b. My words are important
'information omitted in quotations w ill be indicated by the following ellipsis points (...). Square 
brackets [ ] are used to clarify information for the reader.
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3,2 Theme 1 : The development of personal survival strategies and their ongoing 
legacy
This theme highlighted how, in the containing environment o f  the charitable 
organisation, where they felt emotionally and physically safe, the adolescents were 
able to acknowledge and reflect upon (often for the first time), the serious impact o f 
past exposure to domestic violence, as well as the legacy they feared they would 
carry forward into their future.
a. Becoming aware of, and acknowledging, the serious impact o f  exposure to 
domestic violence
Most o f the adolescents described the negative impact that witnessing 
domestic violence had had on their psychological well-being. It seemed that feeling 
supported facilitated a processing and recognition o f this.
Low //Ae w/fgM Aear MOMg aW yow Mo/zcg uVzgn gowe?
m / / z c y z r . y / L b w  Wyz/j^ / go/ zz.ye<7 
/ o  j9W //zzzg Z(p w z //z  z/. 7 /  '.y /zA:g / / z o /  w z //z  zT gprejj^zoM . 7 /  o z z /y  w / z e »  z / w e z z /  6 e c a z /6 ^ e  
/ /z e  cow /z .yg //zzzg  ozz(7 co /zzzzzg  / o  / /z e  y o w //z  g r o z z p  OM(7 /zo v zz zg  a / /  / /z e  j z z p p o r /  / / z o /  7  
r e o /z j e ^ y  /z o w  6 o z 7  z / / z W  6 e ez z . (1 /b /zz^
They now had the time and emotional 'space' to reflect on trauma responses and 
survival strategies. Recognising this seemed to increase motivation to change.
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T o m e 7 c o n  .9/;/Zyèe/ j:om e//zm g /zA:e 7  w ow/zf & ) w z/h //ze cw//zzzg. y fW  6ecozz.9e
7  7  wow/(7 zz.yzzo/(y .y m o ^  w ee^ / /o  zzzoA:e m e ^ e /  /zp ppzer ([. J  6 ^ r e  7
y è / /  zzwm6. 7 / w o j  /z^e y ow  w o/e /z  .yo mwe/z vzo/ezzee ozzz7 zzoj^ /zzze^ yj^  o W  yozz /z.y/ezz /o  JO 
mzzc/z /zo/rez7 ozz<7 oggz"ej^.yzozz //zo / zzo//zzzzg .y/zooAa  ^ y o w  ozzym ore. Ab/Zzzzzg j^eorej yozz 
o z ^ m o fe . Ab//zzzzg g e /^  /o  )/ow  oz^m oz-e. Tbzz Yeyz/j^/ zzzzm6. (M o///zew )
All the adolescents spoke o f a pervasive sense o f low self-esteem. They were now 
able to acknowledge this. They described feeling inferior to their peers at school, 
because o f the effects o f their situation; for example financial difficulties arising. 
This created a sense o f shame and caused social withdrawal. They described 
avoiding close relationships with others and spoke o f how this was because they 
were fearful o f  judgement and were ashamed.
P fg  <7zz7zz V /z m ;g  a  zzzce  /zozz^ g  /zA^e o/Zzaz" / z g p p / g  7  ^ zz o w . IT /zezz a / /  / /z g  J / z z ^ /z p p p c z z e z /  zz/ 
/ z o m e  / z W  / o  g o  zzzzz7 / z v e  zzz zz czzz-zzvzzzz. /  c o z z /z /  zzevez" zzzvz/e  yrzezzzTy 6 z z c L  7 /  ^  
em 6zzzrzz.yj^zzzg. (( ..^  / 7 / y ê /Z  / z ^  Z/zez-g w z z j^  j^ om cZ /zzzzg gj:.yezzZzzz//y w z -o z z g  w z Z /z y o z z  zzzzz/ 
y o z z z ' ^ m z / y .  TTzzzZ zz^ ^ cZ .y y o zz  z"czz//y. T b zzy ê g /  zzm  z z ^ r z o z " . 5 'o y ;o z z  /zzzTg zzw zzy zz 6zZ.
D o z z  'Z /eZ  p e z z p /e  g e Z  Z o o  c /o .y e .  ^ eo zzzz .y e  z f  Z /zey  j^Zzzy zzZ zz z/zj^Zzzzzce Z /zey  m zg /zZ  zzoZ zzoZ zoe  
/ z o w  z 7 ^ z " e z z Z  7  w z z ( J b / z z ^
Due to feeling they needed to protect the feelings o f family members and feeling that 
it was in some way unsafe to voice their opinions &eely, all adolescents described 
how they felt they had to censor their own words. From this, family scripts were 
developed. OAen the adolescents felt that it was more important to protect their
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mothers' feelings than their own. At times, this extended to a feeling that their role in 
the family was to parent their mother. They seemed to develop avoidant affect 
regulation strategies to help them survive in this environment.
7z w ow /zfzz V y b z r  Zo w o r r y  A e r . w o w /z /n  V 6 c  z z 6 /c  Zo c o p e  wzZA zAzzZ. 7  zz /w zz y j;^ c /z  
7  /zzzz7 Zo p r o Z c c Z  / z c r  rc z z //y . (C zz //zzm )
The adolescents found it difficult to regulate their emotions and in particular found it 
difficult to manage their feelings o f anger. They were now able to reflect on how this 
affected their relationships. Both boys and girls described how they learned this 
behaviour, as aggression and violence was modelled at home. The intervention
seemed to provide the therapeutic space to reflect on this.
BzzZ Z/zczz w /zczz cvczy Z /zzzzg  /7 z ^ c z z c z 7  Zo m e  7  w z z j r c z z / /y  zzgg rc .y .yzvc  zzzzz/ 7  w ozz/z7  g c Z  
zzzZo yzg/zZ&  7  wzzj^ /zX:c zz zikzzzf pcr.yozzzz/zZ y. 7  w ozz/zfzz'Z  Zzz/A: Zo p c o p / c .  7  W  6 c  
z z g g rc .y jz v c . 7  W  6 c  cm oZ zozzzz/ zz// Z 6 c  Zzm c zzzzz/ 7 yzzj^Z p z z .y /z c z /p c o p /c  z z w z ^ . y f zzz/ 7  6 r o / : c  
zz /o Z  z ^  rc/zzZzozzj^/z^?^ z /ozzzg  Z/zzzZ zzzzz/ 7  c/zzzzzgcz/ zz /oZ. yfzzz/ Z /z c rc  zz rc  j^ o m c  p c c p / c  w /z o  
j^Zz// z/bzz V pzzzZc zzzzz/cr^^Zzzzzz/. .BzzZ zzo w  7  ^ o w  w /z y  /  c/zzzzzgcz/. (S b p /z z c )
Prior to meeting other young people at the intervention project who had also been 
exposed to domestic violence, all the adolescents spoke o f feeling they had a secret 
they kept hidden from others. This oAen made them feel isolated from their peers at 
school.
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/r z cM z /y  w e r e  r e o / / y  A p p p y  zzzzz/ 7  zAzzzzgAz 7  z7zb6z 'Z wzzzzZ Zzz e z y .  J  7Z wzzj^ /zzzz-z/ Zzz 
Zzz/A^  Zzz p e z z p / e  w/zzz yzzzz Z/zzzz/r Z/zez-e z.y zzzz w z ^  yzzzz /z z w e  zzzzyZ/zzzzg 7zA:e Z/zz.y gzzzzzg  zzzz zzZ 
/zzzzzze. . J  7  wzz.y .yzzz-Z z ^  j^epzzz-zzZe zzzzz/y ê /Z  zz/zzzze. ( G r z z c e )
b. Ongoing emotional and interpersonal difficulties
Some o f the language used suggested there remained some difficulties talking 
about the abuse. In particular, adolescents seemed to avoid naming 'domestic 
violence' and used language that minimised it; for example, 'a  situation', 'the secret' 
and 'bad stuff.
f e z z /z  6zzZ zz6vzzzzz.y/y 7  /zzzve  z z ^  y r ze zz z /y  zzzzz/ zz6vzzzzzi^/y z /z e y  Azzzzu; Z/ze i^zZzzzzZzzzzz 7 'zzz zzz. 
BzzZ /zA:e o 6 v z z z z z y /y  Z /zey 'z-e  zzzzZ gzzzzzg  Z/zz-zzzzg/z Z/ze jrzzzzze jrzZzzzzZzozz zz.y zzze. ( i ..)B zz Z  /zA e  
wzZ/z z /ze  p e z ] p / e  /zez-e , Z /zey  'z-e g zzzzzg  Z/zz-zzzzg/z j^zzzzz/zzz- j^zZzzzzZzzzzzj. (S 'z^p/zze)
There were fears about their ability to cope in the future if the domestic violence at 
home started again. The adolescents all recognised they had learned new coping 
styles, but some questioned whether they would be able to continue these if they 
were placed in a similar situation again. This created a sense o f uncertainty about the 
future.
Tjf zZ z z //  /z z % p e z z e z / zzgzzzzz /z ^ e  zZ z7zz7 /zz^ Z^ Zzzzze, 7  zzz zzzzZ ^yzzre /zzzw  7  w zzzz/z / /zzzzzz//e zZ. /  
Z/zzzzA: 7  w zzzz/z/ 6 e  z/z;^z"ezzZ zzzzw 6zzZ 7  z/zz j^zzzzzeZzzzzej^ w zzz-zy z/^7  ezzzz /z/ /zzzzzz//e zZ. 7  Z/zzzzA  ^
7 'zzz fZrzzzzgez" 6zzZyzzzz zzevez" Azzzzw. ( M b z z /z e w )
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The process o f  being supported seemed to facilitate a growing awareness o f potential 
triggers for low mood. Some identified an awareness o f their own vulnerability to 
low self-esteem as they reflected on continued feelings o f inferiority. Most 
adolescents felt that being aware o f their vulnerabilities may be a protective factor 
for future coping. There was a growing sense o f realism and maturity as several o f 
the adolescents described realising that life could be difficult in the future at times. 
They explained how they could cope with future difficulties by making more positive 
choices and thus, developing a sense o f agency about the future.
. B c / b r c  c v c z y Z /z m g  A p p p c z z c z /  7  Z/zzzzzg/zZ / z /c  wzz.y yz/j^Z j^ zz c z z .^ , zzzzZ/zzzzg zzcgzzZzvc wzzzz/z/ 
Zzzzzc/z zzzc. A b w  zZ '.y z :p c z z c z / zzzc zzp Zzz / z /c  Mzz Z zz// b/zz.y.yzzzzz}'. .Bzzz/ Z/zzzzgj^ czzzz /z z ^ p c z z . 
5"zz 7 'v c  /zA c w z.yczzcz/ zzp. 7  6z"zzAc zz^^^yrzzzzz p c z : p / c  w/zzz w e r e  6 z z z /p e z ;p /e .  v4zzz/ zzzzZ
z ^  Z/zzzzgj^ 7  j/zzzzz/c6z'Z  /zzzve 6 e e z z  z/zzzzzg. 7  Z/zzzzA zzbzzzzZ zzzzZezzzzze& /Z 'j^  zzzzzz/e zzze 
w z .y e r, p r z z 6 z z 6 / y y b r  Z/ze 6ej;Z. (iSzzp/zze/
3.3 Theme 2: Developing and understanding the psychological processes that 
facilitate resilient responding
The second theme focussed on how the adolescents had begun to develop and 
understand their own psychological processes, which impacted on their resilience. 
There was a sense they were becoming more self-aware. Additionally, they described 
improved mental well-being, both in terms o f symptom reduction, but also 
psychological flourishing.
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CL Developing and becoming more aware o f  a ‘sense o f  s e l f
Many o f the adolescents spoke o f a new feeling o f being able to speak freely, 
without having to worry about protecting others' feelings. This led to a sense o f self- 
discovery as opinions were able to develop freely. This was in contrast to their 
previous restraint, wherein they felt unable to express themselves and felt that they 
had to say the 'right thing' to protect others' feelings.
7 cow/z/ j^ zry w/zzzZ 7 wzzzzZ. 7z wzz.y oA. fezzA, //Ac Zzz zAz zZ. (i.yl 7 /zzzz/ zz c/zzzzzzre Zzz /zzzz/ 
(zzzZ my; zzum z)pZMZzzzz.y zzAzzzzZ .yZzz;^  7 z/zz/zz Z rezz//y Azzzzw w/zzzZ Z/zey were 6e/bre 6zzZ 7 
ezzzz/z/ j^ zzy Z/zezzz zzzzw. (ZzzzzMe)
An emergent theme that was unique to the boys was their description o f a shiA in 
values, particularly in regard to how they thought a man 'should' behave. Through a 
process o f psychoeducation, modelling, mentalisation and a developing feeling o f 
emotional and physical safety, it seemed that the boys all felt that they now had a 
clearer picture o f how they aspired to be as an adult man.
5"zz zzzzw 7W z;/zzzzzggz/ /zzzw 7 Z/zzzzA zz6zzzzZ w/zeZ/zer j^ zzmezzzze zj jZrzzzzg zzr zzzzZ. 7Z .y zzzzZ 
zz6zzzzZ /zzzw /zzzzz/ Z/zgy a^/zzzzzZ zzr /zzzw .yZreeZ w^e zApy zzre. 7Z'.y zzAzzzzZ /zzzwjyzzzz z/gzz/ wzZ/z 
/z/g. 7wzzj^  vzzz/ezzZ zz /zzZ. 7z ZzzAcj zz w/zz/e Zzz c/zzzzzge Z/zzzZ j^ Zzz^  ejpeczzz//y w/zezz zZ'j^  
w/zzzZ jyzzzz ve grzzwzz zzp .ygezzzg w/zzzZ zz zzzzzzz zzcZ^  ^ /zAe. 7 Z/zzzzzg/zZ /Z/ze zzrgzzzzMZzZzzzz^  
Zzzzzg/zZ zzze zzAzzzzZ Z/ze wzy zz zzzzzzz .y/zzzzz/z/ 6e/zzzve Zzzwzzrz/y /zz.y ybzzzz/y. yfzzz/ zz/j^ zz w/zzzZ 
/zz^ezzj  ^Zzz zzZ/zerpez)p/e w/zezzyzzzz 6e/zzzve zzz eerZzzzzz wz^& /!../ 7've e/zzzzzgez/ j^ zz zzzzze/z 
zzz /zzzw 7 Z/zzzzA zzzzz/ zz  ^cpzzzzzzzzj^  zzz y zz.yZ zz yèw zzzzzzzZ/z.y ezzzzzzzzg /zere. (MzzZZ/zezyl
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All the adolescents spoke o f their increased awareness o f their own strengths, and 
also o f liking themselves more. As the adolescents began to process their experiences 
and reflect on their strengths and coping resources, there seemed to be a shiA in how 
they compared themselves to their peers. Whereas beAzre they thought they were 
inferior, they now described feeling equal to others. This was also evident in their 
interactions with their fathers. Callum seemed to have developed more self­
compassion with regards to this.
/BwZ Mow/ 7 cow/z/ zAzzZ Mzz zzMo my zzge cow/z/ .yZzzMz/ wp Zo A/m u Aezz Ae '.y zz? zz Azzz/ 
mooz/ 5"o zZ zzoZ AAg zAcz-e '.y zzz^ zAzzzg wz-ozzg wzzA me. /Czz//zzzz^
Developing a sense o f  agency was important for all adolescents interviewed. They 
described previously feeling out o f control but now being supported to make 
decisions. Some described how this helped them to feel like they were people in their 
own right and improved their self-esteem.
7zyèe/f z'ezz6:.yzzz'zz?g Zo Azzow zAzzZ zAoz'e'.y jomoZAzzzg 7 czzz? zAz. 7z'j zzz my Azzzz/ 
oozzZro/. TTzzzZ zzzzzAe.y mo yôo/ gooz/ zzAozzZ zz^j^o^ J  7 zAzzz 'Z Azzvo Zo zAz wAzzZ 7 zAzzz 'Z 
wzzzzZ Zo zAz. (Gz-zzcp)
b. Feeling a sense ofpersonal growth and improved psychological health
The adolescents all acknowledged that, over time, they had begun to feel 
increased psychological well-being, self-acceptance and personal development. This 
was as a result o f  a growth in sense o f agency, problem-solving skills, improved
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academic performance and social skills. There was also a sense amongst many that 
therapeutic support had added to their coping resources.
7 gwo.y.y zZ ZzzwgAz mo Aow Zo zz.yo my mzMz/ moro. 7 zAzzzA oAozzZ j^ ZzZ;^ moro. 7 zAzzzA oAozzZ 
zAzzzgj^  Ap/bz'o 7 ooZ. 7 Aovo /ooz"zzoz/ zAoZ if7 zAz zAzzZ 7 zzvozzf zz /oZ z^pz-oA/om^  ^or zf zzoZ, 7 
ozzzz z^ozz worA zAom ozzZ. 7 oozz/zAz 'Z A^z"o. 7 zAzzzA zzAozzZ po.y.yzA/o ozzZoomo^  ^zf 7 woro 
Zo zAz j^ omozAzzzg zzzj^ Zozzz/ z^zz.yZ zAzzzzg zZ /zAo A ^ro . 7 zAzzzA zzAozzZ wAzzZ mzgAz Az%pozz 
zzzzz/ zAozz 7 zAzzzA zj zAoz"o JomozAzzzg AoZZor 7 oozz/z/ zAz? 4^zzz/ if  7'm zzz zz Azzz/ .y/ZzzzzZzozz 7 
zAzzzA zzAozzZ Aow 7 ozzzz goZ ozzZ z^ zAzzZ jzZzzzzZzozz. 7 zz/.yo p/zzzz zzAozzZ j^ zZzzzzZzozzj^ . ITAzzZ 
wozz/z/ 7 z/o if  zZ wozzZ wrozzg zzzzz/ 7 Azzz/ Zo goZ ozzZ? TAzzZ mzzAoj^  mo yôo/ a^ Zrozzgor. 
(S'opAzp)
Hope for the future, particularly regarding future romantic relationships was an 
emergent theme for the girls interviewed. They described feeling a sense o f agency 
about their choices and how to recognise early warning signs o f potential abusive 
patterns.
/ f  7'm wzZA zz Aoy zzzzz/ zZ /oo/j^ Zoo mzzoA 7yzzj^ Z .yz^ y yozz'vo goZ Zo go zzow. 7 wozz/z/A 'Z 
Azzvo Aoozz zzA/o Zo zAz zAzzZ Ap/bz-o. f  ..f 7z mzzAoj^  m o^o/ AoZZoz" Aoozzzz^ o^ 7 Azzow 7'm zzA/o 
Zo oozzZro/ zAo^ o z^ZzzzzZzozz.y. 7^oo/ .yo mzzoA AoZZor zzAozzZ zzzy^ o^if a^ o zAoz"o zzo wz^ 7 zzz 
gozzzg Zo yb// zzzZo ZAo .yzzmo Zz"z;p zzj^  zzzy mzzm. z^zZ Ap/bz'o zZ wzz.y zz// 7 Azzow z"ozz//y. 7 ozzzz 
zzzzzAo zzzy owzz z/eozj^ zozzi^  zzow. f  . .f TTzoz-o zzo z-ozzjozz wAy 7 ozzzz Z Azzvo zz gooz/ /i/o. 7 
ozzzz Az-ozzA zAo pzzZZoz"zz z^ u;AzzZ '.y Az^pozzoz/ zzz zz^ j^ zZzzzzZzozz. /ZozzMo)
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c. Developing the ahility to mentalise and empathise further
It seemed that the process o f feeling supported enabled all the adolescents to 
be able to recognise the mental states o f themselves and others, and also to see these 
as separate from outward behaviour. For some adolescents that had previously 
experienced difficulties with aggression and violent behaviour this reduced their 
desire to be violent. This was because they were able to see the impact o f their 
behaviour on others.
7z '.y /zA c wAzzZ 7  zAzzzA zj^  z 'zgAz zzzzz/ w r o z z g  Azzj^ cA zzzzg ez / .Beczzzz^ye 7  zAzzzA zzAozzZ wAzzZ 
p ^ c Z  zAzzZ Azzzz/ z^j^ZzZ;^Azzj^ ozz o z A ez -^  7  z/ozz Z wzzzzZ p e o p / e  Zzz A e  a^czzz-ez/ 7  zz6:ez/ Zo zAzzzA 
zZ wzzj^ g o o z /  z f p e o p / o  w o z 'o  a^czzz-az/ y o z z  Aeczzzzj^e y o z z  r e  A zzrz/ zzzzz/ y o z z  A zzve r e ip e o Z .  
.BzzZ zzo w  7  z/ozz 'Z wzzzzZ p o o p / e  Zo Azzva zAo.yg .y o zzz-ez /y be /zzzg j. 7  z/ozz 'Z Azzow , zZ '.y A zzrz/ Zo 
exp/zzzzz AzzZ 7  zAzzzA zzAozzZ z A e z ry b e /z z z g j^  zzzoz-e, zzoZyzzj^Z wAzzZ 7  ozzzz g o Z  ozzZ z ^  zAozzz Zo 
zzzzzAe z z z o y b o / A zggoz". f . . /  IT A o z z y o z z Y o  zzz zz Azzz/ j^zZzzzzZzozz zZ\y Azzz-z/ Zo zAzzzA zzzzyozzo 
o x o p p Z y o z z r ^ o / f  j^o 7 'v o  Azzz/ Zo /ozzz-zz zAzzZ. (M ^Z Z A o w )
This also helped their ability to resolve conflicts and provide comfort to others. 
Louise described a recent family argument where she managed her emotions, 
considered her behaviour and its impact on others and how she was able to be 
empathie in this situation.
7  Azzz/ Zo o o zz z /o rZ  zAozzz zzzzz/ czz/zzz zAozzz z /ow zz  /zz^yZ z z f  zz// zzzzz/ ^ Z z z ^  7  /ozzzzzoz/yFozzz /z A o  
ozgzzzzzj^zzZzozz/ Zo zAzzzA z ^  zAozzz, zzzzz/ 7  zozz/z.yoz/ zAzzZ i f  7  g o Z  zz^yj^o/f zzz zz jZzzZo zZ w o z z /z /  
yfzgA Z ozz zAozzz zzzoz'o zzzzz/ zzzzzAo zAo w A o /o  zAzzzg woz".yo. (Z o z z w p )
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Some described how being able to mentalise had helped them in their social 
interactions with peers.
7 Zzy Zo pwZ ZM zAozr .yAoo.y. TTzzzZ Ao/pj mo zzz Zwo wpy.y z"ozz//y. 7z Ao/p.y mo Zo Ao/p
zAom o AzZ. 5"o 7 oozz .yorZ o f .$yzzpoZAz.yo, oz" Ao moz"o yrzozzzAy Aoozzzzj^ o 7 zAzzzA zzAozzZ 
wAoZ zZ mzzj^ Z Ao /zAo. BzzZ o/j^o zZ j^ oz-Z o f Ao/p.y mo Ap/bz'o yow Zzz/A Zo .yomoozzo Zo zAzzzA 
oAozzZ Aow zAoy mzgAz Ao foo/zzzg. TAozz 7 cozz Azzzb o f  Zo/A AoZZoz' Zo zAozzz ozzb zzoZ Ao j^ o 
zzozTozz^ y ozzzf 7 bbzz 'Z Azzow, Azzzb o f goZ ozz AoZZoz' wzZA zAom, /zAo oozzzzooZ o AzZ zf zAoZ 
moAoj^  j:ozzj:o? f/oAz^
Some o f the adolescents described how they had learned they should not judge 
people by outward appearances as it was not always possible to know what
difficulties other people were experiencing. They were starting to think about what 
others were experiencing which also increased empathy.
7z '.y oAozzgob Aow 7 apooA Zo poop/o oZ j^oAoo/. Booozz.yo yozz oozz Z o.yj^ zzmo zApy Aovo zZ 
oopy. fbzz zzovoz' Azzow wAoZ oZAoz-^  oz-o gozzzg zAz'ozzgA z-ooZ/y. fbzz oozz 'Z Zo//from zAo 
ozzZ.yzz7o. 5"o zZ\y /zAo mooKo mo zAzzzA oAozzZ oZAoz'a^ 'fbo/zzzg.y ozzb wAoZ zApy mzgAz Ao 
gozzzg ZAz'ozzgA. Oz' zf zApy oz'o Aozzzg zzo.yzy oz' oggz'o.y.yzvo zAzzzA zAoz'o mzgAz Ao o goob 
z'ooj^ ozz zApy ro /zAo zAoZ z'oo//y. (7ozzz.yp)
Several o f the adolescents described how the ability to consider other people's 
perspectives had improved their relationships with their mothers, which helped them 
to feel less isolated.
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/  zAo .ywpporZ goZZmg /fom /zAo ozgoMz^ oZzoM/ ozzb 7 rooA^ob A \  MoZywjZ
m o ozzb m y  .yzA'Zor zAoZ 'j- q//ôoZozy jA o  Z.y Zoo. yfzzb j-Ao 'j" Aoozz Zzyzzzg Zo pz-oZooZ 6"o 
.yoozzzg A o w  ^Ao zzoobeb zAo .yzzpporZ o f  /zA o  ozgozz/j^oZzoz^ Ao.y j^oz-Z o f  m o b o  m o  ozzb m y  
mwzzz c/o.yoz" Zoo z"oo//y. f . J  7 Azzzb o f  /ooz-zzob Zo j^oo A o r pozzzZ o f  vzow  Z"oo//y. (Zozz/j^p)
3.4 Theme 3: Feeling emotionally safe in relationships
This theme captured how the adolescents had begun to feel more emotionally 
safe in their relationships. This seemed to result in them developing more secure 
attachment strategies.
a. Feeling more secure in important relationships
There was a sense that knowing their mothers were receiving support from 
the organisation enabled the adolescents to develop more secure attachment 
strategies. Many described feeling released from the emotional pressure o f feeling 
that supporting their mothers was solely their responsibility. They felt their mothers 
were able to parent them more, and that they were no longer in the parental role 
themselves. Furthermore, some o f the adolescents explained that their mothers also 
felt under less pressure to be their child's sole source o f support. This enabled a 
closer relationship between them.
ZzAg, zAc pz'c.yj^ zzz'e f  ..f weA we Ao ZcA Acz" oA ozzz- emoZzozzj^  AzzZ 7'm zzoZ A/omzzzg Aez" 
ybz- Aow 7fee/ zzow. Ap/bz-p wAezz 7 /eZ zz^ omoZzozzj ozzZ zZ wozz/Ayzz^ Z^ Ac ozzgzy ozzA 
A/omzzzg ozzA Appe/e.yp AAe 7 ZooA ozzZ zAzzzg.y zAoZ ApppezzeA wzZA DoA ozz Aez-. AzzZ zzow
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7  A m ;g  e A e  7  c o zz  Zo/A  Zo, A A e zzz A oZw eezz. 5"o mwzzz z\yzz 'Z zA e o z z /y  o zze  zAoZ g e Z j
oA yêeAzzg& f J  7  Azzow j^Ae cozz AozzA/e zZ Aecozz.yo we Aove .yzzpporZ . (Gz-oop)
The majority o f those interviewed spoke o f how they felt closer as a family. This was 
as a result o f talking more about feelings, having improved communication styles 
and spending time doing pleasurable activities together. They also talked about how 
this increased closeness made them feel happier, psychologically stronger and more 
able to cope with problems.
7z'j^  zzzce. 7z'i^  cAzzzzggA Aow wg zzz-g ZogezAcz", AAc. ZzAe we aA .yzZ Aowzz Zo Azzzzzez- 
ZogeZAez- zzow. f  ..f zZ'j^  gooA Aeoozzje we oA Zo/A oAozzZ ozzz" Aby^ .^ v4zzA we Zo/A oAozzZ 
zAe AoA zAzzzgj^  ozzA zAe gooA zAzzzg.y. yfzzA zfyozz Aove woz'z'zej^  yozz cozz oA Zo/A oAozzZ zZ 
ozzA j^ orZ zZ ozzZ ozzA zZ zzzoAe.y zz.y Azzow we oA eoz"e oAozzZ eoeA oZAer. (Gz'oepl
b. Feeling connected to and bonded with intervention group members
Feeling connected to other group members because o f their shared 
experiences created a strong sense o f belonging to a group for all the adolescents 
interviewed. They also spoke o f feeling similar, and their reactions to their 
experiences were normalised. This had a positive impact on their self-esteem.
f ../ yozz oozz Zo/A Zo oA zAopoop/c Acz-o ozzA Azzow zAoZ zAcy W Aoozz zAz-ozzgA zAo a^ ozzzo 
zAzzzg o.y yozz. Fbzz Aovo zzo zAoo Aow zzzzzoA zAoZ Ao .^y. 7z zzzoAoj^  yozz fbo/ /zAo yozz 
Ao/ozzg. 7z zzzoAoj^yozzfooZ oozzzzooZoA. C/oj^o. 7z zzzoAo.y oA zAo Az/Zoz-ozzoo. 7z
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oAoM goj" A o u ' yoM  / b o /  oAowZ y o w r j^ o /f  A /bj-j^zvo/y. 7  a m  AAo zAom . 7  cozz 7  r o o / /y  pzzZ zZ 
zzzZo im rA y . 7Z z.y /z /ô  oAozzgzzzg r o o / /y .  f /b A z ^
A sense o f  group identity emerged. All the adolescents spoke o f developing a sense 
o f a new identity; as Matthew described, "survivors", who understood each other 
because o f their shared experiences.
7Z'.y w o z rA  T z 'j  /zAo w o  Yo o A  o  m o m A o r  o f  o  .yooz'oZ o/zzA. ITb goZ zZ. I f b  'r o  zAo .yom o. 
A b z  j^ZroMgo. ^'zzzTzvoz'j^ r o o / /y .  TAoZ \y g o o A  F b z z f o o /  oozzMooZoA zzz a^ozzzo w o y . LAzz AAo 
o fbzzzz/y . (M bZZAow)
A feeling o f emotional safety and security was described by all the adolescents as a 
result o f feeling they were members o f  the group. This helped them feel more 
confident in interactions outside o f the charitable organisation.
7 zzz zzoZ zAo ozz/y poz-^ o^zz zAoZ'j gozzzg zAz-ozzgA zZ. 7 zzzoozz, 7 Azzow 7 'zzz zzoZ zAo ozz/y 
poz-j^ ozz, zAoro zzzy AroZAoz" ozzA j^ za^ Zor Zoo, AzzZ 7foo/ .yq/oz' Azzowzzzg zZ '.y zzoZ fzzj:Z zzzy 
ybzzzz/y. TTzoz-o oz-o oZAoz" poop/o ozzZ zAoz-o. 7 o/wqy^  ^foA Az^ z-ozzZ. 7Z wo.y o AoA j^ ooroZ. 
AzzZ zzow zZ 'f zzoZ. TAoro oz"o oZAoz- poop/o ozzZ zAoz-o zAo .yozzzo o.y zzzo ozzA zAoZ zzzoAoa^  zzzo 
yôo/ AoZZoz". f  7 'zzz o /oZ zzzoro oozz/zAozzZ zzow. TAoz-o'j^  .yozzzoozzo ZAoz'o. TAoZ'j^  AAo, 
zAoy Aorvozz Z fzzj^ Z goZ zAozz' owzz pz'oA/ozzzp zAoy 'vo goZ .yzzzzAoz' pz'oA/ozzz& 5"o yozz Azzow 
zAoy zzzzAoz"j^ ZozzA ozzAyozzfoo/ oozzzzooZoA Zo zAozzz. 7zfboA /zAo .yq/bz'. (CoAzzzzz)
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c. Having a sense o f  a secure base at the charitable organisation
The organisation was somewhere all the adolescents felt they belonged. This 
sense o f belonging facilitated a feeling o f emotional strength. It appeared that this 
was their secure base from which they could venture out into the world to try new 
experiences and take risks.
7 Ao ybo/ AAo 7 Ao/ozzg. TAoZ zzzoAo zzzo foo/ .yZz'ozzgoz' z-oo/Zy. 7zAo j^ ozzzoZzzzzo.y 7 zAzzzA 7 
oozz oopo wzZA ozryzAzzzg zzow z-ooZ/y. 7yboZpz-oZZy ZozzgA zzow./ 7Z ,y Aooozzjo o f 
zAoyôo/zzzg jzzppoz"Z 7 rooAozz. fz '.y AAo zZfb/Z /zAo o Azg ozzj^ Azozz ofa^ zzppoz'Z zAoZ zzzoAoj^  
yozzfbo/ zZ '.y oA Zo j^ Zop ozzZ ozzA Zzy Aozzzg o .yZz'ozzgoz' poz-j^ ozz. (7ozzz\yp)
Having a secure base enabled liberation to speak openly without fear o f upsetting 
anybody. In several cases this affected the whole family and facilitated more
openness and trust in their relationships.
7z z-oo/Zy gooA Aooozz.yo yozz fboZ yozz oozz ooZzzoZZy ZoZA Zo j^ ozzzoAoAy ozzA Aovo fzzZZ 
ooz^ zAozzoo zzz zAozzz. 7z .yoz-Z o f  j^AowoA zz^  oZZ, o fbzzzzZy, Aow Zo Zz'zzj^ Z ogozzz. TZbw Zo 
ZoZA oAozzZ wAoZ AoA AqppozzoA zzz o A/^rozzZ wqy. ZVbZfzz^ Z^ pozzzo, pozzzo. (MAZZAow)
In order for the secure base to feel 'secure' it was important to the adolescents that 
they felt the support was consistently available.
7z Ao/pj^  ovozz wAozz 7 zzz ozzZ wzzA zz^ fbzozzAy oz- oZ j^ oAooZ, Azzowzzzg zAoZ j^ ozzzoozzo \y 
zAoro. fwAz.ypoz'oA/ 7 Azzvo j^ ozzzoozzo Zo Azzg ozz A ZzAe zzoZ Ao oZozze ozz A j^ Zzz/f 7 zzzeozz 7
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Aove mzzm Zoo, AzzZ zA/j^  zj: A/^rozzZ. 7z '6 ZzAe o ybo/zzzg o f  ^ Zz-ozzgzA zAoZ '.y o/wqyi  ^
zAoro AeAzzzA mo. bCoAzzm)
3.5 Theme 4: Having a voice
Having their experiences listened to and taken seriously greatly impacted the 
adolescents. They came to feel their words were valuable and could have influence.
a. How it fe l t  to be listened to
All the adolescents described a feeling o f catharsis at finally feeling 
emotionally contained and safe enough to talk about their feelings with staff workers 
at the organisation. This seemed to be accompanied by a feeling o f relief and
acceptance. It was important that they felt the counsellor was emotionally robust 
enough to hear their stories.
7Z fzz.yZ zAefbcZ zAzzZ7 Azzew j^omeozze wzz.y ZAez-g. 5'omeozzg AcZzeveAmg ([../ Ap/bz-g 
7 czzmg Agz'g 7 'A zzgvgz" AaA zAaZ fgg/zzzg Ap/bz-g. 7 zfg/Z jpgczzzZ. 7Z fzz^ Z^fgZz ZzAg 7 AzzA
.yomgozzg wAo 7cozzZA Zzizj^ Z zzzzA ZzAg /pzzzzjfgf wAo cozzZA Ag/p mg zAz-ozzgA zAzj;. TAzzZ 
Azz.y mzzAg mg fggZ moz-g gozz/zAgzzZ, Azzvzzzg zAzzZ j^ ggzzz"zZy zzzzA .yq/gZy. f3d^ 
cozzzzj^ gZZop/ gzzzz AzzzzAZg zZ Zoo. ^Ag '.y Z^z-ozzg, ozzA ZoZAzzzg Zo .yomgozzg j^ Zz"ozzg ZzAg Agz" 
moAgj: mg ZzAgfggZ .yZz-ozzg Zoo. 5"Ag oZwqyj^  Zzj^ Zgzzj^  ozzA zzzzAgz-jZozzAy. 7Z wzz^  ^oZZ 
.yq/g. (C..y) 7z wo.y oA Zo j^qy ozzyZAzzzg oZ oZZ, ozzyZAzzzg. (CzzZZzzzz^
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Having a time and place where they could be listened to facilitated an opportunity for 
reflection on their own progress, strengths and learning. This seemed to develop a 
confidence in their coping resources and resilience.
AAg Zo/A Zo zAgm AAg zArowgA wAoZ AqppgwgA ZM zzzy wggA ozzA Zo/A oAozzZ Aow 
zz^ /z/g '.y oAozzggA zArozzgA oA wAoZ '.y AqppgzzgA ozzA Aow zz^ /z/g Aoj^  cAozzggA zzow. 
(5'opAzg)
h. M y words are important
Being taken seriously was very important to all the adolescents interviewed. 
What Allowed was a realisation that their words were important. It was important to 
several o f the adolescents that their words were reflected back to them. This taught 
them that their exact words were important.
7zygg/j: AozrzA/g Zo zzoZ Aovg yowr woz"Ay ZoAgzz j:gz'zozzj;Zy. Agcozz.yg wg Aovg zzzzpoz-ZozzZ 
zAzzzg.y Zo j^ qy AzzZ zzzoj^Zpgqp/g Aozz 7 wozzZ Zo Aa^ Zgzz oz- Ag^ oz- Agoz- zZ. AzzZ zZ\y zzoZ 
AAg ZAoZ zzow. ^  oz"g pz'opgz'Zy j^q/g Zo .yqy wAoZ wg wozzZ ozz A Ag /zj^ ZgzzgA Zo ozz A ZoAgzz 
j^ gz"zow.y/y. (CoAzzzzz)
This process enabled many to consider that their words were also important outside 
the therapeutic setting. For some, this made them determined to make their voice 
heard.
yf zzzozzZA ogo 7 AoAozz oz'gzzzzzgzzZ wzZA zzzyfoZAgz" wAo z.y zAg zzzoj^ Z j^ ZzzAAoz'zzpgz-j^ ozz. 
yfzzA zzzzz 7 AzzzA o f zzoZzggA zAoZ Ag AzzzA o f ZooA j^ ozzzg ofzz^ pozzzZj^  ozz AoorA ozzA Ag woa^
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oA/g Zo ogAzzow/gz/gg zAoZ Ag woj z'zgAz zzz .yozzzg woy^ y ozzA 7 wo.y z-zgAz zzz oZAgz" wqy& 
PFAgz-goj^  Ag/bz-g Ag zj o/wqyj^ z"zgAz. yf/wqy& Ab ozzg Aoz-gj^  ozgzzg. TAgz-g'j' zzo pozzzZ 
ozzApgqp/g oz-g Zoo j^corgA. AzzZ 7 cozz .yZozzA zzp Zo Azzzz zzow. AzzZ zzz o AzzzA o f  zzzZg/ZzggzzZ 
wqy zf zAoZ zzzoAg.y j^ gzzj^ g. AzzZ Ag A^zzzZg/y zzzzAgz"j:ZooA zAoZ 7 AzA Aovg o gooA pozzzZ 
ozzA 7 zzzozzoggA Zo cozzzzzzzzzzzcoZg zAoZ Zo Azzzz z-go/Zy wg//. 7z fg/Z gz"goZ. 7Z fg/Z 
ozzzozzzzg ogZzzo//y. v^gr ygoz-j^  o f  zf gvgz" zAgz-g wo.y ozz ozgzzzzzgzzZ Ag wozz. 7/g o/wqyj  ^
wozz. TAoZ zzzoAg^ y yozz fgg/ j^ zzzo//. AzzZ zzoZ oz^ zzzoz'g. Aggozzj^ g 7 gozz zAzzzA TTzoZ wo.y zZ. 
7b z-go/Zy ggZ zz^ pozzzZ ogz"o.yj^ . vozgg woj^  o^z-Z o f Zz^ Z^gzzgA Zo. 7z .y Aoz-A Zo Ag.ygrzAg 
AowgooAzAoZwo& f/bAz^
Although the analyses o f the adolescents' experiences have been presented here in 
the format o f themes and sub-themes, these themes appeared to be intertwined as
discussed in the Discussion section.
3.6 Thematic analysis coding process for focus group 2
Results from the individual interviews were disseminated to the participants 
o f the second focus group. Participants o f this group agreed that the results resonated 
with them and felt these were a valid representation o f their experiences within the 
intervention project. Appendix 17 shows a selection o f quotations for each theme that 
indicates their agreement with these.
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Reflexive Statement:
yf j  /  //.yZgMgA Zo, ZroMj^ gnAgA z^ rzzA ozzo/yj^ gA zAg.yg zzzZezrzewj^  7 ybzzzzA zzzy^ -g/f 
ybg/zzzg gzzzoZzozzoZ, gxczZeA ozzA Aqpp/w/ oAozzZ zAg j^ Zorzgj^  7 AoA Aggzz Zo/A. 7fg/Z o j^ gzz^ yg 
o f z-gjpozzj-zAzYzZy zAg^ g yozzzzg pgop/g AoA .ypoAgzz Zo zzzg wzZA 6^ 0 zzzzzcA Aozzg^ yZy ozzA 7 
vrozzZgA Zo Ao ZAgzz- a'Zoz'zg.y fzzj^ Zzcg TTzg oggowzzZj^  7 ozzo/y^gA wgz-g pz-zzzzozz/y poj^ zZzvg 
ozzA Aqpg/zz/ ozzAfzZZgA wzZAzzz o z"g.yz/zgzzgg frozzzgworA Agzzzg o j^ zzzrzvoz" o f AozzzgjZzc 
vzo/gzzgg zzzy.yg/f AoZA o.y o cAz/A ozzA ozz oAzz/Z, ozzA Aovzzzg zz^ owzz Zggzzogg cAzYArgzz 
wAo wgz"g o/j^o gxpoj^gA Zo Aozzzg^ yZzc vzo/gzzgg, 7 wos^  porZzczz/or/y Aggzz zAoZ 7 wozz/A zzoZ 
ozz/y s^ ggA ozzZ zAg pos^ zZzvg zAgzzzg^ y wzZAzzz zAg Zrozzj^ cz'^ Zj^ . 7 wo^  ^ zzzgZzczz/ozz.y oAozzZ zAg 
ozzo/yj^ M ozzA woj^  gz-oZgfz/foz- zAg cz-gAzAz/zZy cAggAy zAoZ wgz-g zzz p/ogg Zo gozzZz-o/foz- 
zA/j^ . T/owgvgz", 7 woj o/s^ o p/go.ygA zAoZ 7 AoA gAoj^ gzz o zzzgZAoAb/ogy zAoZ p/oggA o 
pAgzzozzzgzzo/og/go/ oppz-oogA oZ zZj^  ggzzZz-g.
4. DISCUSSION
4.1 Overview
This study aimed to explore how adolescent boys and girls who had been 
exposed to domestic violence experienced the process o f an intervention project from 
a charitable organisation. Many o f the sub-themes within the master themes 
identified were connected and intertwined. Throughout all the themes was a sense 
that the adolescents had begun to feel psychologically stronger as a result o f feeling 
supported and had started to respond in more resilient ways. As the adolescents 
began to feel the charitable organisation represented a secure base, there was an 
increase in their sense o f emotional safety. It was within this context that they began
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to reflect on how exposure to domestic violence had impacted them. They described 
the wide-ranging, positive impact that being involved in the intervention project had 
had on their internal and external functioning, as well as their family relationships. In 
particular, they had started to further develop their sense o f self and the ability to 
mentalise and empathise. As they experienced their stories being listened to by staff 
at the charitable organisation, and their words being taken seriously, they began to 
develop a sense that their opinions mattered, to them and to others. This had positive 
effects on social functioning as well as their own identities and how they saw their 
role in their environment. The adolescents felt they had begun to recover from their 
past experiences o f abuse, and had a greater awareness o f their inner resources that 
would enable them to move forward in the future and break familial patterns of abuse 
from continuing.
There will now follow a discussion o f how each master theme relates to existing 
theory and research. In order to highlight the findings, reference will be made to how 
themes inter-relate where appropriate. The limitations o f this study, as well as the 
implications for therapeutic work and service development, and suggested directions
for future research will also be considered.
4.2 Theme One: The development of personal survival strategies and their 
ongoing legacy
The adolescents now felt emotionally safe enough to process their memories 
o f domestic violence, and reflect on how they had been negatively impacted in the
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past. Attachment theory proposes that it is only when individuals teel calm and 
secure, and their affect is able to be regulated that there can be an accessing and 
integration o f attachment relevant information from the memory into the conscious 
mind; thus facilitating reflection (Bowlby, 1973). Due to their experiences o f  
domestic violence being perpetrated by their fathers, any traumatic responses were 
simultaneously physiological, psychological and relational (Herman, 1992). 
Therefore, the adolescents' descriptions o f finding it difficult to trust people were 
unsurprising. Children exposed to domestic violence often have insecure attachment 
styles, or develop insecure attachment strategies to help them survive a threatening, 
unpredictable and fearful environment (Dallos & Vetere, 2009). Bowlby (1973) 
described these strategies as 'defensive exclusion'; where the self is conceptualised 
as unworthy o f love and others are perceived as harmful and unavailable. 
Adolescents who develop avoidant strategies tend to present as withdrawn and surly, 
with sporadic outbursts o f rage. Research has shown that peer relationships tend to 
be superficial, and closer relationships are characterised by intermittent outbursts of 
aggression, because o f an underlying belief that those close to them cannot be trusted 
(Allen & Land, 1999). In the present study this was apparent as all the adolescents 
described survival strategies such as: keeping others at a distance, hiding the 'secret' 
o f the abuse, and finding it difficult to regulate their emotions, particularly feelings 
o f anger, prior to being involved with the charitable organisation.
The adolescents had previously had some difficulties in their relationships with their 
mothers. Research suggests that mothers who have experienced domestic violence 
are often unable to provide a consistent, available relationship for their child
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(Mullender et al., 2010). Therefore, it was unsurprising that the adolescents exhibited 
avoidance as an attachment strategy. The avoidance o f children talking to their 
mothers (and vice versa) about the abuse and their worries and concerns related to 
this, due to both wanting to protect each other from additional distress, has been 
conceptualised as 'the conspiracy o f  silence' (Humphreys, Mullender, Thiara & 
Skamballis, 2006). The implications o f this 'conspiracy o f  silence' are that the 
adolescents may have been dealing with difficult emotions alone, and their own 
experiences o f exposure to domestic violence may have been unheard and 
unrecognised. Furthermore, in several cases, youngsters described how they had 
grown up in homes with an abusive father where they had felt they must comply with 
his opinions because o f a fear that if they disagreed or angered him they would 
trigger an aggressive reaction. This fits with the writings o f  Winnicott (1960) who 
proposed that when a child has to make too many 'compliant' adaptations to their 
environment their true self is hidden and a false self develops. This is a defence 
against the unthinkable horror of the obliteration of the 'true self (Winnicot, 1960). 
Too much compliance results in an acceptance o f the primary care-giver's way o f 
doing things and solutions to problems, as well as an overwhelming desire to please. 
This fitted with the researcher's experience o f talking with the adolescents about how 
things had been A)r them in the past. Whilst elements o f the false self are necessary 
for social functioning, for example, good manners, an individual with an over­
developed false self may feel a lack o f  self-awareness and can be inhibited in their 
future relationships.
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All the adolescents spoke o f the continued legacy o f  their experiences o f  domestic 
violence. Undoubtedly, what they had been through had affected them and changed 
them. Many feared they were still vulnerable in some ways and were tentative about 
predicting their own ability to cope with adversity in the future. Although there was 
perhaps some fear associated with these reflections, the predominant sense that the 
researcher got from the adolescents about their futures was one o f hope. Therefore, 
their description o f their awareness o f ongoing potential personal vulnerabilities 
could be interpreted as a sign o f their increased sense o f self and self-awareness. This 
could be a protective factor and a further indication o f  integration o f the self 
(Bowlby, 1973). This was a novel finding in this area o f research and consequently 
provides valuable insight into recovery and resilience building. Increased awareness 
o f personal vulnerabilities, such as knowing the triggers for feelings o f  low mood is 
in line with literature around increased capacity to mentalise following more felt 
emotional security (Fonagy, Gergely, Jurist & Target, 2007).
4.3 Theme Two: Developing and understanding personal psychological 
processes tha t facilitate resilient responding
Many o f the adolescents described experiencing a development o f their 
opinions and values and a new ability to speak more fieely than ever before. This 
process could be interpreted as the start o f a transition from the 'false self to the 
'true self, as they no longer felt that they had to hide core components o f their 
personality (Winnicott, 1960). It has been further proposed that the development of 
the true self is necessary for individuals to reach their full potential (Johns, 2005, 
cited in Budd & Rusbridger, 2005). The adolescents conveyed an underlying sense o f
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optimism and hope. This may have been a result o f them feeling more aware o f their 
own identities and the adults they aspired to be. It seemed they had a sense that this 
was moving them towards developing their full potential.
An emergent theme that was unique to the boys was their shift in values about how a 
man should behave. Whereas previously they thought masculinity was demonstrated 
by violence, physical strength and dominance over others, they now &lt that the 
qualities they appreciated in men were ability to cope with stress, and caring for and 
protecting their loved ones. This had important implications for their future 
relationships. No observations were made as to whether their behaviour had altered 
as a result o f their attitude change. However, attitude change and changes in 
subjective norms have been shown to be a precursor to behavioural change (Ajzen, 
1991). Research has shown that patterns o f domestic violence are often repeated, as a 
result o f modelling, attachment difficulties and beliefs about violence (Ehrensaft et 
a l, 2003). By changing their values, the boys in the present study increased their 
protective factors regarding the risk o f this pattern being repeated in the future.
All the adolescents described an enhanced feeling o f psychological well-being. This 
was explained both in terms o f a decrease in symptoms o f mental ill-health, but also 
increased autonomy and a sense o f psychological 'flourishing'. Jahoda (1999) 
explored the notion that mental health and mental illness are on a continuum, rather 
than being dichotomous, and consequently the absence o f mental illness is not an 
adequate marker o f  mental health. Positive psychology aims to build personal 
strengths and virtues, rather than focus on psychological weakness and damage. This 
is to enable the flourishing o f individuals and communities, and the treatment and
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prevention o f mental illness (Seligman & Csiksentmihalyi, 2000). Research by 
Grotberg (1997) found that interventions that fostered autonomy regarding decision­
making helped children develop the ability to cope with adversity.
By examining the description o f their improved psychological health, there appear to 
be parallels with resilience theory. Resilience theory proposes many components 
associated with resilience, as previously outlined in the Introduction section o f this 
report. One factor o f resilience is individual characteristics; for example, self-esteem, 
self-efficacy, problem solving skills and a feeling o f  competence (Atwool, 2006). 
Therefore, it is likely that, as the adolescents described feeling an increase in many 
o f these characteristics, (for example, the girls who 61t more in control regarding 
romantic relationships), there could be an increase in their resilient responding.
An unexpected sub-theme, noticeable in all the participants' interviews was their 
increased ability to mentalise and empathise. Mentalising is a relatively new concept. 
It has been defined as "keeping one's own state, desires and goals in mind as one 
addresses one's own experience; and keeping another's state, desires, and goals in 
mind as one interprets his or her behaviour" (Coates, 2007, p. xv, in Allen & Fonagy, 
2007). Psychoanalytic theory suggests that observed mentalisation deficits in adults 
with a history o f childhood trauma are an adaptive defence. The child protects 
themselves from accessing the mental states o f  others, for example, the perpetrators 
o f abuse. This can cause later impairments in attachment-related mentalisation 
(Fonagy, 1991). Fonagy and Target (1997) suggest that if a more secure attachment
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relationship is able to be formed, children can be helped to think about their thinking, 
or mentalise. The use o f  mentalisation-based treatment is an emerging therapeutic 
model for trauma as it can desensitise an individual to their traumatic memories in an 
active way as their sense o f agency increases as they learn to have control over their 
own mental state (Allen & Fonagy, 2007). The adolescents in the present study 
described having more empathy for themselves and others, an increased ability to 
think about the intentions and desires o f others, and a desire to understand the mental 
states o f others, as well as how others might be experiencing their own behaviour. 
They talked about now feeling emotionally safe enough to think in this way.
Research has suggested that children's social experiences impact their ability to 
mentalise. For example, one study showed that children performed better in 
mentalising tasks when they came from families where they felt able to talk freely 
about their 6elings (Dunn, Brown, Slomkowski, Tesla & Youngblade, 1991). 
Furthermore, the ability to mentalise has been linked to improved attachment and 
social relationships, which in turn has been shown to be a protective factor against 
the deleterious effects o f chronic adversity such as exposure to domestic violence 
(Fonagy, Gergely, Jurist & Target, 2004). Resilient outcomes have been associated 
with good quality relationships in a child's life (Stein, 2007, in Allen & Fonagy, 
2007). Whilst mentalisation abilities cannot account for all aspects o f resilience, it is 
thought to be a key component (Allen & Fonagy, 2007).
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4.4 Theme Three: Feeling emotionally safe in relationships
All the adolescents described feeling closer to their mothers and other family 
members, and a corresponding feeling o f emotional safety as a result o f this. Through 
analysing the participants' interviews, it emerged that more secure attachment 
strategies were being exhibited. These outcomes mirror those described in the 
attachment literature as secure attachment strategies: a sense o f security, the seeking 
o f support from others, being comfortable with emotional closeness and 
interdependence, and alternative strategies to cope with stress (Mikulincer, Shaver & 
Pereg, 2003). It should be noted that although these secure attachment strategies 
were described, it was not possible to say whether they had become more securely 
attached as no formal pre- and post- attachment measures such as the Adult 
Attachment Interview (AAI) (George, Kaplan & Main, 1985) were administered.
Several o f the adolescents described an increased ability to regulate their emotions. 
Attachment theory (Bowlby, 1973) is a h-amework that can explain affect regulation. 
This theory seeks to explain how secure attachments bring a sense o f safety and can 
be a buffer against anxiety, and fight or flight reactions. However, children with 
more insecure attachments have often not been offered consistent comfort when 
needed and have not been helped to be soothed and calmed when distressed. 
Consequently, people who exhibit insecure attachment strategies often find it 
difficult to regulate their affect as, not only are their fight or flight responses hyper­
sensitised, but their previously mentioned mentalisation deficits inhibit the ability to 
consider feelings o f others, outside the intense emotions they are feeling in that 
moment ( Fonagy et al., 2007).
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Part o f the intervention involved attending a youth group with other adolescents that 
had been exposed to domestic violence. They described how belonging to a social 
group they considered to be positive and thriving had positive effects on their self­
esteem, confidence, sense o f emotional safety, and identity. These experiences are in 
line with Self Categorisation Theory (Oakes, Haslam & Turner, 1994). Self 
Categorisation Theory postulates that the 's e lf  is identified and categorised on three 
levels: the self as an individual (personal identity); the self as a group member (social 
identity); and the self as a member o f the human race (interspecies identity). 
Belonging to the intervention group and feeling connected to and identifying so 
strongly with other group members, particularly when they were able to reflect on 
the positive qualities o f these group members, enabled adolescents to positively 
develop their social identity. This sense o f belonging further enhanced their sense o f 
emotional safety and security as they felt a sense o f family with other group 
members. Furthermore, it seemed that their personal identity was affected by the 
acceptance and validation they felt which seemed to facilitate confidence in their 
described journey o f self-discovery.
Despite the close bond that all the adolescents spoke o f  the understanding they 
shared was unspoken. It was rare for them to discuss the details o f their experiences 
together. The researcher wondered why this was, and whether this was somehow an 
'elephant in the room', but somehow it seemed that not speaking about it increased 
the feeling that everyone understood. Possibly, this was because by not directly 
talking about it, there was no opportunity for members to let them down, and 'perfect 
understanding' could be projected onto all group members. Psychoanalytic theory 
proposes that individuals' phantasies about the idealisation o f others can be used in
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terms o f both projection and projective identification (Budd & Rusbridger, 2005). 
Therefore it seemed that the reluctance to talk about their experiences with other 
intervention group members was in some ways functional.
The adolescents described feeling the charitable organisation was a place where they 
felt safe, contained and where support was consistently available. In this sense, the 
organisation seemed to function as a secure base for them. Attachment theory 
suggests that it is fiom a secure base that children can explore and learn about their 
environment, develop their own personality and expand their inner resources and 
coping mechanisms (Bowlby, 1973). This fits with the description o f the adolescents 
who said that knowing they had the support o f the charitable organisation behind 
them made them feel stronger and more able to take positive risks in other areas o f 
their lives.
4.5 Theme Four: Having a voice
All the adolescents described the sense o f  catharsis and relief at finally 
talking to staff members at the charitable organisation who were emotionally robust 
enough to hear what they were saying. As already mentioned, for a number o f  
reasons they had previously felt unable to discuss their feelings with their mothers 
and friends, and express feelings o f anger or hurt with their fathers. Prior research 
has found that young people who witnessed domestic violence found it helpful to talk 
to a supportive adult (Mullender et al., 2010; Kelly, 1994). However, the present 
study shed further light on this area by exploring how being listened to and supported 
actually felt and examining the effects that this feeling had on them, in relation to
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attachment and resilience. The young people described feeling special, cared for, 
noticed, accepted and safe as they unloaded the 'burden' o f their feelings that had 
previously been both repressed and suppressed. These feelings have been associated 
with positive therapeutic outcomes in previous research (Grencavage & Norcross, 
1990).
Exposure to domestic violence does not mean that a child will suffer symptoms o f 
trauma or develop a psychological disorder later in life (Kitzmann et al., 2003). 
However, being unable to speak about a stressful event, as all o f  these adolescents 
previously were, has been shown to hinder the emotional processing o f it.
Furthermore, talking about it repeatedly has been shown to help emotional 
processing (van der Ko Ik, McFarlane & Weisaeth, 1996). This further highlights the
importance o f providing an opportunity to speak at length about their experiences, 
when this was wanted.
Many o f the adolescents described a sense o f empowerment gained h"om feeling their 
words were listened to, being taken seriously, and were important. They talked about 
a growing feeling that their voice was influential within the therapeutic setting, and 
also within the youth group, as they were often given autonomy concerning decisions 
regarding the planning o f the structure o f the group. Sense o f Community theory 
(McMillan & Chavis, 1986) suggests that people feel a greater sense o f belonging to 
groups in which they feel they have influence. Adolescents generally feel they are 
lacking in influence and power in many areas o f their lives (Evans, 2007). However,
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when adolescents have grown up in homes where there has been domestic violence, 
the feeling o f  powerlessness is usually accentuated; as was in the case o f the 
participants in the present study. Research suggests that adolescents feel the greatest 
sense o f community when they feel that they have a voice, are supported and 
challenged and feel they have influence (Evans, 2007). Thus, for the adolescents in 
the present study, as their voices were heard and their opinions developed and 
listened to, and they were seen to have influence within the intervention group, they 
felt a greater sense o f community and belonging within that group.
Many o f the adolescents described how 'having a voice' within the therapeutic 
setting had enabled them to develop their own opinions and be more vocal in other 
areas o f their life; away from the charitable organisation. This aided their sense o f 
agency, autonomy and self-efficacy. Resilience theory proposes that deling a greater 
sense o f control and agency about decisions and the direction o f one's life increases 
the ability to cope with future adversity (Rutten et al., 2013). This highlights the 
importance o f  the process o f  developing a voice inside the therapeutic setting as it 
has implications for long-term psychological well-being.
4.6 A Model Demonstrating an Overview of Themes
Overarching the four master themes was the finding that the adolescents 
seemed to be explaining their experiences o f attachment and a secure base at the 
charitable organisation, and how this linked in with their resilient responding. The 
adolescents found that as their sense o f a secure base became more established, they 
began to develop more secure attachment strategies which included developing
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doser relationships with their mothers, greater affect regulation and an increased 
ability to mentalise and empathise. Attachment theory suggests that when individuals 
have a sense o f a secure base they are able to use this as an emotional anchor from 
which they can venture out to explore the world and develop their personalities and 
capabilities. Furthermore, this base provides a sa6  haven which is sought out in 
times o f need and can provide comfort and support in times o f distress (Mikulincer, 
Shaver & Pereg, 2003).
Attachment theory suggests that over time, a secure base or security-enhancing 
attachment figure can become internalised. As well as this impacting personal coping 
styles and resilience, it can also increase an individual's willingness to turn to 
attachment figures for support in situations where their internal resources seem 
insufficient (Mikulincer, Shaver & Pereg, 2003). Certainly the adolescents 
interviewed in the present study believed they were psychologically more able to 
cope with difficulties and they would more readily turn to others for help in the 
future if necessary. This was because they now appreciated the value o f talking about 
their feelings to someone they trusted and they had had a good experience o f  this. 
They also had a greater confidence to speak up when they were unhappy about issues 
that affected them. They found that as their voices were listened to and their feelings 
validated, they further developed their sense o f  a secure base. Within this context 
they seemed to exhibit a development o f their 'true selves' (Winnicott, 1960). 
Whereas previously they expressed a tendency to be over-compliant and unable to 
express their thoughts and concerns, they now felt that they, and their mothers, were 
emotionally robust enough to express themselves more honestly. The adolescents
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described feeling emotionally safe enough to now be able to think about their own 
thinking, and to reflect on the behaviour o f others as being distinct from others' 
mental states. This enhanced ability to mentalise which seemed to be related to their 
new sense o f  emotional safety from having a secure base impacted on their 
capabilities to deal with conflict and affect. They were now more able to reflect on 
their own behaviour and psychological processes, as well as consider those o f  others. 
This seemed to develop their resilient responding.
Figure 2 shows a model that tentatively attempts to begin to capture how the themes 
explored in this study may be linked. It also may begin to explain the adolescents' 
development through involvement in the therapeutic process. All themes are 
interlinked and feed into resilient responding, as proposed by theory and research in 
the area o f resilience (Rutten et al., 2013; Patterson, 2002), and attachment. The 
influence o f gender was apparent only in Theme One and Two. The boys described 
developing different survival strategies, for example self-harming, and seemed to 
have a specific experience o f a change in their values around masculinity. The girls 
expressed feeling a greater sense o f agency around romantic relationships. The links 
on Figure 2 are hypothetical and cannot be tested. They cannot explain the learning 
and development that occurred in the process and it may be too early to speculate on 
what a model o f  the processes involved may look like. However, it provides an 
interesting tentative explanation o f what may have been going on for the adolescents 
in the present study.
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ongoing legacy
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y  Attachment theory \
1 /  (Bowlby, 1973); ^
M en talisa tion  
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2004); True Self 
(Winnicott, 1960)
Figure 2: A tentative model dem onstrating the processes involved when 
receiving therapeutic support
4.7 Methodological Limitations and Directions for Future Research
The findings o f this study are a result o f collaboration between the 
adolescents and the researcher. Although this study aimed to capture a rich and 
meaningful insight into a particular viewpoint, it should be noted that the findings 
may only be relevant to this population and therefore cannot be generalised to 
populations with different characteristics (Smith, Flowers & Larkin, 2009). The
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adolescents in this study had received support and engaged with it. From their 
accounts, it was also clear that they had found the intervention helpful and had seen 
positive outcomes from this. They volunteered to participate in this study and were 
willing to talk in depth about this and how it had impacted them. Therefore, it could 
be said that the sample was biased. Young people who had not engaged as well may 
not have had similar experiences. Staff at the charitable organisation agreed that the 
adolescents could participate as they were emotionally robust enough to not be 
distressed by the interviews. Therefore, sample bias was ethically inevitable. 
However, exploring the experiences o f individuals who are known to be 'doing welF 
following an intervention provides interesting, and rare data around the processes 
involved in their recovery. Furthermore, the second focus group, which consisted o f 
different participants, produced similar themes. All the adolescents in this group said 
that the themes resonated with their own experiences. In my opinion, these 
experiences mapped so strongly onto the attachment theory framework that it is 
possible that they may resonate with other populations, for example, children who 
have lived in refuges and then have received emotional support &om a therapeutic 
intervention project. Replicating this study with children who have been in refuges 
and received support from an intervention would be an interesting direction for 
future research.
The use o f semi-structured interviews allowed for the generation o f rich and 
meaningful data, but it is important to acknowledge potential weaknesses in this 
choice o f methodology. Firstly, the concept o f demand characteristics may mean that 
participants' responses may be influenced by what they feel the interviewer requires
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(Gomm, 2004). Secondly, the interviewer effect may mean that, depending on how 
participants perceived the interviewer, this may also have affected responses 
(Denscombe, 2007). For example, as the researcher was a similar age to participants' 
mothers, they may have ac^usted their answers in a similar way to if they had been 
speaking to their mothers. Finally, this methodology requires the interviewer to ask 
questions around areas considered to be worthwhile discussing, which may mean that 
other pertinent areas were neglected. However, despite all these potential risks, the 
researcher believed that every effort was made to ensure the credibility and quality o f 
the research. The participants engaged well with the interview process and data 
generated was rich and meaningful.
As previously mentioned, participants did not complete a measure o f their 
attachment styles such as the AAI. Therefore it was not possible to assess whether 
there had been any actual change in their earned attachment styles, other than their 
own reports o f comparisons o f themselves before and after the intervention. 
However, the researcher did explore attachment strategies by exploring similar 
themes to the AAI, although not in such a methodologically consistent way. 
Therefore, the shift towards more secure attachment styles can only be speculated 
upon. This research has shed light on much o f the attachment literature regarding 
recovery h"om exposure to domestic violence. Future research could include formal, 
quantitative measures o f  attachment, as well as resilience. Furthermore, future 
research could include adolescents who had not yet undergone an intervention. If  
formal measures such as the AAI were included, a quantitative study could compare 
attachment strategies.
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An area that was not explicitly discussed in the present study was that o f Post 
Traumatic Growth [PTG]. Whereas resilience refers to the ability to return to normal 
levels o f functioning following a trauma, PTG concerns the exhibition o f  an increase 
in more healthy behaviour following trauma (Joseph & Lin ley, 2008). The current 
study explored the experiences o f young people and it seemed that the salient issues 
in their stories were around the development o f more resilient responding in terms o f 
the reparation o f attachment deficits, rather than PTG. This resilient responding was 
developed through the therapeutic intervention, rather than inherent. Specific 
questions pertaining to whether there had been growth as a result o f experiencing 
exposure to domestic violence were not asked in the semi-structured interviews. It 
has been proposed that people who are resilient are more likely to experience PTG 
(Calhoun & Tedeschi, 2006). Therefore, it is possible that as resilient responding 
increased in the young people in the present study, there would be potential for PTG. 
An interesting suggestion for future research would be to explore if there had indeed 
been any PTG and how it would show in relationships and personal functioning.
To the researcher's knowledge, this was the first study that explored a community 
sample o f  well-engaged adolescents' experiences o f an intervention project, with 
implications for their attachment strategies and resilient responding. More 
understanding is required, including more longitudinal research. Future research is
needed to establish how interventions can be improved to further impact these 
strategies, and how staff can be trained to provide the best possible support for young
people at this crucial time o f their development.
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4.8 Implications for Therapeutic W ork and Service Development
Analysis o f participants' interviews shed interesting light on how their 
attachment strategies had been affected and the implications this had for resilience. 
Whilst evaluation o f the application o f resilience frameworks to therapeutic practice 
with children has been relatively limited, even less research has explored how 
therapeutic practice can inform theory and research (Yates & Masten, 2004). 
Consequently, the present study is a valuable piece o f research that can link in with 
existing theory and help shed light on the processes involved in building resilience in 
young people who have been exposed to domestic violence. Furthermore, this study 
provides valuable findings to support existing attachment and resilience theory. It 
was observed by the researcher that the charitable organisation involved in this study 
employed a variety o f techniques in an integrative way throughout their involvement 
with young people. Through group, individual and family work they used 
psychoeducation, counselling and help to develop problem-solving skills. At all 
times the importance o f peer support and a robust therapeutic relationship was 
emphasised. This is explained in more detail in Appendix 18. This study 
demonstrated that the processes that 'should' be helpful, such as providing a secure 
base and a therapeutic space to talk about emotional difficulties, actually are, and 
why this is the case.
We know from previous research that mothers may not be able to listen to their 
children in this context, as well as children not feeling able to talk to their mothers 
(Mullender et al., 2010). The findings o f the present study, which showed the 
positive psychological effects o f providing adolescents with support and an
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opportunity to discuss feelings, highlight the importance o f this. Whilst interventions 
aimed at strengthening the mother-child attachment are considered valuable, these 
findings suggest that, in the first instance, young people should be offered 
alternative, additional support while mothers are helped to take on this role 
themselves. This provision is an intervention in itself and its value should be 
emphasised.
There is a wealth o f literature that highlights the attachment difficulties in children 
who have been exposed to domestic violence. However, to my knowledge this is the 
first research that has explored the accounts o f young people with these experiences 
and shown that increased mentalisation abilities feed into the ability to develop more 
secure attachment strategies. The adolescents interviewed described the benefits o f 
being more able to empathise, consider the motivations o f others, and reflect on their 
own psychological processes and how their behaviour might be being experienced by 
others. They 6)und this improved their social communication, close relationships and 
ability to cope with difficulties. The present research, therefore, has interesting 
implications for the role o f mentalising in building resilience. In the researcher's 
opinion, mentalisation-based techniques should be considered in therapeutic 
interventions.
Young people who have lived in environments where domestic violence occurred 
often feel disempowered and silenced by fear (Mullender et al., 2010). The findings 
o f the present study highlight the need for them to 'find their voice' and recognise its
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value. This can be facilitated by a therapeutic environment where their words are 
taken seriously and where they are encouraged to make decisions and work 
collaboratively to solve problems, including managing how to resolve conflicts with 
their fathers. This needs to be done in a safe way, with a suitably qualified third party 
who is paying attention to the attachment needs o f the young person (Dallos & 
Vetere, 2009).
The findings o f the present study shed light on how young people who have been 
exposed to domestic violence can be supported to develop more secure attachment 
strategies. Due to the research that links more secure attachment with resilience, 
exploring the experiences o f these adolescents has important therapeutic 
implications. The findings o f the present study suggest that all interventions with this 
client group should hold in mind the attachment strategies o f adolescents. It is 
important not to pathologise the reaction o f  young people who have experienced 
domestic violence and to consider that insecure avoidant attachment strategies may 
have been developed as necessary survival strategies that protected them when they 
needed it. Interventions should aim to help address these and start to facilitate more 
secure attachment strategies when their environment is no longer threatening.
4.9 Final Reflections
The process o f completing this research has enabled me to develop personally 
and professionally. I was struck by how much the young people wanted to speak in 
depth to me, and by how many o f  them described their motivation to help others with
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similar experiences o f domestic violence. Despite my expectations, the boys spoke as 
openly and engaged as well as the girls. Their honesty was at times moving, and I 
was filled with respect for these young people who had such motivation to 
understand themselves more and make sense o f their experiences. I felt encouraged 
that their true selves were emerging. Their stories had a thread o f hope running 
through them as they brought attachment theory to life 5)r me in a new way. I 
wondered at times if this was an exceptional sample o f adolescents, and whether 
perhaps their accounts were remarkable and would not be replicated in a different 
sample. However, on reflection, although each o f them showed remarkable courage, 
I firmly believe that given the right facilitating environment, many adolescents 
would have similar experiences and that secure attachment strategies could be 
developed.
1 sincerely hope this research is valuable and has provided some meaningful insights 
into how adolescents (aged 12-16) experienced an intervention project after being 
exposed to domestic violence. The impact o f the charitable organisation as a secure 
base facilitated more secure attachment strategies which could have bearings on 
young peoples' ability to cope with future adversity. The intention o f this study was 
to give the adolescents a voice. Therefore, it feels appropriate to give the final word 
to one o f the girls as she discussed the processes she felt enabled her to move 
forward from her experiences o f domestic violence:
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TTzmA: ofAer t/zey mzgAf /%m;g 6eeM //zmwg/z. îTz^ r/ zA 7/ '.y /z/g
c/zazzgzzzg z"ga/(^ ;. .Becazzj^ e w/zgzz};oz/ (^ .. J  go z/zmzzg/z zfz^czz/Z j^ z/zzo/zozz.yyozz cozz //zzzzA^ 
zZ 'j: z^z.yZ yozz ozzz7 Z/zoZ zzzoA^ej: yozz yèe/ 6oz/ o6ozzZ yozzra^e^ ozzzf o/ozzg. RzzZ yozz W 6e 
ozzzozgz/ oZ w/zoZ oZ/zgr /?gq^/g ora z7go/zzzg wzZ/z. (Zozzz.y^
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UNIVERSITY O F
SURREY
INFORMATION SHEET FOR THE FOCUS GROUP
How did you find the experience of being supported by ***************?
My name is Gemima and I am studying psychology at the University of Surrey. I am doing a 
piece of research about teenagers' experiences o f * * * * * * * * * * * * * *  g f  g
training course and 1 am really interested in hearing all about your experiences and views. 
The study has been given a favourable ethical opinion by the University of Surrey's Faculty 
of Arts and Human Sciences Ethics Committee.
Why am I doing this research?
Children who have witnessed domestic abuse or have been aware of it going on in their 
homes often find it very distressing and find the memories of it to be traumatic, even a long 
time after it's happened. Support by charities like ************** )§ yepy important. I 
would like to learn from you and other young people about what it has been like to come 
along to the groups and meet with the workers there to talk about things and if you feel it has 
helped you in any way. I am particularly interested in whether your friendships and 
relationships with family members have been affected and whether you have noticed any 
differences in how you respond to difficult times.
What are the potential advantages of taking part?
Many people find that they like having somebody to talk to and help them think about things 
in their lives and feel listened to. Talking to me about your experiences of the support you 
have been given may help us to think about what support might be helpful in the future, 
which could help other children in your situation.
XWhat are the potential disadvantages of taking part?
The main potential disadvantage is that you will have to give up approximately 45 minutes to 
an hour of your time. Although I will not be asking you about any sad memories it is 
possible that talking about things may make you feel upset. If ^  
anything you talk about does make you feel distressed you can ^3^ y 
stop and talk to your family or a child worker from 
3,ftcrw3.r(ls
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What will happen if I want to take part?
The Focus Group will happen during one of your Youth Group meetings that you attend. 
You will be told in advance when it is going to be. If you don't want to take part you can sit 
out. Even if you agree to take part, you can choose not to answer all of the questions in the 
interview. If you are happy to sit in then we will all meet for about 45 minutes to talk in a 
group.
Will what we talk about be kept confidential?
If I am worried about harm coming to you or someone else I will have 
to tell someone, to make sure that you are okay but I would talk to you 
about this first. Otherwise I will not tell anybody specifically what you have said. I will 
voice record and write anonymously about what we talk about and keep the recording in a 
locked cabinet. I may write some things that you and other young people have told me and 
these may be published, or I may talk about them in a conference, but nobody will know that 
you have been involved in the research. You can tell anyone what you like about our talk.
What happens afterwards?
After we talk, you may feel upset, sad or angry or you may not. If
you want to, you could talk to your family or a child worker from 
* * * * * * * * * * * * * *
If you would prefer to speak to someone else you can contact Childline by calling 0800 1111 
or looking on their website http://www.childline.or2 .uk/pa2es/home.aspx
If vou have anv further questions 
You can contact me at:
Gemima Fitzgerald 
University of Surrey 
Guildford 
GU2 7XH 
01483 689441
a.fitzqerald@surrev.ac.uk
You can contact my research supervisor at:
Arlene Vetere 
University of Surrey 
Guildford 
GU2 7XH 
01483 689441
a.vetere@surrev.ac.uk
THANK YOU FOR THINKING ABOUT TAKING PART
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ê  UNIVERSITY O FSURREY
INFORMATION SHEET FOR THE INTERVIEWS
How did you find the experience of being supported by ***************?
My name is Gemima and I am studying psychology at the University of Surrey. I am doing a 
piece of research about teenagers' experiences o f * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * *  as part of my 3 year 
training course and I am really interested in hearing all about your experiences and views. 
The study has been given a favourable ethical opinion by the University of Surrey's Faculty 
of Arts and Human Sciences Ethics Committee.
Why am I doing this research?
Children who have witnessed domestic abuse or have been aware of it going on in their 
homes often find it very distressing and find the memories of it to be traumatic, even a long 
time after it's happened. Support by charities like ***************** ig very important. I 
would like to learn from you and other young people about what it has been like to come 
along to the groups and meet with the workers there to talk about things and if you feel it has 
helped you in any way. 1 am particularly interested in whether your friendships and 
relationships with family members have been affected and whether you have noticed any 
differences in how you respond to difficult times.
What are the potential advantages of taking part?
Talking to me about your experiences of the support you have been given may help us to 
think about what support might be helpful in the future, which could help other children in 
your situation. Also, you may find that discussing your experiences with me is a positive 
experience as it could help you to think about your experience at *****************_ You 
will be given a TIO HMV voucher for the time you spend talking to me. I will also provide 
refreshments for you during our meeting.
What are the potential disadvantages of taking part? X
The main potential disadvantage is that you will have to give up approximately 30 minutes 
of your time. Although I will not be asking you about any sad memories, it is possible that
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talking about things may make you feel upset. If anything you talk about does make you feel 
distressed you can stop and talk to your family or a child worker
froiTi 3.fltcrw3.rcis
What will happen if 1 want to take part?
You will have the chance to meet with me and ask any questions 
before you decide whether you want to take part. If you want to then I will ask you, and your 
parent or guardian to sign a consent form and I will ask your child worker if they also agree. 
If so, we can then arrange a time and place for us to meet, for about 45 minutes. You can 
change your mind about taking part before or during our meeting. You don't have to answer 
all the questions if you don't want to. If it makes you feel more comfortable you can have 
someone else present with you during the interview.
Will what we talk about be kept confidential?
If I am worried about harm coming to you or someone else I will have to 
tell someone, to make sure that you are okay but I would talk to you
about this first. Otherwise I will not tell anybody specifically what you 
have said. I will voice record and write anonymously about what we talk about and keep the 
recording in a locked cabinet. Your name will not be associated with what you have told me. 
I may write some things that you and other young people have told me and these may be 
published, or I may talk about them in a conference, but nobody will know that you have 
been involved in the research. You can tell anyone what you like about our talk.
What happens afterwards?
After we talk, you may feel upset, sad or angry or you may not. If 
you want to, you could talk to your family or a child worker from
* * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * *
If you would prefer to speak to someone else you can contact 
Childline by calling 0800 1111 or looking on their website 
http://www.childline.org.uk/pages/home.aspx
If vou have anv flirther questions
You can contact me at:
G em im a F itzg era ld  
University o f  Surrey 
G u ild fo rd  
GU2 7XH  
01483 689441
You can contact my research supervisor at:
Arlene Vetere 
University o f  Surrey 
G u ild fo rd  
GU2 7XH  
01483 689441
g.fitzeeraldt^surrev.ac.uk a.vetere(A),surrev.ac.uk 240
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UNIVERSITY OF
SURREY
CONSENT FORM 
Study: How did you find the experience of being supported by
Name of researcher: Gemima Fitzgerald
• Gemima would like to talk to me about what it is like to come along to
* * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * *
• I have read the information sheet about the study and have asked Gemima 
any questions that I want to.
• Gemima will record our conversation and write about it, but she will not use 
my real name so nobody else will know what I have said.
• I can tell anyone I want to about what we talk about.
• I can say ‘no’ to taking part in the study, nobody will mind and it won’t affect 
any help that I get.
• If I say yes I can change my mind any time before or during meeting with 
Gemima, without having to say why.
Mv decision: Please tick one box
agree to take part in Gemima’s research
OR
do not want to take part in Gemima’s research X
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My name:
My signature:
Today’s date:
Researcher Date Signature
Gemima Fitzgerald Arlene Vetere (Research
(Researcher) supervisor)
University of Surrey University of Surrey
Guildford Guildford
GU2 7XH GU2 7XH
01483 689441 01483 689441
a.fitzqerald@surrev.ac.uk a.vetere@surrev.ac.uk
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UNIVERSITY O F
SURREY
PARENTAL CONSENT FORM
Study: How did you find the experience of being supported by
* * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * *
Name of researcher: Gemima Fitzgerald
• Gemima would like to talk to my child about what it is like to come along to
* * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * *
• My child and I have read the information sheet about the study and have 
asked Gemima any questions that I want to.
• Gemima will record their conversation and write about it, but she will not use 
my child’s real name so nobody else will know what they have said.
• My child and I can tell anyone we want to about taking part in the study and 
what is spoken about.
• I can say ‘no’ to my child taking part in the study, nobody will mind and it
won’t affect any help that we get.
• If I say yes I can change my mind any time before or during my child’s 
meeting with Gemima, without having to say why.
Mv decision: Please tick one box
I agree to my child taking part in Gemima’s research 
OR
I do not want my child to take part in Gemima’s research X
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My name;
My signature:
Today’s date:
My child’s name:
Researcher Date Signature
Gemima Fitzgerald Arlene Vetere (Research
(Researcher) supervisor)
University of Surrey University of Surrey
Guildford Guildford
GU2 7XH GU2 7XH
01483 689441 01483 689441
q.fitzqerald@surrev.ac.uk a.vetere@surrev.ac.uk
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ê  UNIVERSITY OFSURREY
Debrief Sheet
Thank you very much for talking with me today. By talking to me you have helped 
me understand what it’s been like for you to come along to services provided by 
************************* i^y telling me about your experiences I hope other
people will learn more about the best way to provide support for adolescents who 
have been affected by domestic abuse so that they can deal with any difficult times 
in the future.
After we talk, you may feel upset, sad or angry or you may not. If you want to, you 
could talk to your family or a child worker from * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * *
If you would prefer to speak to someone else you can contact Childline by calling 
0800 1111 or looking on their website http://www.childline.ora.uk/paaes/home.aspx
If vou have anv further questions
You can contact me at:
sup%\@Mfh@lFitzgerald
University of Surrey 
Guildford 
GU2 7XH 
01483 689441
q.fitzqerald@surrev.ac.uk
You can contact my research
Arlene Vetere 
University of Surrey 
Guildford 
GU2 7XH 
01483 689441
a.vetere@surrev.ac.uk
It was nice to meet you and thank you again for talking to me.
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Debrief Sheet
Thank you very much for agreeing that your child could come and talk with me 
today. By talking to me your child has helped me understand what it has been like to 
come along to services provided by ************************* Also, by telling me their 
experiences I hope that other people will learn more about the best way to provide 
support for adolescents who have been affected by domestic abuse, so that they 
can deal with difficult times in the future.
It may have upset your child talking to me today. It is important that they can talk to 
you, or a child worker from *********************
They may prefer to speak to someone else, about whatever is on their mind. They 
can contact Childline by calling 0800 1111 or looking on their website 
http://www.childline.ora.uk/paqes/home.aspx
If vou have anv further questions
You can contact me at:
supe®^mifh#tFitzgerald 
University of Surrey 
Guildford 
GU2 7XH 
01483 689441
q.fitzaerald@surrev.ac.uk
You can contact my research
Arlene Vetere 
University of Surrey 
Guildford 
GU2 7XH 
01483 689441
a.vetere@surrev.ac.uk
It was nice to meet your child today and thank you again for 
agreeing for them to take part.
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Interview Schedule
The experiences of an intervention for adolescents exposed to domestic violence, 
in relation to their peer and attachm ent relationships; roads to resilience.
Start by stressing how much they're helping me
Prompts: Can you tell me more about that? How did you feel about that? Always ask 
what was good and what was bad about things.
Experiences
# Fm really interested in what it’s been like for you what’s coming here. Can 
you tell me about it? What kinds o f support have you received?
# What’s been good about it?
# What’s been bad about it?
# How did it feel to have support?
# Have you noticed any differences in how you feel or act since you started 
coming here? (If so, can you describe them? And why do you think this is?)
# It can be difficult when you go somewhere new and meet new people. What 
was it like when you first came to the Youth Group here?
# How did it feel to have staff available to talk to here?
Friendships
# Can you tell me about any people / friends you've met here?
# Obviously, you all have something in common and that's the reason you
come here. Do you ever talk about your experiences to each other?
# What has that experience been like?
# Have you noticed any changes in you at school since you started coming 
here? (why do you think that is?)
# Has there been any impact on your other friendships since you started coming 
here? (why do you think that is?)
Family life
# Can you tell me about your family? What's it like?
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# Can you tell me an)thing about how you all get on as a family?
# Has anything changed at home since you started coming here? (Better or 
worse? why?)
# What has it been like to be able to talk to family workers or helpers here?
# Have you noticed any other changes in your family since you started coming 
here?
# Have you noticed any other effects h"om receiving support here? Why?
# Can you talk to a member o f your family if you have a problem? If  so who? 
Has this always been the case?
Problem-solving / self efficacy
# Have you noticed any difference in the way you react when you are faced 
with a problem or difficulty since you've been coming to the charity? In what 
way?
# How do you think you learned these skills?
# Can you give an example o f a difficulty you've 6ced recently and how you 
overcame it? (Is this different to before?)
# How do you resolve conflicts/arguments? Have you always done it like this?
# What can you take away for the future, from what you've experienced here?
Identity
How would you describe yourself as a person? (prompt: how would a close 
&iend describe you?)
Has the support you've received or anything you've learnt from the service 
here changed you as a person at all?
Has coming to the charity impacted on how you &el about yourself?
Where do you think you'd be right now without the charity's support?
From coming to the Youth Group and from other support you've received on 
a one-to-one basis, has this influenced you at all? In what way?
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Is there anything else you would like to say to me that you think might be 
interesting or relevant to my research?
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ê  UNIVERSITY OFSURREY
Chair’s Action Faculty of A rts and Human Sciences 
Fthics Committee
Ref:
Name o f Student:
Title o f  Project:
Supervisor:
Date o f submission: 
Date o f re-submission:
727-PSY-12 RS 
GFMIMA FITZGERALD
The effects of an intervention for adolescents exposed 
to domestic violence on their peer and attachm ent 
relationships; roads to resilience
PROFESSOR ARLENE VETERE
5™ MARCH 2012
16™ APRIL 2012
The above Project has been re-submitted to the FAHS Ethics Committee.
A favourable ethical opinion has now been given.
Signed:
Dr Adrian Coyle
Chair
Dated:
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RE: Research proposal
********************
You replied on 03/11/201115:52.
Sent: 30 October 201110:12
To: Fitzgerald GJ Miss (PG/R - Psychology)
Hi Gemima
I have forwarded the proposal onto * * * * * * *  ^my line manager, and we are happy to 
proceed with this.
Sorry that we have not got back to you sooner.
Thank you so much for concentrating your piece of research with us.
Kind regards 
* * * * * * *
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Transcribed from the audio reflective diary kept by the researcher:
8^ August 2012 -  aAer an interview
g o / y r o / z z  Z/z/x z z z /e r v z e w  w z //z  //z zx  7 ^  o / z f  6 o y  zzzzz / / z o /  /z e  
v z z /z z e r o 6 /e ,  o W j / e / ,  j / r o z z g .  v4zz(7 /z e  o w o z - e  q /^ /zzj; v z z /zz e z -o ^ z /z /y  ozz<7/  r e o / / y y ê / /  z /  
/zoz-r/gz", 6 e o o zz j^ e  //zzx  M Z/ze^zz-j^Z Zzzzze i ' v e  z z z Z e z v z e w e z / o  A o } ' zzz Z/zz.y r e x e o r c / z  o z zz i 
zZ w o .y  (T ^ z z z Z e /y , zZy è /Z  zzzo re  (7 z ^ c zz /Z  Zo g e Z  Z/ze zzzZ ezv zew  ,yZoz-Ze<7 ozz(7  i / è / Z  Z/zoZ /z e  w o x  
yzzz(7zzzg zZ z i i^ c z z /Z  Zo z z z q y 6 e  /eZ  /zz.y g z z o r ^ f  & >w zz wzZ/z zzze o Z /z r jZ , z z z q y 6 e  6 e o o z z .y e  i'z z z  o  
w ozzzozz. i  WO;^ m v o r e  q/^  Z/ze z iz ^ z - e z z o e x  zzz o z z r  g e z z r /e r x ,  6zzZ o / x o  w ozzzT ez-ee/ z/^ /z e  
z<7ezzZz/ze(7 zzze 6 e z z z g  /zA e  /zz.y zzzzzzzz, ozzof w /z o Z  Z/zoZ Z/zoZ zzzzg/zZ / z o v e  y è /Z  /z ^ e . .BzzZ Z/zezz
o .y  w e  g o Z  g o z z z g  /z e  r e o / / y  q p e z z e r f  zzq Zo zzze. i  w a x  j^zzzpz"z.ye67 / z o w  zzzzze/z zZ /z z ^ o ^ o ^ /y  
w o.yzz 'Z z -eo /Z y  w /zo Z  i  w o ^  e jii^ eeZ zzzg  z " eo //y . i^ /ôzzzzü / zZ /p o z z j^ e j  zzzovzzzg; ozz Zzozzozzz".
22"^ January 2013 -  during the process o f analysis
TTzzj^  zj; yzz6^ Z o  z-e/ZeeZzozz ozz ZZze /zz-oeej x^ q /  Z/ze ozzo/yj z^x q /  zzzy zioZo. fVzzz i  Z/zzzzA: Z/zoZ ox 
i'zzz ozz zz^ 2zzzi zzzZezrzew Z/zoZ i'zzz ozzo/yxzzzg zzow, i  /zozi Zo /eorzz oZ/zrxZ Zo zzoZ 6e zzz 
Zoo zzzzze/z q/^o /zzzz-zy. TTzoZ wox o  Zezz^ ZoZzozz oZ/zz-xZ. 6"o i  /zozi Zo xZoz-Z ogozzz ozzz7 x/ow  
zZ o // rzg/zZ zTowzz. iz wox ZezzzpZzzzg Zo xeoz-e/z yôr /zzzAx Zo Z/ze /zrevzozzx zzzZezvzew Zoo 
eor/y. i  eozz zTo Z/zoZ /oZez". .BzzZ w/zere i'zzz oZ zzow, i  /zove Zo Zz-eoZ eoe/z zzzZezrzew 
eozz^/eZe/y xepoz-oZe/y. Adw zAoZ /  reo/zxe Z/zoZ zZ'x oL /  eozz zTo zZ. i've  zzzozTe o  vez ;^ 
eozzxezozzx zTeezxzozz Zo A:zzzz7 6z"oe e^Z z^Z/zzx zzzZezrzew/rozzz Z/ze /zz-evzozzx zzzZez-vzew. iZ 
yè/Z /z^e i  /zozf Zo 6e qzzzZe z/zxe^/zzzezi o6ozzZ Z/zoZ oZ/zz-xZ. z^zZ i yôzzzzz/ Z/zoZ vezy /ze(q/zz/. 
iZ /ze^x zzze Zo Z"eo//y /zxZezz Zo w/zoZ eoe/z /zez"xozz zx xzzyzzzg. i  eozz /ooA: oez-oxx 6eZweezz 
Z/ze zzzZezTzewx yor Z/zezzzex ozzzi zzzzz Z/zzzzgx /oZez-. .BzzZ i  Z/zzzzA: Z/zzx zx Z/ze ozz/y wzzy Zo geZ
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zAe ncAzzexx owZ q/" eocA  ZMZezTzew oZ Z/ze e o r /y  xZogex. .AzxZ eozzzzzzezzZzzzg ozz w /zoZ 'x  
6eezz xozzi. TVbZ w/zoZ i  /zeoz-zi 6e/ôz"e.
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I'm more sociable wiA my friends. It's 
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me. having the support h «  changed me. 
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MRP Transcript Interview 2 - Louise (0T\(Q3h*6l (CNM0j]
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Thematic Analysis Coding Process for Focus G roup 1 with a Sample of Service 
Users: (The development of the sem i-structured interview)
1. Initial difficulties 
Nervous
Feeling awkward 
Fear o f social rejection
F b w  V A zzo w  xozzze  z^re z ]y c ^ r o z 3 c /z a 6 /e  o r  zzoZ ..../zA K  z/^);ozz Zo/A: Zo
Z/zezzz, };ozz  zTozz 'Z A zzo w  z/^ Z /zey  w z / /  Zz /^A; 6ocA :. O r  z/^ Z /zey  w z //^ z zx Z  6 /o zzA :};o M  o r  
xozzzeZ/zzzzg. (S'zzzzoz^
2. Locating Inner Resources (self efficacy)
I am sociable
Things get beAer quickly
Developing problem solving skills
/Z  g z v e x } ; o w  w z z y x  Zo ZzAg, g e Z  ozzZ (z /^ y o w r  /? r o 6 /g z z z x . f l /o z T ^
Confidence
7Z Azzz/Z z z ^  cozz/zzA ezzz:e. ( C / z / o e )
3. Support from  the organisation 
Youth group
School visits 
Individual sessions 
Talking to family members
F ezz/z , ozzz7 /zA e , Z /zey  /z e /p e z 7  zzzy zzzzzzzz Zo zTeza/ wzZ/z zZ, x o  x /z e  z?ozz/z7 Azg(p zzx Zo 
zTgz^Z wzZ/z zZ 6eZ Z er. 6"o zZ Afzzz7 q / g z T v e  /z g r  z3 x z zq p o r Z  roz?A^ x o  w e  z7zzAz 'Z /zz^ve Zo 
zAo zZ ozzz7 x z zq p o r Z  o z z r x e /v e x  o x  w e / / .  ( C / z / o e )
4. What was learnt at the organisation 
Realising no one judges me here
F bzz zTbzz 'Z _/zzz]^e /z e z z ;z /e  z2zzz7 z /z e z r  xzZzzoZzozzx, c o x  y o z z  'v e  6 e e z z  zzz zZ /zA e
xzzzzz/z2r  xzZzzoZzozzx. (ISzzzzoz^
Tm not alone anymore 
Making new Aiends 
Having fun
Gives me things in my life to look forward to 
Helps my mum to help us
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Changed our family life in a good way 
Supportive
Highlights different options 
Helps to think o f solutions
5. Suggestions fo r  interview questions 
How has the service helped you so far?
How do you think this service could help you in the future? 
Can you take things away Aom the group?
Has what you've learned here got you out o f certain situations? 
Where would you be right now without the service?
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Table showing emergent, sub-themes and m aster themes - Boys
M aster
Themes
Sub- Themes Em ergent Themes
Theme 1 : The 
development 
o f personal 
survival 
strategies and 
their ongoing 
legacy
a. Becoming 
aware o f  and 
acknowledging, 
the serious impact 
o f exposure to 
domestic violence
Reflecting on the 
negative eflects on 
mental health and 
relationships; 
development of'false 
self as a defence 
(pleasing others and 
being scared to upsetting 
people, hiding 
difflculties); keeping 
people at a distance; 
keeping domestic 
violence a secret; 
aggression and violence 
towards others; alcohol 
and substance abuse.
b. Ongoing 
emotional and
interpersonal
difficulties
Feeling fearful o f  
problems re-occurring, 
resilience and ability to 
cope in the future; 
feeling inferior to others; 
language indicating 
difficulties talking about 
the experience; avoidance 
o f talking to group 
members about 
experiences; not 6eling 
safe with dad; aggression.
Theme 2:
Developing
and
understanding
personal
psychological
processes that
facilitate
resilient
responding
a. Developing and 
becoming more 
aware o f a 'sense 
o f self
Becoming an adult; more 
awareness o f personal 
strengths; improved self 
esteem (liking 
themselves); 6eling 
strong and resilient in 
comparison to peers; 
change in self image; 
development o f'true  
self (&eedom to express 
thoughts and opinions); 
self-discovery; change in 
roles; developing a sense 
o f agency; developing 
new ideals.
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b. Feeling a sense 
o f personal 
growth and 
improved 
psychological 
health
c. Developing the 
ability to 
mentalise and 
empathise further
Improved academic 
performance; growth in 
maturity; psychologically 
healthy; learning new 
ways o f behaving; 
improved concentration; 
recovery from trauma; 
affect regulation; not 
blaming self or others; 
feeling more in control 
about decisions; problem 
solving skills; feeling 
stronger individually and 
as a family; hope A)r the 
future; learning from 
reflecting own behaviour; 
post traumatic growth.
Thinking about others’ 
thoughts; empathising; a 
resulting shift in values; 
thinking about impact o f 
own behaviour on others; 
reflecting on the reasons 
for others’ behaviour; 
reflecting on past and 
ongoing difficulties.
Theme 3: 
Feeling 
emotionally 
safe in
relationships
a. Feeling more 
secure in
important
relationships
Change in dynamics and 
strength o f relationship 
with mum; relief from 
pressure o f caring for 
mum; mum is supported; 
more stability; talking 
about shared experiences; 
closer with mum and 
siblings; all survivors; 
more emotional honesty; 
improved self esteem 
with peers; able to be the 
child again at home; 
family home as a secure 
base; improved 
communication styles; 
unity as a family; affect 
regulation._____________
b. Feeling
connected to and 
bonded with the 
intervention 
group members
Feeling normal; not being 
alone anymore; feeling 
safe; an unspoken 
understanding; empathy 
and respect; a sense o f
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c. Having a sense 
o f a secure base
in the charitable 
organisation
family and belonging; 
being understood; 
positive feelings 
associated with group 
identity; 6eling stronger 
as a group member; 
group membership; 
feeing connected; group 
identity; friendships; first 
experience o f  knowing 
others with similar 
backgrounds; increased 
confidence and 
resilience; all survivors.
A safe place; recognising 
the need for social 
support; feeling safe to 
remember; feeling safe to 
mentalise; release from 
pressure; safety to 
express thoughts and 
feelings; freedom; 
development o f 'true 
self^; feeling supported; 
containment; being 
understood; belonging; 
consistency and 
continuity o f support; 
feeling accepted; feeling 
valued, special and 
noticed; increased 
confidence; recovery 
h"om trauma; expressing 
thoughts and feelings; 
having an important 
voice; trusting others; 
feeling stronger; feeling 
encouraged to achieve; 
having support as an 
'uplift' in the week._____
Theme 4:
Having a 
voice
a. How it felt to 
be listened to
Privilege; supportive; 
feeling hopeful; special; 
being noticed; 
importance o f expressing 
feelings; release; being 
believed; the therapist is 
robust enough to hear and 
contain.
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b. My words are 
important
Being taken seriously; 
having a purpose; sense 
o f meaning; talking about 
experiences in a new 
way; being a part o f 
decision-making process; 
speaking up in other 
situations; discovering 
and having opinions
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Table showing emergent, sub-themes and m aster themes - Girls
M aster
Themes
Sub- Themes Em ergent Themes
Theme 1 : The 
development 
o f personal 
survival 
strategies and 
their ongoing 
kgi#y
a. Becoming 
aware o f  and 
acknowledging, 
the serious impact 
o f exposure to 
domestic violence
Reflecting on the 
negative effects on 
mental health and 
relationships; 
development of'false 
self as a defence 
(pleasing others and 
being scared to upsetting 
people, hiding 
difficulties); keeping 
people at a distance; 
keeping domestic 
violence a secret; 
aggression and violence 
towards others; unhelpful 
family scripts; being 
unable to process mum's 
trauma; family 
helplessness; social 
withdrawal.
b. Ongoing 
emotional and 
interpersonal
difficulties
Feeling fearful o f  
problems re-occurring; 
feeling inferior to others; 
language indicating 
difficulties talking about 
the abuse; minimising the 
abuse; avoidance o f 
talking to group members 
about experiences; not 
feeling sa& with dad; 
aggression; difficulties 
trusting others._________
Theme 2: 
Developing
and
understanding
personal
psychological
processes that
facilitate
resilient
responding
a. Developing and 
becoming more 
aware o f a 'sense 
o f self
Becoming an adult; more 
awareness o f personal 
strengths; improved self 
esteem (liking 
themselves); feeling 
strong and resilient in 
comparison to peers; 
change in self image; 
development o f'true 
se lf (&eedom to express 
thoughts and opinions); 
self-discovery; change in 
roles; developing a sense
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of agency; developing 
new values; becoming 
more outspoken; 
understanding own role 
in peer relationships; 
regretting mistakes.
b. Feeling a sense 
o f personal 
growth and 
improved 
psychological 
health
Improved academic 
performance; growth in 
maturity; psychologically 
healthy; learning new 
ways o f behaving; 
improved concentration; 
recovery &om trauma; 
affect regulation; not 
blaming self or others; 
feeling more in control 
about decisions; problem 
solving skills; feeling 
stronger individually and 
as a family; hope for the 
future; learning from 
reflecting own behaviour; 
post traumatic growth; 
feeling special; change in 
role from victim to 
problem solver; being 
trusted; hope regarding 
future relationships; 
healthier self esteem; 
feeling able to break 
familial patterns; feeling 
stronger._______________
c. Developing the 
ability to 
mentalise and 
empathise further
Thinking about others' 
thoughts; empathising; a 
resulting shiA in values; 
thinking about impact o f 
own behaviour on others; 
reflecting on the reasons 
for others' behaviour; 
reflecting on past and 
ongoing difficulties; 
being able to hear mum's 
voice regarding abuse; 
appreciating others' 
strengths; increased pro­
social behaviour; gaining 
new perspectives on 
difficulties; providing 
comfort for others;
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listening to others.
Theme 3: 
Feeling 
emotionally 
sale in 
relationships
a. Feeling more 
secure in 
important 
relationships
Change in dynamics and 
strength o f relationship 
with mum; relief from 
pressure o f caring for 
mum; mum is supported; 
more stability; talking 
about shared experiences; 
closer with mum and 
siblings; all survivors; 
more emotional honesty; 
improved self esteem 
with peers; able to be the 
child again at home; 
family home as a secure 
base; improved 
communication styles' 
unity as a family; more 
empathie family 
relationships; increased 
ability to mentalise; 
relying on each other; 
affect regulation.________
b. Feeling
connected to and 
bonded with the 
intervention
group members
Feeling normal; not being 
alone anymore; feeling 
safe; an unspoken 
understanding; empathy 
and respect; a sense o f 
family and belonging; 
being understood; 
positive feelings 
associated with group 
identity; 6eling stronger 
as a group member; 
group membership; 
feeing connected; group 
identity; Aiendships; first 
experience o f knowing 
others with similar 
backgrounds; increased 
confidence and 
resilience; all survivors; 
equality o f relationships; 
non-judgemental; trust; 
valuing having people 
who understand who are 
emotionally removed
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c Having a sense 
o f a secure base 
in the charitable 
organisation
from the family,
A sate place; recognising 
the need tor social 
support; feeling safe to 
remember; feeling safe to 
mentalise; release Aom 
pressure; safety to 
express thoughts and 
feelings; Aeedom; 
development o f'true  
se lf; feeling supported; 
containment; being 
understood; consistency 
and continuity o f support; 
feeling accepted; feeling 
valued, special and 
noticed; increased 
confidence; recovery 
Aom trauma; expressing 
thoughts and feelings; 
having an important 
voice; trusting others; 
feeling stronger; feeling 
encouraged to achieve; 
having support as an 
‘uplift’ in the week._____
Theme 4: 
Having a 
voice
a. How it felt to 
be listened to
Privilege; supportive; 
feeling hopeful; special; 
being noticed; 
importance o f expressing 
feelings; release; being 
believed; the therapist is 
robust enough to hear and 
contain; having space to 
think and reflect; safe; a 
relief; cared for; 
cathartic; no stigma.
b. My words are 
important
Being taken seriously; 
having a purpose; sense 
o f meaning; talking about 
experiences in a new 
way; being a part o f 
decision-making process; 
speaking up in other 
situations; discovering 
and having opinions; 
being spoken to like an 
adult; having autonomy
279
wkhin the group; valued; 
my right to an opinion.
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Table showing overarching emergent, sub-themes and m aster themes
M aster
Themes
Sub- Themes Em ergent Themes
Theme 1 : The 
development 
of personal
survival
strategies and 
their ongoing 
legacy
a. Becoming 
aware of  ^and 
acknowledging, 
the serious impact 
o f exposure to 
domestic violence
Reflecting on the 
negative effects on 
mental health and 
relationships; 
development of'false 
self as a defence 
(pleasing others and 
being scared to upsetting 
people, hiding 
difficulties); keeping 
people at a distance; 
keeping domestic 
violence a secret; 
aggression and violence 
towards others; alcohol 
and substance abuse; 
unhelpful family scripts; 
being unable to process 
mum’s trauma; family 
helplessness; social 
withdrawal.
b. Ongoing 
emotional and 
interpersonal
difficulties
Feeling fearful o f  
problems re-occurring, 
resilience and ability to 
cope in the future; 
feeling inferior to others; 
language indicating 
difficulties talking about 
the abuse; minimising the 
abuse; avoidance of 
talking to group members 
about experiences; not 
feeling safe with dad; 
aggression; difficulties 
trusting others._________
Theme 2: 
Developing
and
understanding
personal
psychological
processes that
facilitate
resilient
responding
a. Developing and 
becoming more 
aware o f a 'sense 
o f self
Becoming an adult; more 
awareness o f  personal 
strengths; improved self 
esteem (liking 
themselves); feeling 
strong and resilient in 
comparison to peers; 
change in self image; 
development o f 'true 
self (Aeedom to express
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thoughts and opinions); 
self-discovery; change in 
roles; developing a sense 
o f agency; developing 
new values; becoming 
more outspoken; 
understanding own role 
in peer relationships; 
regretting mistakes.
b. Feeling a sense 
o f personal 
growth and 
improved 
psychological 
health
Improved academic 
performance; growth in 
maturity; psychologically 
healthy; learning new 
ways o f behaving; 
improved concentration; 
recovery Aom trauma; 
affect regulation; not 
blaming self or others; 
feeling more in control 
about decisions; problem 
solving skills; feeling 
stronger individually and 
as a family; hope for the 
future; learning Aom 
reflecting own behaviour; 
post Aaumatic growth; 
feeling special; change in 
role Aom victim to 
problem solver; being 
trusted; hope regarding 
future relationships; 
healthier self esteem; 
feeling able to break 
familial patterns; feeling 
stronger._______________
c. Developing the 
ability to 
mentalise and 
empathise further
Thinking about others' 
thoughts; empathising; a 
resulting shift in values; 
thinking about impact o f 
own behaviour on others; 
reflecting on the reasons 
for others' behaviour; 
reflecting on past and 
ongoing difficulties; 
being able to hear mum's 
voice regarding abuse; 
appreciating others' 
strengths; increased pro- 
social behaviour; gaining
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new perspectives on 
difficulties; providing 
comfort for others; 
listening to others.
Theme 3: 
Feeling 
emotionally 
safe in 
relationships
a. Feeling more 
secure in 
important
relationships
Change in dynamics and 
strength o f relationship 
with mum; relief Aom 
pressure o f caring A)r
mum; mum is supported; 
more stability; talking 
about shared experiences; 
closer with mum and 
siblings; all survivors; 
more emotional honesty; 
improved self esteem 
with peers; able to be the 
child again at home; 
family home as a secure 
base; improved 
communication styles’ 
unity as a family; more 
empathie family 
relationships; increased 
ability to mentalise; 
relying on each other.
b. Feeling 
connected to and 
bonded with the 
intervention 
group members
Feeling normal; not being 
alone anymore; feeling 
safe; an unspoken 
understanding; empathy 
and respect; a sense o f 
family and belonging; 
being understood; 
positive feelings 
associated with group 
identity; feeling stronger 
as a group member; 
group membership; 
feeing connected; group 
identity; Aiendships; first 
experience o f  knowing 
others with similar 
backgrounds; increased 
confidence and 
resilience; all survivors; 
equality o f relationships; 
non-judgemental; trust; 
valuing having people 
who understand who are 
emotionally removed
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c. Having a sense 
o f a secure base 
in the charitable 
organisation
Aom the Amily.
A safe place; recognising 
the need for social 
support; feeling safe to 
remember; Aeling saA to 
mentalise; release Aom 
pressure; saAty to 
express thoughts and 
Aelings; Aeedom; 
development o f 'true 
self; Aeling supported; 
containment; being 
understood; consistency 
and continuity o f support; 
Aeling accepted; Aeling 
valued, special and 
noticed; increased 
confidence; recovery 
Aom trauma; expressing 
thoughts and Aelings; 
having an important 
voice; trusting others; 
Aeling stronger; Aeling 
encouraged to achieve; 
having support as an 
‘uplift’ in the week._____
Theme 4:
Having a 
voice
a. How it felt to 
be listened to
Privilege; supportive; 
Aeling hopeAl; special; 
being noticed; 
importance o f expressing 
Aelings; release; being 
believed; the therapist is 
robust enough to hear and 
contain; having space to 
think and reflect; saA; a 
relief; cared Ar; 
cathartic; no stigma.
b. My words are 
important
Being taken seriously; 
having a purpose; sense 
o f meaning; talking about 
experiences in a new 
way; being a part o f 
decision-making process; 
speaking up in other 
situations; discovering 
and having opinions; 
being spoken to like an 
adult; having autonomy
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within the group; valued;
my right to an opinion.
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Thematic Analysis Coding Process for Focus Group 2 with a Different Sample 
of Service Users: (The Credibility Check)
Results Aom the individual interviews were disseminated to the participants o f the 
second Acus group. Participants o f this group agreed with the results as resonating 
with them and Alt these were a valid representation o f their experiences within the 
intervention project. Below are a selection o f  quotations Ar each theme that indicates 
theA agreement with these.
1. The development of personal survival strategies and their ongoing legacy
)/ozz cozzze /zere t/zezz ar w/zz/e yozz .ygg /zow ybr yoz/ Tg cozzze aW  t/zezz zt 
zzzaAexyow a  6zt t/zaZyozz wez-e .yo Zz^z-e. jBzzt zzot zzz a  y^e/zzzg a
ZzzZ cz"qp /zow 6Wjyozzz" /z/g to zzow zt bottez-. (Kotze)
2. Developing and understanding personal psychological processes that facilitate 
resilient responding
/  t/zzzzA: we ore o/Z zzzoz-e eoz^zZezzt too. ytzz^ Z 7 zA^ zzzteZy tZzzzzA^ 7 eozz wZzot 7 tZzzzzA; 
zzzore. (Moz-^
3. Feeling emotionally safe in relationships
Zzez-e tZzey 6^ zzppoz"t zz6^ oZZ ozzzZ ozzz-yôzzzzZze.9 a^ o we get ozz Mettez- o.y weZZ ozzz7 we oz'e 
eZo.yez-too. (MortZzz^
4. Having a voice
7t'j  ^reoZZy zzzee to Zzove jozzzeozze eorzzzg Zzs^ tezzzzzg toy^ ozz. (Moz-tZzq)
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Description of the Service:
The organisation
The charitable organisation involved in the present study is an independent charity 
ottering specialist confidential support and advice to anyone affected by domestic 
abuse living or working within a local area. These services include provision o f  
specialist advocacy, advice, information and support through outreach services, 
children's services, group work, counselling, volunteering and family work. They 
take referrals from individuals and from statutory and voluntary organisations. This 
charity receives funding from the Lottery as well as other sources. It has been a 
registered charity since April 1993. The organisation works with victims o f domestic 
violence and, simultaneously, their children (when applicable).
All children are invited to participate in a youth group, as well as individual
counselling and family work. Their mothers are simultaneously supported through 
individual counselling, group work and assistance with financial budgeting and 
planning and careers advice where appropriate. There is a youth group for 
adolescents aged 11-18 which occurs on a Thursday evening, and a kids club that 
runs on Saturday mornings for children o f primary school age.
# The organisation provides the opportunity for adolescents to meet and 
develop &iendships with adolescents o f  a similar age who have been through 
similar adverse experiences.
# There is a weekly youth group wherein adolescents take part in social 
activities, receive group psychoeducation about domestic violence and
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relationships, and group therapeutic work around affect regulation and 
problem-solving skills.
# Young people are encouraged to develop peer friendships within the group, 
as well as build relationships with staff members.
# Individual counselling is provided at separate times.
# Family therapy is available.
# Staff members can liaise with the young peoples' schools to help provide 
support for the child when needed for their behaviour, emotional well-being 
and academic performance.
# An emphasis is placed on children being able to talk through their worries 
and concerns as well as have the time and space to have fun and 'escape' 
from the pressures o f home.
Interventions employ psychoeducation and counselling and help to develop problem - 
solving skills. At all times the importance o f peer support and a robust therapeutic 
relationship is emphasised. The aim o f interventions is to enable young people to 
speak about their worries and feelings and learn strategies for managing the intense 
emotions they are experiencing. Young people are given support with how to manage 
contact with their fathers and how to seek help and develop a sense o f self-efficacy 
with this.
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Appendix 1
Research Log
1 FomiulatinQ and testing hypotheses and research questions i X
2 Carrying out a stnictured literature search using mfdnnation technology and 
Kterature search tools v/
3 CrAicaNy reviewing relevant Nterature and evakmting research methods
i X
4 Formulating specific research questions
v X
5 Wilting brief reseach proposals y X
6 WHting detaBed research proposals/protocols i X
7 Considering issues related to ethical practice in research, indudmg issues of 
diversity, and structuring plans accordingly vX
8 Obtaining approval from a research etfwcs commAtee iX
9 Obtaining appropriate supervision for research
X
10 Obtaining appropriate coUaboratkm for research X
11 Collecting data from research pmtdpants X
12 Choosing appropriate design fomesearch questkms X
13 Writing patient information and consent forms xi
14 Devising and administering questionnaires X
15 Negotiating access to study participants in applied NHS settings X
16 Setting up a data file X
17 Conducing statistical data analysis using SPSS X
18 Choosmg appropriate statistical «n^yses X
19 Preparing quantitative data for analysis X
20 Choosing appropriate quantitative data analysis X
21 Summarbing results in figures and tables X
22 Conducting semi-structured Interviews <
23 Transcribing and analysing Interview data usmg quaRative melftods \/
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24 Choosing appmpdate quaMative analyses X
25 Interpreting results from quantitative and quatitative data analysis X
26 Presenting research finrtings In a variety of contexts X
27 ProAjdng a written report on a research proiect X
28 Defending owm research decisions and analyses X I
29 Submitting research repwts for pubtication m peer-reviewed journals or edited 
book X
30 Applying research finitirrgs to dinical practice X
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ExpZormg tAe q/^ zM/erMct (/atwg OM /we» aW t/ze/r
^'Aq^mg^ôr Zove
cZzzc^M 'Mazve .yczazz/zs^ t expert ' or ozz zzotwro/ '
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June 2011
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A great deal o f research has been conducted into the scientific complexities o f  
selecting a partner and falling in love, focusing on areas such as genetic and 
biochemical factors. It has also widely been 6und that there are Sequent 
discrepancies between self-presentations online and 'reality'. Whilst research has 
focused on daters' self-presentation, the effect o f internet dating on people's sense o f 
identity has not been extensively researched.
The aim o f this study was to explore representations o f the self in relation to internet 
dating through lived experience. The research question was: How do experiences o f 
internet dating impact on views o f self in adult heterosexual men?
Four heterosexual men aged between 30 and 40 were interviewed. The questions 
were developed through discussion and consensus between the researchers and were 
analysed following the Braun & Clarke (2006) six-stage thematic analysis. Four
overarching but interrelated themes were identified: People as commodities; the 
scientific vs. the natural; becoming an expert and shifting self-perceptions.
Participants sometimes described internet dating as 'shopping' for partners, whilst 
the internet dating process itself was viewed as a product where your experience 
depends on your expectations. Participants described feeling like commodities 
during the internet dating process. All four participants perceived internet dating as a 
more scientific way to meet potential partners. They also appeared to perceive 
romantic connections as random and difficult to predict. Regardless o f their overall
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cynicism regarding the science o f selecting a suitable mate, all the participants did 
appear to employ some quasi-scientific methods to filter potential partners. 
Participants also viewed their experiences as changing the way they saw themselves.
This research could facilitate a greater dialogue around the strengths and limitations 
o f online dating and examine how subjective realities are related to overarching 
discourses around internet dating operating within wider society.
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